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Executive Summary 
This report covers the work completed under a grant that was generously provided by the 
Grainger Center for Electrical Machinery and Electromechanics at the University of Illinois. 
The use of permanent magnet machines has grown tremendously and as we strive for machines 
with higher efficiencies and larger power densities, these machines often provide the most 
suitable solution. In order to improve the design of these permanent magnet machines it is 
important to make use of tools that have their foundations set in the knowledge of the many 
researchers who have completed work in this area. Without such tools engineers and designers 
would find themselves repeating work that had already been done and in many cases creating 
designs that could have been completed in less time and with better performance. Seasoned 
designers often rely on their education, experience and many years on the job to efficiently design 
electrical machines, yet as these professionals retire there is not a sufficiently large pool of young 
engineers with the necessary knowledge to jump right in and produce similar results. The long 
term goal of this research is to design a knowledge based permanent magnet machine design that 
makes use of the current best practice and past design knowledge in order to improve the 
effectiveness of new designers in this field. As a first step towards this goal, this document 
reports on a literature survey of reported optimization decisions. 
The overall research has been broken down into three distinct, yet dependant phases: (1) creation 
of a knowledge base of information from a detailed literature survey (2) the establishment of links 
between the various areas of the machine design; and (3) the development of an optimization tool 
that will utilize the established links to develop an optimized machine design that meets the 
application requirements. The key to this research is to determine a set of geometrical and 
operational constants from which the machine design can be completed. Therefore, a strong 
analytical connection between the various topic areas is necessary in order to be successful with 
this work. This approach will provide an efficient tool for machine design and will get the 
designer close to a final design where more time consuming techniques such as finite element 
analysis can be used to verify and fine tune the design. 
This report focuses on Phase 1 of the research and has surveyed many technical papers in various 
areas of permanent magnet machine design. The primary machine topology considered is the 
surface mount permanent magnets, although many of the principles can be equally applied to 
interior permanent magnet machines. An initial literature search on permanent magnet machine 
design was conducted and several groups/topics became apparent. These topics have formed the 
various chapters of this report and include (1) analytical modeling; (2) parameter calculation; (3) 
pulsating torque ( 4) iron losses; (5) materials; (6) performance; (7) machine design (8) 
application specific design and (9) optimization techniques. Although these topics are by no 
means exclusive, it is felt that this is a valuable starting point for further research. The authors 
have made every attempt to be thorough with their searches and to include any information that 
could add value to the topic under evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Machine design is an area where suitable results can be obtained with an almost infinite number 
of combinations, and depending on the factors of design that are deemed important, different 
designs could be generated. Several of these machines could provide similar performance, 
although there may be a decided advantage to one design over another, for instance a lower 
manufacturing cost. 
A new machine designer requires an enhanced set of tools that would allow the efficient use of 
the experience and insight gained by previous machine designers. These tools should allow the 
designer to determine a set of machine performance requirements (weight, rated speed, output 
power, etc), set suitable ranges for certain key parameters (maximum tooth flux density, 
realizable airgap length, range of lamination thickness, etc) and then, together with prior 
experience and insight, provide appropriate machine parameters. With this approach the best 
practice principles and experience that have been gained and documented would become a part of 
any machine design tool and would be of benefit to the current machine designer. 
As a first phase of this research an extensive literature review of currently published papers in 
conference and journal proceedings has been conducted. The area of focus has been in brushless 
permanent magnet machines and several subtopics have been identified. A search of online 
databases has yielded a pool of around 210 papers. These papers have been grouped into separate 
sections, viz. losses (eddy current, hysteresis etc), general torque, cogging torque, machine design, 
optimization, sizing, analytical models, general models, performance, parameter calculations 
(inductance, resistance, etc), application specific design requirements and materials. Figurel.l 
provides a visual summary of the research where user defined inputs are provided on the left hand 
side. These inputs are used to perform analytical calculations or FEA, and then optimized in the 
center portion. The possible outputs of the design process are shown on the right hand side. 
Air Gap 
Magnet Thickness 
Shaft Radius 
Tooth Width 
Slot Height 
Rotor Diameter 
Axial Length 
Tooth Angular Pitch 
Magnet Angular .Pitch 
Yoke Thickness 
Figure 1. 1 Knowledge Based Machine Design Concept 
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CHAPTER2 
ANALYTICAL MODELING FOR USE IN PERMANENT 
MAGNET(PM) MACHINE DESIGN 
2.1 Introduction 
Analytical techniques have been used in many areas of permanent magnet machine design. This 
section focuses on the contributions of these techniques, how they have been applied, the 
assumptions that have been made and the accuracy of the results. While numerical methods for 
field computation (such as finite element) are mostly accurate, they are often time consuming and 
sometimes even inaccurate, and do not provide nearly as much insight as analytical solutions into 
the underlying behavior [1 0]. The basis of any analytical approach is to first determine the 
magnetic field distribution in the permanent magnet machine and then use this information to 
calculate several other performance components or parameters. A few approaches have been used 
to calculate the distribution and effect of the magnetic field and this forms the main content of 
this section. Before discussing the different approaches it is important to understand some 
background and information that is specific to permanent magnet machines. 
The development and availability of permanent magnets with a high energy product and linear 
BH curve characteristic led to an increased interest in permanent magnet excited machines in the 
mid 1980's. In order to perform any analysis it is necessary to develop models to solve the 
magnetic circuit. The recoil permeability of these permanent magnets is quite low and approaches 
that of air (J..LM ::::: l.lJ..L0). This results in a large effective magnetic gap which in turn encourages 
more flux to leak between the poles and across the air gap in a tangential direction [1]. In the 
case of a conventional wound field machine the flux crosses the gap between the rotor and the 
stator radially [1]. This difference results in a non-homogeneous field along the magnet and the 
conventional approach of solving the magnetic circuit in 1 D is not applicable and a 2D analysis is 
suggested [1]. The magnetic circuit of the permanent magnets is also affected by the fact that the 
magnet MMF is distributed along its height [1]. A significant error can occur by using the 
simplifying assumption of placing the magnet MMF concentrated at the interface between the 
magnet and air gap [1]. In order to accurately predict the performance of permanent magnet 
machines, a detailed knowledge of the flux density waveform is needed. However, this flux 
density waveform is affected by the magnet configuration (arc and height), air gap length, number 
of poles and the direction of magnetization of the magnets [2, 7]. 
By using information of the flux density waveform at the stator/air gap interface it is also possible 
to reduce the high harmonic content associated with the trapezoidal induced stator voltage 
produced by surface mount magnets [7, 8, 9]. This high harmonic content can affect torque 
pulsations, noise and efficiency and can be eliminated by an appropriate selection of magnet 
shape and dimensions. 
Zhu and Howe [13] provided an informative flow chart on various sections of machine design 
that can be based on the magnetic field distribution calculations. This flow chart is redrawn below, 
and can be a useful guide in the analytical calculation of machine design variables and the 
optimization process. 
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Figure 2. 1 Flow Chart for analytical electromagnetic and related analyses [13] 
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2.2 Analytical Technique 1 - Air Gap Field Analysis using Solutions 
Laplacian/quasi Poissonian Equations 
2.2.1 Nady Boules (1984, 1985) 
The literature review reveals that the first author to address the problem of a 2 dimensional field 
analysis of cylindrical machines with permanent magnet excitation was Nady Boules in 1984 [1]. 
As a result of the low recoil permeability of the permanent magnets more flux leaks between the 
poles and across the air gap in a tangential direction than for induction machines [1]. The non-
homogeneous field that occurs along the magnet requires a 2 dimensional analysis technique [ 1]. 
The following assumptions were made in reference [1]: 
• In order to reduce the bulk of the analysis, the 2 dimensional model is set to cover only the 
regions where the tangential flux is comparable to the radial flux - namely, the air gap and 
the magnet regions. 
• The rest of the magnetic circuit is assumed to have an infmite permeability. 
• Air gap interface with both rotor and stator assumed to be smooth. 
• Armature slotting effect accounted for by extending the geometrical gap 8 to 8' using the 
usual Carter's factor 
• Effect of saturation is accounted for by further modifying the equivalent gap 8' with a 
saturation factor k5• 
• Due to periodicity, the model only covers one pole pitch of the machine. 
• Magnet is replaced by a continuous and isotropic region having the same permeability as the 
magnet recoil permeability JlM· 
• The magnet MMF, which is distributed over the magnet height, is replaced by a series of 
infinitesimal current sheets ~JM situated along the magnet height. 
• The armature MMF is also represented by its equivalent current sheet Js1 and is placed at the 
interface between the stator and the air gap. 
• Conductivity of all regions is assumed to be zero. 
The work in [ 1] is confined to calculating the fundamental component of flux density and hence 
only the fundamental components of both the magnet and the armature current sheets are 
considered. The machine considered by Boules appears in Figure 2.2: 
Figure 2. 2 Permanent magnet brushless synchronous machine [1] 
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Boules creates a uniform linear model to use in his analysis that is applicable for both excitation 
and armature fields. The regions and their boundaries are defined in this model as shown below. 
'f . 
Figure 2. 3 Permanent magnet brushless synchronous machine [1] 
The assumption is made that the magnet demagnetizing characteristic is a straight line and then 
applying Ampere's law to any point inside the magnet material; it is given that the magnet MMF 
can be represented by a current sheet along the magnet edges. Boules uses this information to find 
a fundamental component of this equivalent current and also derives an expression for the magnet 
equivalent width. 
Nady Boules indicates that the partial differential equation for quasi-stationery magnetic fields in 
a continuous and isotropic region can be expressed in terms of the magnetic vector potential A 
by the Laplace equation in rectangular coordinates, where 
(2.1) 
For a 2-dimensional problem the vector potential A will have only one component in the z 
direction and (2.1) gives 
(2.2) 
The solution of (2.2) due to a sinusoidally distributed current sheet will be sinusoidal in any of the 
regions defined in the linear model, and for a region i it can be given as 
Ai = { Ci sinh( ay) + Di cosh( ay)} ·cos( ax) (2.3) 
1[ 
where i = I' , I' ' and II, a = - , in Figure 2.3 
T 
The x andy components of the flux density wave are found from 
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and (2.4) 
A more detailed analysis of this technique appears in the full paper [ 1]. 
The author shows good comparison between the results of his model and the results obtained by 
finite element analysis as well as test results for an experimental machine. 
The author then extended this work in 1985 with a paper dealing with the prediction of the no-
load flux density distribution in permanent magnet machines [2]. The general model used in this 
paper is shown below: 
Figure 2. 4 Analytical Model [2] 
He once again models the permanent magnets by indicating that the magnetic field produced at 
all points, both inside and outside a permanent magnet having uniform magnetization M is 
exactly what would be produced by a current distribution on the surface of the magnet of the 
density 
(2.5) 
where n is the unit normal outward vector to the magnet surface. He then clearly and concisely 
goes about explaining how to represent this current distribution along the lateral and curved 
surfaces of a permanent magnet that has both parallel and radial magnetization. A graphical 
representation of these two situations is shown below. 
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c 
(a) Parallel magnetization 
(b) Radial magnetization 
Figure 2. 5 Equivalent current sheets for permanent magnets magnetized in (a) parallel and (b) 
radial direction [2] 
In the mathematical approach the 2-dimensional solution for the field distribution is obtained by 
solving Laplace's equation of the magnetic scalar potential Q in polar co-ordinates as opposed to 
the rectangular co-ordinates of equation (2.2). 
820. +_!_an+__!__ 820. == 0 
8r2 r ar r2 882 
(2.6) 
where (r, B) denotes the Cartesian coordinates whose origin lies at the center of the machine. 
The integration coefficients in the solution are found by applying the boundary conditions 
satisfying a continuous normal flux density and tangential field strength at the boundaries. The 
radial and tangential components of the flux density are related to Q through the relationships 
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an 
B Radial == J.loH Radial == - J.lo or (2.7) 
B == H ==- _!_80 
Tangential J.lo Tangential J.lo r O {) (2.8) 
These expressions give the field distribution at any point (r, 9) within the airgap (b ~ r ~ a, 0 ~ e ~ 
360°). These relationships are further developed in the full paper [2]. The results are compared to 
results obtained from finite element analysis and also from tests, and the errors of the model as 
compared to FEA and the test results are shown below. 
Table 2. 1 Error of Model Compared to FEA and Tests Results [2] 
Parallel Ma netization Radial Ma netization 
Error of model com a red to FEA results -2.48% -2.35% 
Error of model com a red to test results 4.9% 1.28% 
2.2.2 Jaime De La Ree and Nady Boules (1990, 1991 and 1992) 
This work was further extended in 1990 by Jaime De La Ree and Nady Boules [7] in order to 
reduce the harmonics of the induced voltages of PM radial flux machines. The magnetic circuit 
model is identical to that described in [2]. The machine induced voltage waveform at a speed OJ is 
the instantaneous sum of all the voltage harmonic components en produced by the different 
harmonic components of the flux density waveform Bpn and is given by 
where B pn 
f 
kwn 
Lr 
Nw 
e == 4N L rflr B 
n w r Jn,wn pn 
: peak of the nth harmonic component of flux density 
: is the frequency of the induced voltage = pm/2n 
: is the nth harmonic winding factor 
: is the active length 
: is the number of turns in series per phase 
(2.9) 
Thus by minimizing some of the key harmonic components of the flux density waveform it is 
possible to minimize the induced voltage harmonics of the same order [7]. The authors state that 
the effect of the 3rd harmonic and its multiples can be eliminated by having a winding 
configuration that is 60 degrees short pitched or by having a wye-connected winding. They 
continue to find a method to suppress the 5th an 7th harmonics by using a stepped magnet design 
and verify the results of their analytical model with an FEA model. 
The work completed in [7] is repeated again in 1991 [8] and in 1992 [9]. The only difference 
seems to come in [8] where a graphical contour method is introduced to assist with the 
optimization of the stepped magnet design. 
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The work started by Nady Boules was comprehensively extended by Z.Q. Zhu and D. Howe in 
1993 with a four part series on the instantaneous magnetic field distribution in brushless PM de 
Motors that was published in the IEEE-Transactions on Magnetics [10- 13]. This series of papers 
deal with calculating the open circuit field (Part I), the armature reaction field (Part II), the effect 
of stator slotting (Part III) and magnetic field on load (Part IV). The work is covered in great 
detail and the mathematical relationships developed are too numerous to include in a literature 
review. The basic principles of the technique are presented here, the assumptions are noted and 
the results are discussed. 
In Part 1 (Open-Circuit Field) it is stated that this work is the first to account for the effects of 
stator slotting on the air gap field distribution, which is stated to be critical in permanent magnet 
machines in order to predict noise, vibration, cogging torque etc [1 0]. In addition papers prior to 
this work approximated the relative recoil permeability of the permanent magnets (flr) as unity. It 
is indicated that this could result in a error of up to 20% in the flux density calculation when P.r = 
1.2. 
The proposed analytical technique for the calculation of the open-circuit airgap field distribution 
is based on a 2-dimensional model in polar coordinates and can cater for both internal and 
external rotor topologies [1 0]. The motor topologies considered are shown below. 
(a) Inter Rotor 
(b) External Rotor 
Figure 2. 6 Motor topologies (a) Internal rotor motor (b) External rotor motor [10] 
The technique involves the solutions to the governing Laplacian/quasi-Poissonian field equations 
in the air gap/magnet regions without any assumption regarding the relative recoil permeability of 
the magnets other than the fact that it is a constant. Although the technique assumes a slotless 
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stator, a method for modeling the effect of slotting is introduced in Part III [12]. An example of 
the results for the flux density in the airspaces when np ::~= 1, is given below (n is the harmonic 
number and pis the number of pole pairs) 
f-ir + 1 [R:"P _ R?"P] _ f-ir - 1 [ R~"P _ R:"P ( ~r ) 2np] 
fir fir s 
·[rnp-I + R:npr-(np+I) Jcos(npB) 
(2.10) 
where all of the variables in this expression except for Mn are readily available from the machine 
geometry. Mn is given by the following expression 
niCa 
B sin( p) 
Mn = 2(-r )ap 2 
flo n1laP 
(2.11) 
2 
The full paper provides expressions for the two components of flux density (Br and Be) both in the 
air spaces (Br1 and BBI) and in the magnet spaces (Bray and B811) for the case when np = 1 and when 
np ::~= 1, i.e. 8 expressions in total. These forms are simplified a little more for the specific cases of 
an internal rotor and an external rotor for the case when np ::~= 1 (another 8 expressions). Further 
analysis at the stator surface (r = Rs) yields another 2 expressions for the radial component of the 
flux density which are then simplified for internal and external motors when np ::~= 1 into another 2 
ex press ions. 
The results of this model are validated through a comparison with results obtained from finite 
element analysis and a very good correlation is obtained. 
Part II of this series of papers extends the previous work by including the calculation of the 
armature reaction field in the air gap/magnet region. The analysis is again in polar coordinates 
and accounts for the effect of the stator winding distribution and current waveform and the large 
effective air gap [11]. Similar to the analysis done in Part I, the analysis in Part II assumes a 
smooth air gap in polar coordinates. For simplicity in the calculation of the armature reaction 
field , the relative recoil permeability of the permanent magnets is assumed to be unity. It is stated 
that this will not introduce any significant error into the calculation of the load field distribution 
since the armature reaction field is usually only about 10 - 20% of the magnitude of the open 
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circuit field [11]. The authors proceed by determining the magnetic field produced by a coil using 
the distributed current sheet representation shown below. 
J•J/.bo 
D -b0/-2'""'R-.~,o!.-ll0•/-2-R.t-:_ -. ____ __., .a 
(a) 
J=ijbQ 
___.._n_· . ...____...~__.,_IRs _.,..._._,cl 
J;.-f/bo 
(b) 
Figure 2. 7 Distributed current sheet model of conductor/coil in slots (a) A single conductor (b) A 
single coil [11] 
Once the current density distribution is known, the Laplacian equation given in equation (2.6) is 
solved with the appropriate boundary conditions to obtain a general solution for the flux in polar 
coordinates. The radial component of the magnet flux density for the current sheet model of the 
single conductor is calculated from this general solution of the flux. In [11] it is stated that the 
phase winding current waveform of a brushless de motor will contain significant harmonics. The 
authors express these harmonic currents as a Fourier series and then extend the magnetic field 
distribution due to a single current-carrying coil to include all three phase currents and thus obtain 
the magnetic field produced by a 3-phase winding. The results are again compared to a finite 
element analysis and excellent agreement is obtained. 
Part III of this paper series deals with the effects of the stator slot opening through the use of a 
conformal transformation method and a "2d" relative permeance. The analysis starts with a 
simple 1-d model which is then refined by modeling the magnets in a brushless de motor as 
equivalent current sheets which are then converted into equivalent current carrying conductors. In 
the 2-d model the authors describe a relative permeance A due to the stator slotting and then use 
this to modulate the magnetic field expressions obtained in parts I and II for a smooth airgap. 
Thus it is possible to calculate the open-circuit field distribution as the product of the field 
produced by the magnets when the stator slot openings are neglected and the relative permeance 
function of the slotted airgap region. Similarly, the armature reaction field distribution is 
calculated from the product of the magnetic field produced by the stator windings when the stator 
slot openings are neglected and the same relative permeance function. So 
Bopen-circuu (r, a, ama) == Bmagnet (r, a, ama )A-(r, a) (2.12) 
Ba,.mature-reaction (r, a, ama) == Bwinding (r, a, ama )i(r, a) (2.13) 
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A graphic representation of the different models is shown below. 
MapeUutlcm 
D 0 L 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2. 8 Features of "2d" analytical models (a) Model for calculating magnetic field produced by 
magnets (b) Model for calculating magnetic field produced by windings (c) Model for calculating 
relative permeance [12] 
The results of this model are compared to a fmite element analysis and are found to be in good 
agreement. Further details are available in the full paper [12]. 
In Part IV the analyses conducted in the earlier sections are combined in accordance with the time 
variation of the relative permeance and the back emf and current waveforms to enable the 
resultant instantaneous magnetic field to be deduced under any load condition and commutation 
strategy. The analytical techniques developed in this series of papers are summarized in the flow 
chart shown in Figure 2.1. Central to all of these techniques is the analysis of the magnetic field 
in the air gap region. By assuming that the stator and rotor iron have an infinite permeability, the 
analysis is reduced to a linear problem and the instantaneous field distribution under any specific 
load condition can be obtained [13]. This is done by superimposing the open-circuit and armature 
reaction components as follows: 
B (a r t) = B . . (a r t) + B . (a r t) load ' ' open-c1rcuzt ' ' armature- reactwn ' ' (2.14) 
where as before 
B . . (a r t) = B (a r t)A-(a r) 
open-c1rcuzt ' ' magnet ' ' ' 
(2.15) 
and 
B armature-reaction (a, r, t) = B winding (a, r, t) ,..i (a, r) (2.16) 
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The results of this model are compared with finite element analysis and show very good 
agreement. It is however noted in the paper that the particular motor that was analyzed had a 
relatively low operating flux density and was only slightly saturated. Another paper by Z.Q. Zhu 
and D. Howe [14] provides a brief summary ofthe work completed in this four part series. 
Zhu and Howe extend this work to inset (internal) permanent magnet machines in [15] since in 
many applications permanent magnet brushless machines are required to have a performance 
characteristic which exhibits constant torque up to a base speed and then constant power to an 
elevated speed [15]. Constant torque is achieved by setting the stator current limit at the 
maximum rating of the inverter and controlling the de link voltage, usually with the current angle 
fixed at an optimal value. In order to operate with constant power at extended speeds it is 
necessary to employ field-weakening, which can be achieved by controlling the airgap flux by 
changing the level of demagnetizing due to armature reaction [ 15]. This is accomplished by 
advancing the commutation angle and thus varying the spatial angle between the permanent 
magnet and the armature reaction field components. The authors state that field weakening can be 
enhanced by having a higher permeance to the q-axis component of armature reaction flux than to 
the d-axis component. This means that the q-axis reactance should be higher than the d-axis 
reactance [15]. Since there is no saliency in surface mount permanent magnet machines, the d-
and q-axis reactances are almost identical. So, in this application it would be possible to make use 
of an inset magnet topology to extend the power capability since the salient iron interpoles cause 
the q-axis reactance to be higher than that of the d-axis. The work is based on a similar analysis to 
that completed in the four part series [ 10 - 13]. 
2.2.4 H. Polinder and M.J. Hoeiimakers (1997) [16Jand H. Oraee (1997) [171 
This Zhu and Howe's approach of solving the Laplacian equation describing the magnetic field 
distribution was also used by H. Polinder and M.J Hoeijmakers in a paper published in 1997 [16] 
as well as by H. Oraee in 1997 [ 1 7]. Paper [ 17] does not make any reference to the work 
developed by Zhu and Howe and seems to have been developed in far less detail, yet provides 
good results when compared to finite element analysis. 
2.2.5 W. Xing-hua, W. Shu-hong L. Qun-feng and L. Qing-fu 
This paper deals with similar work to Zhu and Howe and develops an analytical calculation of the 
no-load air gap magnetic field on a surface PM motor [18]. The paper derives an air-gap relative 
specific permeance function based on the method of a Schwarz-Christoffel Transformation. This 
accounts for the effect of the stator slot openings in a similar fashion to that described by Zhu and 
Howe who used a conformal transformation. 
2.2.6 A.B Proca, A. Keyhani and A. EL-Antably (1999) 
In 1999 A.B Proca, A. Keyhani and A. EL-Antably published a paper [19] on the analytical 
modeling of a surface mount permanent magnet motor. They used the same techniques developed 
by Zhu and Howe in the development of the field distribution and relative permeance, but they 
extended the work to include derivations for the cogging torque and the electromagnetic torque. 
The main expressions derived are shown below. The electromagnetic torque is calculated as the 
summation of the torques produced by the current-field interaction at each slot. 
T (B ) - _21l_r_2 L_ . f B (-21l m + B ) . J(-21l m + B ) 
e/ectromag I - N ~ PM N I N I (2.17) 
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where i is the total current in a coil, W s is the slot opening, N is the number of samples for which 
the evaluation is performed, J((2mn/N)+B1) = ilms if ((2mn/N)+B1) is in the slot opening, and 
J((2mn/N)+B1) = 0 if((2mn/N)+B1) is outside the slot opening. 
The ripple in the electromagnetic torque is stated to have 3 main contributors. The first being the 
non-sinusoidal shape of the currents in most brush less DC motors, with the second occurring due 
to the mismatch in the shape between the back-emf shape and the current shape and the third 
reason is due to the presence of slots on the stator [ 19]. 
Cogging torque occurs as a result of the varying air gap reluctance due to the tendency of the 
rotor to align with the low reluctance paths (slotting effects). The cogging torque is given by 
1[ • L . R N [ 21! ] 
T:agg;ng (OJ= 2 . f-lo.~ 'f B~M ( N m +OJ· (RM + gJ · ssg (2.18) 
where ga = 0 and ssg = 0 outside the slot opening, ga = w 1 + g and ssg = 1 on the left side of the 
slot opening and ga = w2 and ssg = -1 on the right hand side of the slot opening [19]. The 
analytical model developed in their paper was compared with a FEA model and a very good 
correlation was obtained. Cogging torque is also addressed in Section 4.3. 
2.2.7 K. Rasmussen (1999) 
Also in 1999 K. Rasmussen published a paper on the analytical prediction of the magnetic field 
from a surface mount magnet motor [20]. In this paper the author accounts for both the radial and 
tangential components of magnetization in the permanent magnets. The tangential component is 
ignored (set to zero) in the earlier work developed by Zhu and Howe. The expressions obtained 
for the radial and tangential flux density are identical to those obtained by Zhu and Howe, except 
that they also include tangential component of magnetization. The author of [20] is able to use 
this model to calculate the field distribution for 3 different types of magnetization, viz. sine 
magnetization, radial sine magnetization and radial magnetization. These are shown in the figure 
below. It is stated that in many cases when there is post-assembly magnetization of the magnets it 
is not possible to avoid a tangential component in the magnetization and thus this method is 
important in order to obtain an accurate prediction of the overall motor performance [20]. 
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Figure 2. 9 Definition of different magnetization for the magnet and th e corresponding flux density 
waveforms in the air gap [20] 
A test setup was constructed in order to measure the radial airgap flux density using a Hall probe 
and the angle using an encoder. The author achieved a good agreement between the model 
developed the measured results. 
2.2.8 K. Rasmussen, J. Davies. T.J.E. Miller, M.I. McGilp and M. Olaru (2000) 
This paper claims to be the most general solution to date for the computation of the air-gap 
magnetic fields in brush less motors with surface permanent magnets [21]. The paper reviews 
much of the historical work done in this area and proposes a new analysis of the PM field in 
which both the radial and tangential components of magnetization are present, and radial 
variation is accommodated by means of a Green function (equivalent to a variation of parameters). 
The solution is developed in alternative ways, one in terms of a scalar potential, continuing .the 
work of Rasmussen [20], and the other in terms of a vector potential. It is stated that this approach 
thus unifies prior techniques that have been developed, with the vector potential solution shown 
to lead to Hague's solution [28] for the distribution of equivalent current filaments, which was 
used by Boules in [2]. This paper [21] by Rasmussen also extends Boules' method to a larger 
range of magnet geometries. The assumptions made in this model are as follows: 
• The rotor and stator steel are assumed to be infinitely permeable 
• Slotting is neglected 
• The magnet operates on a recoil line whose relative permeability is assumed to be unity 
The results of the model are compared to both measurements on a prototype motor and a 
comparison with FEA results run on the SPEED Laboratory motor design software. Good 
correlation between the measured and simulated results was obtained. Full details of this method 
are in the paper [21]. Although this technique may well be able to derive some of the historical 
work and unify the work done previously, it is not as apparent as the work completed by Zhu and 
Howe. 
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2.2.9 Z.O. Zhu and D. Howe (2002) 
In 2002 Zhu and Howe published yet another paper in this area, this time touting the fact that an 
improved analytical model had been developed. This model is still based on polar coordinate 2-D 
models and involves the solution of the Laplacian/quasi-Poissonian -field equations in the air 
gap/magnet regions, and makes no simplifying assumptions about the relative recoil permeability 
of the magnets. The model incorporates the work done by Rasmussen [21] and extends the model 
to include both radial and parallel magnetization. This paper also extends the analytical model 
developed in Part II of their original series for predicting the magnetic field produced by the 
stator windings, so that it would be applicable to both overlapping and non-overlapping stator 
windings [22]. The analytical calculations for the field distributions from both models are 
compared with FEA predictions for a slotless motor having both a radial and a parallel 
magnetized rotor, and for a slotted motor having a parallel magnetized rotor and both overlapping 
and non-overlapping stator windings [22] and good correlation is obtained. In summary, this 
model now caters for (1) internal and external rotor motor topologies; (2) radial and parallel 
magnetization; (3) overlapping and non-overlapping stator winding configurations; and ( 4) slotted 
and slotless stators. This technique is generally applicable to surface mount permanent magnet 
machine. 
2.2.10 A.B Proca. A. Keyhani and A. EL-Antably (2003) 
In 2003 A.B. Proca et al extended their work from 1999 and again used the work of Zhu and 
Howe to form the basis of a new paper [23] which extends the field calculations to include the 
electromagnetic and cogging torque as in 1999, but now also includes the back-emf shape. A 
comparison was conducted with FEA and showed excellent agreement. 
2.3 Analytical Technique 2- Equivalent Circuit Modeling 
2.3.1 M.A. Rahman. T.A. Little. T. Sebastian & G.R. Siemon (1985, 1986 and 1987) 
Further analytical modeling by Rahman et al [3, 4, 5] focused on using magnetic equivalent 
circuits in order to predict motor parameters such as axis reactances Xd and Xq [3] for an inset PM 
machine; inductances and the equivalent source current of the magnets [ 4] for an inset and a 
surface mount PM machine; simplified analytical expressions for both the direct and quadrature 
axis parameters taking into account a modified Carter's co-efficient and saturation effects [5]. 
The magnetic equivalent circuits used in these papers are based on the fact that the magnets have 
a linear demagnetization characteristic with a recoil permeability of approximately unity. The 
magnets are thus represented as linear models consisting of a magnetomotive force in series with 
a reluctance [3]. The approach taken is to derive both ad- and q-axis magnetic equivalent circuit, 
which follows the path of the flux, simplify this and then convert it to an electrical equivalent 
circuit. The relationships between the reluCtances and the reactances are established in [3] and 
thus knowing the material and machine geometry, it is possible to calculate the d- and q-axis 
reactances. Paper [ 4] derives the equivalent circuits for steady state and for slowly varying 
transient conditions. 
2.3.2 T. Sebastian and G.R Siemon (1989) 
The work in [ 4] is extended to include the transient behaviour of surface mount permanent 
magnet machines [6]. Simple d-q equivalent circuits are presented and then validated 
experimentally. It is assumed that the stator carries a three-phase winding and produces a near 
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sinusoidal distribution of magnetomotive force for any value of the stator currents. The 
demagnetization curve of the magnets is taken to be linear and the transient behaviour of the 
motor is predicted from the equivalent circuits shown below and described by equations (2.19) 
and (2.20). 
(a} 
(b) 
Figure 2. 10 Equivalent circuit models for PM motor (a) d axis (b) q axis 
(2.19) 
v == R i + pL i + m0 (Ldid + L i ) q sq qq . mm (2.20) 
The recoil permeability of the magnets is approximately unity and thus the air-gap magnetizing 
inductance, as seen by the stator winding, is essentially the same in the direct and quadrature axes. 
So it can be stated that 
L ==L ==L +L d q sf m (2.21) 
where Ls1 is the stator leakage inductance and L, is the magnetizing inductance given by the 
following expression: 
(2.22) 
where lr is the rotor length, r is the rotor radius, P is the number of poles and g is the effective gap 
length from the stator to the surface of the iron rotor beneath the magnets. The equivalent number 
of sinusoidally distributed turns Ns per phase in the stator windings is related to the actual turns N 
per phase by the relationship: 
N ==k N 
s w 
(2.23) 
where kw is the winding factor, which includes the distribution, pitch and skew factors. 
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The rotor magnet is considered as a loop of constant current with a value of l,,B/p,0p,/pole 
spanning an electrical angle of 2a. The equivalent sinusoidally distributed magnetomotive force 
would be produced by a current i, in the direct axis stator turns, where i, is given by 
The torque of the motor is given by 
T PL . . ==- l l 2 m m q 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
The paper describes a few other relationships such as torque response and peak torque capability. 
Although nicely presented, this paper does not aid directly in the machine design but rather 
provides a way so that the machine's performance can be evaluated/estimated. 
2.3.3 P.E. Kascak, T.P. Dever and R.H. Jansen (2004) 
These authors develop a magnetic circuit model of a permanent magnet motor-generator in order 
to predict radial forces. The model includes reluctance elements for the back-iron, stator teeth, air 
gap and rotor yoke. MMF sources in the model include the permanent magnets and the windings 
enclosing the teeth. The permanent magnet MMF is determined using the demagnetization curve 
for the magnetic material, while the windings that enclose each tooth are summed together to 
determine the magnitude of the tooth MMF [24]. The magnetic circuit model considered in this 
paper is shown below and is solved using a mesh current technique and summing the MMF's 
around each loop. 
• • • • • • 
Figure 2. 11 Equivalent circuit models for PM motor (a) d axis (b) q axis (24] 
Finally a reluctance matrix and MMF matrix are developed and then used to determine the flux 
matrix from the relationship 
rp == 9{-lp (2.26) 
which is obtained by re-arranging 
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(2.27) 
Since the reluctances and MMF source values are dependant on flux density, the model has to be 
solved iteratively, wit~ an initial value of the flux assumed at first and then calculating the fluz 
densities. The BH curves are used for the metal (steel) parts along with knowledge of the 
mechanical gap size allowed for the reluctances for these parts to be calculated. The permanent 
magnet MMF is calculated from the demagnetization curve at the calculated flux density and user 
selected phase currents are used to calculate the tooth MMF. This information is applied in 
equation (2.27) and provides new values for the loop fluxes. This process is repeated until the 
flux converges to a steady value [24]. 
2.3.4 M. Hsieh, Y. Hsu (2005) 
The authors of this paper [25] have evaluated the influence of the magnet arc shape on the back 
EMF waveforms in permanent magnet brushless motors. Ideally a sine wave motor should have a 
sinusoidal flux distribution in the air gap, a sinusoidal current waveform, and a quasi-sinusoidal 
distribution of the stator conductors [25]. The sinusoidal flux distribution can be achieved by 
tapering the magnet thickness at the pole edges. The authors use the Laplace equation to 
determine the magnet shapes that would produce the required flux distributions and in essence 
derive an expression for the air gap variation (hence magnet shape) that would produce a 
sinusoidal flux distribution. The derivation is based on the figure below and is given in equation 
(2.28). 
g~ 
ge (2.28) 
1[ 
cos(-x) 
'[ 
y 
magnet 
stator X 
Figure 2. 12 Equivalent circuit models for PM motor (a) d axis (b) q axis [25] 
This air gap variation is then used in a variable reluctance magnetic circuit model which is shown 
below. 
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(b) 
Figure 2. 13 Equivalent circuit models for PM motor (a) d axis (b) q axis [25) 
In the full model 91 and 91 are the reluctances of the rotor and stator back irons, 291 is the 
r s g 
reluctance of half of the air gap, (/Jr I 2 is the flux source of half of a magnet, 291m is the 
reluctance of half of a magnet, (jJ m is the magnet flux and (jJ ml and 91 ml are the flux leakage 
and reluctance between the magnets and (jJ g I 2 is the air gap flux flowing through one half of 
the air gap cross sectional area. This model is further simplified and P K' Pm and P mt represent the 
permeances for the air gap, the magnets and the flux leakage respectively. It should be noted that 
the flux density and the air gap permeance are functions of x. From Kirchhoffs Current Law, the 
authors derive the air gap flux density as follows: 
B (x)-( ~(x) ]·B ·C 
g - ~ (X) + pm + 4 J~nl r ~ (2.29) 
where C<t> is the flux concentration factor defined as the ratio of the cross-sectional areas of the 
magnet and airgap. The authors compare their work with a FEA model and have a maximum 
variation of 8.5% which is attributed to the idealization of the magnetic circuit [25]. The authors 
also compare the back EMF achieved with that of an ideal sine wave and show good results. 
2.4 Analytical Technique 3- General Sizing Equations 
2.4.1 C.C. Mi and L. Luo (2005, 2006) 
The authors present work [26, 37] on an analytical design of permanent magnet traction drive 
motors with emphasis on the calculation of the volume and sizes of the permanent magnets. They 
develop an expression for the magnet volume that has the same form as earlier work but provide 
more detail on one of the coefficients. 
p V == C out 
m v jBH 
r c 
(2.30) 
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In prior work the coefficient Cv was simply given to be in the range of 0.54 to 3.1. However, in 
this paper a more detailed expression for C, is given as 
where a0 
Km 
Kad 
( 
: flux leakage coefficient 
:maximum possible armature current (per unit) 
: d-axis armature reaction factor (Kad = (atr+sin a7r)/(4sin(a7r/2)) 
: magnet usage ratio (see full paper) 
The width of rectangular magnets can be determined from 
The radius of arc shaped magnets can be determined from 
where surface mount magnets the magnet length is 
KF 
/ =::. K m ad 
m A H 
c ,125C 
The magnet length for inset parallel (spoke) magnets is 
where KA is a safety ratio that is stated to be 1.1 and with 
where w 
p 
g 
m 
Kw 
I 
F == 0.9mWKwKad sin(b') I 
ad 
: is the number of turns per phase 
: number of poles 
p 
:is the inner power angle (see full paper) 
: number of phases 
: winding factor 
: phase current 
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The model is compared to both an FEA model and with measurements conducted on a prototype 
machine and good agreement is obtained [26, 27]. 
2.5 Conclusions 
Several approaches to dealing with analytical models with respect to machine design have been 
presented in this chapter. The vast majority of papers make use of the techniques developed by 
Boules and then extended by Zhu and Howe. This method seems to be the most comprehensive 
and allow for the air gap field to be calculated under all load conditions. Once this has been 
calculated it is possible to use this field value to determine subsequent parameters for the machine. 
What is powerful about this technique is that it can be directly related to the machine geometrical 
parameters in order to determine the open circuit field. Information about the stator currents is 
required to determine the armature reaction field. 
Other techniques that make use of magnetic equivalent circuits also seem to provide good results, 
but there is more room for errors to occur in these models due to the simplifications made. It 
should be kept in mind that these tools might provide valuable insight at the onset of a machine 
design, but that in order to optimize the machine (the ultimate goal of this work) it is necessary to 
have a set of equations that can be directly calculated from the machine geometry and altered in 
order to reach an optimal solution. 
The third approach is to use some form of general sizing equations to determine the initial 
performance of the machine. Again this is an initial stage technique and can be used to get a 
handle on the problem and one should then proceed to more detailed techniques. The search for 
analytical models did not yield as many papers in this chapter as were expected. These papers 
have been grouped in the area of PM machine design, but some will surface in later chapters. 
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CHAPTER3 
PARAMETER CALCULATION 
3.1 Introduction 
In the design of PM machines, it is important to have an accurate calculation of machine 
parameters from the geometry, in order to predict the performance of the machine. The 
parameters include: winding inductances and resistances. The winding inductances have an 
important influence on both the steady-state and transient dynamic performance of a machine. 
The resistance, especially the ac resistance, is highly related to the loss and efficiency of the 
machine. 
For the calculation of ac resistance of a PM machine, the techniques for calculating the ac 
resistance of inductors are adopted. Many efforts have been made by researchers to derive 
expressions allowing for an accurate representation of frequency behavior of ac resistances. In 
this literature survey, the inductor ac resistances proposed by several authors are compared as 
candidates for winding resistance calculation. 
The winding inductance calculation in slotted PM machines was firstly taken from a conventional 
one-dimensional analytical model, which is essentially identical to that used in the analysis of 
induction motors. Some authors went further and proposed a two-dimensional method, to account 
for the curvature and the large effective air-gap. Furthermore, the saturation phenomena of the 
main flux path were taken care of by introducing either an idea of a saturation factor or a so-
called dynamic armature inductance. Finally, the inductance calculations for the slotless PM 
machines are also presented. 
3.2 Calculation of winding resistance 
Resistance represents a measure of how much the material resists the flow of current. The de 
value of the winding resistance is first computed, and then the ac resistance is calculated to 
account for the effect of eddy currents. 
3.2.1 DC resistance calculation 
For conductive materials such as copper, the resistance R of a block of material is given by 
R= pi 
A 
(3.1) 
For copper and aluminum wire, resistivity versus temperature is approximated by the linear 
relationship 
p(T) = p(Yo)[l + a(T- Yo)] (3.2) 
Coils in motors are most commonly composed of multiple turns of round insulated wire as shown 
in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3. 1 Wire cross section showing conductor, insulation, and bonding[43] 
In motor design, computing coil de resistance is simply a matter of applying the above equations 
and taking into account the added diameter of the insulation, the optional bonding material, and 
the overhang. 
3.2.2 AC resistance calculation [391 
Many efforts have been made to derive expressions allowing for an accurate representation of 
frequency behavior of ac resistance. A comparison of several methods is given in this section. 
3.2.2.1 Dowell Method [27 
The equation for ac resistance is determined by exploiting the one-dimensional solution of the 
field in the winding space. For a solid square cross-sectional area, it is 
b 
(a) 
Last laver 
N" L 
m·th tarer 
1 s1 layer 
lnductor core 
(b} 
Figure 3. 2 Cross section of an inductor winding. (a) With round wire (b) With square wire 
(3.3) 
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where 
Rue 
·rL 
p 
= rLN iT = de ~viuding resistance·; 
== winding resistance per unit length ( 1· L = 4p / rrd2 for 
a solid row1d conductor \¥ire Vlith a coppet· diruueter d)· 
= 1/o- = 17.2410- 6 Onnn = copper resistivity at 
T = 20° C, \¥here a = 1/ p is the wire conductivity; 
== averag·e length of one winding tum; 
= number of ttnns in the winding; 
= number of layers in one winding portion; 
= h/ 8 for a squa1·e cross-sectional area conductor 
for rotutd cross-sectional m·ea conductor in which 
h = copper side of a square cross conductor section; 
d = copper diameter of a rotmd conductor wire; 
t = distance between the centers of t\vo adjacent 
·conductors; 
17 = djt is the porosity factor for a solid rotuld wire; 
6 = 1/ J1rJt0~,.u f = skin penetration depth; 
fJ., 0 = 41T X 10-7 Wnnn = fi:ee air llJ:a.gnetic penneability; 
!Jr == relative penneability (j.t'r 1 for a copper 
conductor). 
This expression results in good accuracy only for windings with high values of the porosity factor 
7J (0.7< 7J <I). Moreover, this approach is not suitable for analyzing transformers with three or 
more windings. 
3.2.2.2 Perry, Bennet. and Larson Methodf397f407 
The ac resistance of the mth layer of the coil is given by 
.· ~ [sinh{ + sin€ Hae-m= Rdc-2 h C c cos c; -cos"-
2 2 sinh{-· sin €] + - (n" - 1)----3 · cosh~+ cos~ 
where { = d.Jif /28 
This method is applicable to both single and multiple layer windings. 
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3.2.2.3 Ferreira-] Method {21 
The expression above has been extended to square cross-sectional area wires. A single layer skin 
depth {j == 1/ J1r JL9/lt1 (J f1J has been considered. The final result is: 
- .. {('fJ) [ s.·iiili ... s(' 1J) +sin {(17) Rac-m - Rdc-- ( ( 2 eosh{ rJ)- eos~ 'I) 
2 (2 . l) sinh~( rJ) - sin (( rJ)] +17 n~- . oosh~(·q) +cos ~· (r7) 
(3.5) 
\Vhere {(17) == d~ /(2&). 
However, this equation is derived for foil conductors and square cross-sectional area wires. 
3.2.2.4 Ferreira-2 Method {21 
The ac resistance of the mth layer of the winding coil is given by 
(3.6) 
This method fails to take into account the contribution of 7] 2 , where 7J is the ratio of the wire 
cross section area carrying the current, to the overall conductor cross-sectional area . This results 
in an inaccurate prediction. 
3.2.2.5 Reatti and Kazimierc::uk Method {21 
The previous methods followed a multidimensional approach by assuming a uniform distribution 
of the magnetic field across the conductor cross-section. This assumption is corrected in this 
method and the accuracy increases. 
(3.7) 
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3.2.2.6 A comparison ofthe various expressions {391 
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Figure 3. 3 Equivalent series resistance of 
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3.2.2. 7 Conclusions 
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To consider the computational simplicity and accuracy in machine design, equation (3.4) should 
be used for winding resistance calculation. 
3.3 Calculation of winding inductance 
The three stator phases each have self-inductance, as well as mutual inductance with respect to 
the other phases. There are three main components of the self-inductance and three components 
of the mutual inductance. These are: the airgap component, the slot-leakage component and the 
end-winding component. These are dealt with separately in the sections that follow. The division 
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of the flux into separate portions is a somewhat arbitrary concept, based on equivalent magnetic 
circuits, which is highly amenable to analytical calculation. 
3.3.1 Air-gap Component 
Air-gap inductance, defined as the inductance due to flux crossing the air gap, is one of the most 
important parameters for PM machines. Several methods have been proposed for its calculation. 
3. 3.1.1 Calculation of the air-gap component by the method used in induction motors {231{417 
Assumptions: 
i) The surface-mounted magnets and spacers between them have essentially the same 
relative permeability 
ii) The rotor and stator relative permeabilities are high, so that the rotor and stator back iron 
reluctances are negligible and no saturation exists 
iii) The fringing effect at both ends of the windings is negligible 
3.3 .1.1.1 Coil Self Inductance 
The inductance of a single full pitch coil with N turns is found to be: 
N 2J.JoLTP 
L gc = ------'---
2(HPM / J.J, + ge) 
where ge =Keg= equivalent airgap length, g is the physical airgap length, Kc is Carter' s 
coefficient, and L is the axial length of the stator. 
Carter's coefficient can be found from [43]. 
The inductance of a short pitched coil with a coil pitch of r c slots can be expressed as: 
(3.8) 
Lsp = L * Kc = L * y(2- y) , where y is defined as the ratio of the coil pitch to the pole pitch and 
r 
is given by y = _ c , where r c is the coil pitch measured in number of slots, m the machine 
mq 
phase number, and q the slot number per phase per pole. 
3.3.1.1.2 Coil to Coil mutual inductance 
Figure 3. 5 Mutual coupling between two coils 
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( 
j -i j -i J M giJ = 1---- Lgc 
Tc 2Tps -Tc 
(3.9) 
3.3.1.1.3 Phase inductance per pole 
For each pole, there are q coils in series, and mutual inductance exists between any two coils. 
Thus the total phase inductance per pole is 
Lpole = qLgc + 2M12 + 2M13 + ... + 2M1q 
+2M23 + . .. +2M2q 
+2M<q-t)q 
=[q2- q(q2-1)- q(q2-l) ]Lgc 
3rc 3(2rps-rJ 
where r ps is the pole pitch measured in terms of the number of slots, r ps = mq 
3.3 .1.1.4 Phase Inductance 
For Double Layer Windings: 
(3.10) 
Given P pole inductances, P mutuals between any two adjacent poles, and C circuits in parallel, 
the overall inductance of each circuit for a double layer case is 
Lph = J.lrJ.loKr~PN; [-~~- q(q2 -1) q(q2 -1) 1 II I (rps + k) -(rc + i) I]* Tq for DL 
2C 2 12rc 12(2r ps - rJ 2 i=l i=l Tq HPM + J.lrge 
(3.11) 
where Nc = 2Ncoil 
For Single Layer Windings: 
L = J.lrJ.loLPN; [i_- q(q2 -1) 
ph 2C2 2 6r 
c 
(3.12) 
3.3.1.2 Calculation ofthe air-gap component ofinductance to account for a large e(fective airgap (337 
While the traditional method in 3.3 .1.1 is suitable for calculating the airgap inductance of 
machines with rotors having interior permanent magnets, it is inappropriate for machines having 
surface mounted magnets. An analytical model for the calculation of the effective airgap 
components of the self- and mutual- winding inductances, based on a 2-dimensional magnetic 
field analysis of the airgap/magnet region, is proposed in [33]. 
Assumptions: 
i) magnetic saturation is taken into account by applying a saturation factor, K.s , which may 
be derived from a lumped magnetic circuit analysis; 
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ii) A smooth airgap is assumed, the effect of stator slotting being accounted for by applying 
the Carter coefficient, Kc . Thus, the effective airgap length is given by 
where g is the actual airgap, f.lr is the relative recoil permeability of the magnet, and hm 
is the radial thickness of the magnet. 
iii) The actual radii of the stator bore and rotor hub, Rso and Rro respectively, are 
approximated as: 
for internal rotor machines and 
for external rotor machines. 
0:=0 
J•i/.bo 
- bo/2~~b~o-/-2-~----~-------+•C( 
(b) 
Figure 3. 6 Distributed current sheet model 
(a) A group of conductors (b) A coil 
An equivalent current sheet is distributed such that the current density is uniform along an arc 
whose length is equal to the slot-opening, bo. 
The current distribution is given by: 
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J= 
0 
Ia!::;; ~ (i.e. over the slot-opening) 
2Rs 
(i.e. elsewhere) 
(3.13) 
The radial component of flux density for the distributed current model of a single coil can 
be derived as: 
2 Jl.o i """"' 1 B(a,r) =-- L.J -KsovKPv~(r)cosva 
1( 8 v=l,2,3 ... V 
(3.14) 
K sov is the slot-opening factor, which depends on the stator slot opening, stator bore radius, and 
harmonic order, 
. bo 
smv--
K 2Rs sov =--b-~ 
0 v--
2Rs 
Fv(r) is function dependant on the radius and harmonic order, 
Kpv is the winding pitch factor, given by: 
a 
K =sinv_z_ PV 2 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
The magnetic field produced by a distributed phase winding can be obtained by introducing a 
winding distribution factor, K dpv, as is commonly applied to !-dimensional analysis of induction 
motors, 
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. V7r 
smq-
K = Qs dv (3.18) 
where q = Q sf 2pm is the number of stator slots per pole per phase; Qs is the total number of slots; 
p is the number of pole pairs; and m is the number of phases. 
Therefore, at the stator bore the magnetic field of a distributed winding in a 2p-pole machine is 
given by: 
(3.19) 
Thus, for each harmonic component, the flux per pole is: 
(3.20) 
where r is the pole pitch and l ef is the effective axial length of the winding. Therefore, the 
'effective' airgap component of the self- and mutual stator winding inductances, for either an 
internal rotor or an external rotor motor, are obtained as: 
(3.21) 
and 
(3.22) 
where 
(3.23) 
1 = 2_ qr "'(KdpvKsov )F (R ) ~ 27r 
/I.,Mo 2 L...J v s cos 
1r 5 " v/p p 3 
(3.24) 
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and Fv(Rs) is given by 
(3.25) 
3.3.1.3 Relationship ofmethods in 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2 
If the effective airgap 5 is very small and slot opening b0 approaches zero, then Fv(r) becomes 
unity. The equations (3 .23) and (3 .24) then become 
Au =~ qr 2: (Kdpv) 
1i
2 5 v vi p 
(3.26) 
A,Mo =~ qr l:CKdpv )cos~ 2;r 
;r
2 5 v vI p p 3 
(3.27) 
3.3.2 Slot Component [331 
In surface mounted PM machines, the airgap component of the inductances may account for only 
a small portion of the total self- and mutual- winding inductances, as the slot component 
dominates as a consequence of the large effective airgap. In machines having overlapping stator 
windings, the slot component can be calculated by the conventional method used in induction 
machines without loss of accuracy. However, in machines having non-overlapping stator 
windings, the coils are disposed asymmetrically in the slots and it is therefore necessary to use 2-
d models to calculate the slot component. 
3.3.2.1 Slot Component for Overlapping Windings (411(421 
The inductance component that results from the magnetic field H that crosses the slot in the y 
direction in Figure 3.7, causes leakage flux which gives rise to what is commonly called the slot 
leakage inductance. 
The procedure for calculating slot-leakage inductance follows that used for induction motors. It is 
first to determine the slot permeance coefficient appropriate to the various combinations of 
conductors that may be found in one slot; and then to add the contributions to form the total per-
phase flux-linkage from every slot, taking into account the distribution of conductors from the 
separate phases. 
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Figure 3. 7 Slot leakage flux 
Assumptions: 
i) the steel is infinitely permeable 
ii) the main reluctance is the cross-slot reluctance 
The magnetic field linking the coil is approximately linear with respect to slot depth, which can 
be described as 
where the slot is assumed to contain two coil sides each having N turns. 
Using the coenergy relationship 
yields the total per-slot leakage inductance as 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30)' 
where the first term inside the brackets is the effective permeance of the coil area, the second 
term is an approximate permeance for the tapered area, and the last term is the permeance of the 
shoe tip area. For full pitch winding motor with Nm slots, the slot leakage inductance of the 
winding is 
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3.3.2.2 Slot Component for Non-overlapping Windings f357f367 
In machines having non-overlapping windings, two different phase windings are accommodated 
at the side of a slot, as shown in Figure 3.8. 
Figure 3. 8 Simplified slot structure and winding distribution for brushless de motor with non-
overlapping winding 
As a consequence, the magnetic field distribution in the slot exhibits significant asymmetry and a 
2-d analysis needs to be developed, which accounts for the slot aspect ratio, the slot opening and 
the coil widths. The slot components for self- and mutual- inductances, Ln A{,., can be derived as: 
Ls = 2Jtofe!JW2 I PALs 
M s = -2Jtofe!JW2 I pAMs 
where the permeance coefficients, ALs, ~s , are given by: 
eo 4 
_8 _ ~ (_!!___) nn . mtd . mtbo 
- dhbob ~ mt co.s 2 sm b sm 2b 
n-2,4,6 . •. 
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and 
(3.35) 
3.3.3 End-winding Inductance [411 
End-winding inductance is difficult to calculate accurately with simple formulas, however, it is 
generally quite small so it suffices to have an approximate formula that includes the effects of the 
main dimensions. 
Consider the geometry shown in Figure 3.9. The end turns are semicircular with a radius equal 
one half the mean coil pitch Tcp. The end tum bundle has a cross-sectional area equal to one half 
the slot cross-sectional areas As. The end tum inductance for one end tum bundle having N turns 
is 
(3.36) 
Figure 3. 9 End turn geometry approximation 
Since there are 2N m end tum bundles per phase winding and there is no mutual coupling between 
the end turns of other coils in the same phase, the total end tum inductance per phase is 
NmJLo'rcp N 2 'rep .}; 
Lei= In( r:::;-;-) 
2 -v2As 
(3.37) 
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3.3.4 Calculation of Winding inductances of slotless PM machines [271 
~} 
Figure 3. 10 Distributed current sheet model 
(a) Internal rotor model (b) external rotor model 
Figure 3. 11 Schematic of eight pole, three phase 
slotless winding 
For slotless machines, a 2-D analysis may be required and the model for deriving the magnetic 
vector potential distribution is shown in Figure 3.1 0. 
Assumptions: the stator and rotor iron are infinitely permeable 
The flux density is derived by solving magnetic vector potential distribution equations: 
and 
- - -B =curl A and divA= 0 
V'2 .. 4z-r ~ -p,0 .l(O) in region I 
\7'2 Azr.r = 0 in region n 
and 
The self- and mutual- inductances are obtained from the energy relationship 
The final result is given by 
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16 2 7\T2[ i\ .r . . _ · /J.oP JVc a ~ G· K·'2 
.1V.1t,J - 2 2 L...t T-n ·wn 1f~[l- (~)] n=1,2,3··· 
[
2n1r(i- j)] 
. cos 
'fn 
(3.40) 
where la is the active length of the machine and Gn is given by 
(3 .41) 
for np 7:- 2, and 
(3.42) 
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The rotor leakage flux has a substantial effect on the air gap fluxes interacting with the armature 
current to produce torque. It is an essential quantity for the accurate prediction of machine torque 
and the average flux densities within the airgap and the magnet. Ronghai Qu and Thomas Lipo 
[ 44] proposed a method of modeling both the airgap leakage flux and the zigzag leakage flux, 
which has an error of less than 1%, compared to the FEA result. 
Assumptions: 
i) No saturation in the steel regime 
ii) The magnetic field intensity produced by the armature current in the stator windings is 
negligible. 
iii) The motor is simplified as shown in the figure below: 
Figure 3. 12 Simple linear translational motor 
topology 
Then the magnetic circuit is simplified as in Fig. 3.13. 
R.,.... 
R 
Figure 3. 13 
Equivalent magnetic lumped circuit 
The permeance of magnet-to-rotor and magnet-to-magnet is modeled below: 
Figure 3. 14 
A circular-arc, straight-line permeance model of 
magnet-to-rotor leakage flux 
Figure 3.15 
A circular-arc, straight-line permeance model 
of magnet-to-magnet rotor leakage flux 
After a series of manipulations, the flux densities within the airgap and the magnets are given by 
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W r P - lV +lVf . . · 1· B = [1+ ....::...:..L+ II ~ m · ·(·I+2n+4A.) ]:- B 
g;ave lV;m rr HB\l 111m+ 2g, . • ' .r (3.43) 
and 
(3.44) 
The airgap leakage flux factor is 
(3.45) 
where 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter discusses the techniques of calculating parameters, mainly the resistance and 
inductances of the PM machine windings. The resistance calculation methods are mainly derived 
from the techniques of calculating ac resistance of inductors. The inductances calculations of PM 
machines are originated from the classical inductance calculation equations of induction 
machines. Due to the relatively large airgap in surface mounted PM machines, those equations are 
amended to increase the accuracy. The techniques to calculate inductances for concentrated 
windings are also citied. 
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CHAPTER4 
PULSATING TORQUE 
4.1 Introduction 
Permanent magnet AC (PMAC) motor drives are finding extensive use in high-performance 
applications where torque smoothness is essential. From the machine design point of view, two 
aspects on pulsating torque are important: how to calculate the pulsating torque and how to 
minimize it. This report reviews the proposed techniques for pulsating torque calculation and 
minimization. 
4.2 Pulsating Torgue Definition 
Any source of divergence from ideal conditions in either the motor or associated power electronic 
converter in a PM motor drive typically gives rise to undesired torque pulsating. In machine 
design, pulsating torque can be primarily divided into two parts: cogging torque and ripple torque. 
i) Cogging Torque: Torque generated by the interaction of the rotor magnetic flux and angular 
variations in the stator magnet reluctance. 
ii) Ripple Torque: Torque that is generated by the interaction of stator current magnetomotive 
forces (mmfs) and rotor electromagnetic properties, which can take two forms: 
a) Mutual or Alignment torque: the interaction of the current mmfs with the rotor magnet flux 
distribution, which is the dominant torque production mechanism. 
b) Reluctance Torque: the interaction of the current mmfs with the angular variation in the 
rotor magnetic reluctance. (In fact, the torque produced by the difference of Xd and Xq)· 
Surface-mounted PM machines produce almost no reluctance torque. 
4.3 Cogging Torgue Prediction Techniques 
Predicting the cogging torque analytically is important in machine design. The techniques to 
derive cogging torque generally falls into two categories: by summing the lateral magnetic forces 
along the sides of the stator tooth or by calculating the rate of change of total energy stored in the 
air gap with respect to the rotor angular position. Due to various combinations of the number of 
poles and the number of slots, it is difficult to calculate the cogging torque produced by all the 
teeth and magnets at the same time, thus the technique of synthesis of a cogging-torque waveform 
from the analysis of a single stator slot, is also derived. The flux-mmf diagram is also proposed as 
a useful tool to predict the cogging torque. 
4.3.1 Cogging torgue prediction by summing the lateral magnetic forces along the sides of the 
stator tooth [2) 
Assumptions: 
1) The permeability of the iron is infmite; 
2) The slots are simplified to a rectangular shape; 
3) The airgap permeance is calculated according to an assumed field pattern in which the 
flux crosses the magnet and airgap in a straight line wherever a magnet faces a tooth and 
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in a circular path, centered about the comer of a tooth, wherever a magnet faces a slot 
opening, as shown below in Figure 4.1; 
4) Flux density distribution on each side of a tooth is equal to the flux density distribution 
at adjacent slot openings calculated at the stator bore radius, i.e. for the assumed circular 
flux paths at a slot opening, centered at the comer of an adjacent tooth; and assuming 
that the flux density on the side of a tooth is the same as the flux density at the slot 
opening on the stator bore. 
Figure 4. 1 Idealized flux distribution used for calculating the permeance 
The net cogging torque is derived as: 
Q, 
= l 
k=l 
b,h. ( ' 2 2) J Brbl -. B. rb2 . la : 2 rt dr4 ~ . 
0 
(4.1) 
4.3.2 Cogging torgue prediction by calculating the rate of change of total energy stored in the air 
gap with respect to the rotor angular position ll61 
Assumptions: magnetic saturation and armature reaction are negligible. Considerations include 
rotor skew, stator skew, and stator slot opening. First a detailed magnetic flux density distribution 
in the airgap is analyzed, with consideration of rotor skew, stator skew and stator slot opening. 
Then, the derived cogging is expressed as follows: 
IT' ~(Xr) ·:::::: _ Lig D 2out .a··· hx. +b [ .. bp~i'vt(x) + z .. "' ( )] .. 2 i. 
J. c · · 8. . k 0~1 . X ()X~ 2{.Lo 2 ' X X+a. "'C . 
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Tc(X) = Lig D2out -------
2/1·0 2 
X+b l 
X r 2 [ k . B cos (Jx - AB ·cos O:~'X cos f3x] .&~ c . 
x {-"4Ba sin ax cos /3x )d~x. 
4.3.3 Synthesis of cogging-torgue waveform from analysis of a single stator slot [391 [301 
(4.2) 
It is easier to use the above two methods to predict the cogging torque waveform due to a single 
slot, while reference [39, 40] proposes a method to synthesize the cogging torque waveform 
analytically of the machine from the cogging-torque waveform of a single stator slot. This 
technique can be extended to predict the cogging-torque waveform in BLDC having non-
uniformly distributed stator slots and/or stepped rotor magnets. 
The cogging torque waveform which results due to a single slot is: 
00 
Tsci sin '2pi8 
i=l,2,3,. .. (4.3) 
where p is the number of poles. 
The resultant cogging torque due toNs stator slots is: 
~ sin 2p;ri . ·( . 2p ·) 
Tcog = ~ T.-.ci . ~ . Sill . 2pz.O - 7r N 'l . . 
· l 2 3 Sill "r 'l. 1 s ~= ' ~ ,... .I '\'s. (4.4) 
Case A: 2p/ Ns = integer: 
')() 00 
Tcog = 2:::: N sT..:;ci sin 2pi8 = L iVsTsci sin 1Vci0 
i=1.2,3, ... i =1 ,2,a, ... (4.5) 
Case B: 2p/ Ns =F integer: 
(4.6) 
Moreover, this technique provides insight into the relation between the number of slots and the 
number of poles. 
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4.3.4 Prediction of Cogging Torgue using the flux-mmf diagram technique f81 
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Figure 4. 2 The flux-MMF diagram for a permanent magnet 
The Figure 4.2 above shows a typical tlux-MMF diagram for a permanent magnet which is 
constructed using a combination of tlux-MMF data obtained from the finite element analysis, and 
the demagnetization characteristic. Finite element solutions are generated at incremental rotor 
positions over one cogging torque cycle. Cogging torque can be predicted by calculating 
instantaneous torque for every incremental rotor position using the rate of change of co-energy 
with displacement, 
8W'(i, 8) 
8() 
. i=oonstant 
4.4 Pulsating Torgue Minimization Techniques 
The techniques of minimizing the pulsating torque generally fall into two categories: adjusting 
the PM machine design to cause it to more closely approach its ideal characteristics for achieving 
smooth torque production, and active control schemes which modify the excitation. This section 
examines the proposed design techniques for minimizing pulsating torque available to the 
machine designer. 
A point to mention is that there is inherently a trade-off in PM machine design between obtaining 
maximum average torque, minimum cogging torque and minimum ripple torque. For sinusoidal 
PM machines, both cogging and ripple torques can be minimized with some reduction in the 
average torque. For trapezoidal PM machines it is difficult to obtain both low cogging torque and 
low ripple torque simultaneously due to their conflicting requirements in this type of machine. 
4.4.1 Skewing the slots or magnets 
4. 4. 1.1 Continuous skewing {2 37f3 17 
The cogging torque varies approximately linearly from its peak (with an unskewed rotor and 
stator) to ideally zero with one pitch skewing of the stator slots or, alternatively, of the PMs. 
The cogging torque for skewed rotor can be modified from equation (4.3) and expressed in the 
general form: 
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0') 
~ = L Kski; sin iNcB (4.7) 
i= l,2,3,-·· 
where the fundamental order of the waveform, Nc is the smallest common multiple between the 
slot number, Qs and the pole number 2p, B is the mechanical angle between the stator and the 
rotor, and K sk is the skew factor given by: 
K = sin(iNCJrask I Qs) 
sk iNcJrask I Qs (4.8) 
where ask is the ratio of the total circumferential skew to the slot pitch. 
Skewing by one slot is not always the best. If skewing is restricted to be less than one slot pitch, 
the optimal skew which eliminates the cogging torque is: 
kQS k=l , 2, Nc a sk =N 
' Qs c 
2.$ . . 
Ratio of skew distance to slot pitch, asJt 
Figure 4. 3 Effect of skew on amplitude of cogging torque[23] 
Figure 4.3 shows the effect of skew on amplitude of cogging torque for an three phase internal 
rotor surface mounted PM motor in which the radius of the stator bore, the rotor, and the rotor 
hub are 73.27 mm, 71.97 mm, and 62.87 mm, respectively. The axial length is 95 mm and stator 
slot opening are 3.8 mm. The magnets are bonded NdFeB with a remanence of0.56 T. 
4.4. 1.2 Stepped skewing (] 41 
To make the rotor manufacturing easier, the skewing may be approximated by placing the PM 
axially skewed by N5 discrete steps or modules. Let !)_5 be the mechanical skew angle between 
2Jr 
two modules, as shown if Figure 4.5. The optimal value is given by 9s = ---
NcQNs 
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(b) 
Figure 4. 4 Figure 4. 5 
Effect of stepped skewing. (a) Rotor with four 
modules with different skewing angles. (b) Rotor 
with different numbers of modules. Rated torque 
20Nm 
Stepped rotor skewing with three modules 
With PM modules equally skewed, all the cogging torque harmonics are eliminated, apart 
from those multiples of Nc. 
Furthermore, with proper arrangement of those PM modules, as shown in Figure 4.6, a 
minimization of cogging torque can be achieved by using genetic algorithms [17]. 
y\. 7 
·~ 
[] permanent magnet 
II yoke 
Figure 4. 6 Arranging PM slices to minimize cogging torque [17] 
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In practice, even with a full slot pitch skew, end-effects and rotor eccentricities result in a nonzero 
residual cogging torque of the order of one percent of rated torque. 
Skewing also has the effect of improving the back-EMF harmonics. In sinusoidal PM machines 
this reduces the ripple torque; however for trapezoidal PM machines this smoothes the 
trapezoidal back-EMF waveform and hence may slightly increase the ripple torque. 
For machines with low slot numbers, skewing by a full slot pitch can result in substantial average 
torque loss and other techniques must be used. 
4.4.2 Stator Electrical Winding Types 
4.4.2.1 Choice ofslots and pole number combination [231 
CT , which is defined as 
C = 2p(Number of poles)* Qs(slot number) 
T N c(the smallest common multiple between Qs and 2p) 
is introduced to denote and the "goodness" of slot and pole number combinations from the point 
of view of cogging torque. The larger CT is, the larger the cogging torque is produced. 
An odd number of slots is preferable for minimizing the cogging torque. [40][41][42] 
Fractional-slot pitch windings are introduced to machines with a low number of slots per pole per 
phase. The cogging torque is of high frequency and low amplitude. Fractional-slot pitch windings 
also have good harmonic rejection but do show a significant reduction of the fundamental and 
thus a reduction of average torque. 
Figure 4. 7 
Variation of peak cogging torque with 
slot number in 2-pole motor 
4.4.2.2 Short-pitched winding [221 
Q, 
N~ 
Cr 
Table 4. 1 
FAcrOR Cr FOR TYPICAL 2-POLE BRX.i"SHE.D PM MOTORS 
3 4 $ 6 1 8 9 10 t1 12 13 14 13 
6 .. to 6 14 8 l8 lO 22 1:2 26 14 30 
2 2 1 2 2 l 2 2 
For sinusoidal PM machines, using short-pitched windings is a well-known technique to 
reduce the high-order harmonics and thus to reduce ripple torque with some loss of average 
torque. 
For trapezoidal PM machines, concentrated full-pitched windings are desired in order to 
increase the width of the trapezoidal back-EMF plateau region. Ideally to produce smooth 
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torque, the difference between the magnet arc and the stator winding phase band width must 
be equal to or greater than 120 electrical degrees. 
4.4.2.3 Increasing the Number ofPhases [347 
Increasing the number of phases in a PM drive reduces the ripple torque in a similar fashion 
to increasing the number of commutator segments in de commutator motors. Odd phase 
numbers are preferred. 
4.4.2.4 Air~ap Windin~s : Need hi~h energy rare-earch ma~nets [387 
An airgap winding eliminates the stator teeth and hence cogging torque, at the loss of some 
average torque and efficiency. High energy rare-earth magnets should be used. 
4.4.3 Rotor Magnetic Design: 
4.4.3.1 Airgap Flux Distribution 
For minimum ripple torque the airgap flux density waveform of sinusoidal PM machines 
should be a sine wave while that for trapezoidal PM machines should be rectangular. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
More Sinusoidal More T_rapezoidal 
Figure 4. 8 Alternate means for obtaining sine wave and rectangular airgap flux distributions as 
illustrated with four-pole motors 
(a) Blocked (b) Magnetic can. (c) Tapered (d) Parallel (e) Radial (f) Interleaved 
More rectangular flux distributions can be obtained by interleaving a higher energy magnet 
segment at the pole tips as in Figure 4. 8(f) to counteract the effects of leakage [32]. 
A more sinusoidal flux distribution can be obtained by using a thin magnetic retaining ring, which 
is the bold edge of the rotor surface, shown in Figure 4. 8(b) [33]. 
Other techniques include tapering the magnet poles and/or airgap using breadloaf style magnets 
as in Figure 4. 8( c) and constructing the magnet poles out of blocks with varying magnetization 
directions as in Figure 4. 8(a) [34]. 
4.4. 3.2 Magnet Pole Arc Width and Positioning 
To reduce ripple torque, the pole arc should be chosen to be as large as possible in trapezoidal 
PM machines [43]. 
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For sinusoidal PM machines the pole arc is a value of approximately 150° which minimizes the 
6th harmonic ripple torque [34 ]. 
For minimizing the fundamental component of cogging torque, the optimum ratio of pole-arc to 
pole-pitch ratio, a P, for any combihation of slot and pole number, is: 
N-k 
aP =--1 +k2 , k1 = 1, 2 .. . N-1 N 
(4.9) 
where k2 typically ranges from 0.01 to 0.03 depending on the airgap length to include the 
consideration of the fringing of the magnet flux into the slots. Clearly, in order to maximize the 
airgap flux, and thereby the excitation torque, the optimal ratio of pole-arc to pole-pitch should be 
as high as possible [23][35][36]. 
Table 4. 2 
Optimal Ratios of Pole-arc to pole-pitch(k2=0) 
Drawbacks: The correct value of the PM pole arc 
width depends on the magnetization type (radial 
or parallel) and on the values of the air-gap 
thickness and slot opening. Small variations of 
the PM pole arc can produce high variations in 
the cogging torque harmonics. Moreover, for 
motors with a small number of slots per pole, a 
feasible PM pole arc width is not easily 
achievable, since the resulting PM pitch will be 
very low, which will lead to a low average torque. 
smallclt conmcm multiple, N4> between 
Q/).p 
fuud.mttdll order of cogging torque 
wavdorm (N~) 
4.4.3.3 Magnet shifting 
Another means for reducing cogging torque is by 
shifting one pair of magnet poles with respect to 
the other. Shifting one set of magnets by 1/4 slot ! 2.o 
pitch for example should cancel out the second -
harmonic of ripple [35]. j u 
E 
4.4.3.4 Magnet segmentation[20l f 1.0 
l 
Cr 
2 
3 
" s 
6 
7 
8 
.7 .8 
918 614 12/4 
72 12 ll 
72 12 11 
1 2 4 
0.889 0.661 0.667 
0.178 0.333 0.333 
0.661 
0.556 
0,444 
0.~33 
0.2Z2 
0.111 
.9 
By segmenting each magnet pole into several 
identical elementary magnet blocks, regularly 
mounted on the rotor surface, it is possible to 
obtain a compensation effect to minimize the 
cogging torque. pole-are to pde;>itdl ratio 
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Figure 4. 9 Approximate shape of the air-gap flux density using pole segmentation over a pole pair 
(N=3) 
A comparison of the effect of skewing, shifting poles, choosing magnet arcs and using different 
magnet arcs for different poles are examined in [31 ]. 
4.4.3.5 Summary on rotor magnetic design 
It is concluded that where possible for sinusoidal PM machines, the use of a full pitch skew on 
the stator and the use of 150 degree magnet arcs will lead to low cogging torque and good 
rejection of the 5th and 7th back-EMF harmonics. If skewing of the stator is not desirable then 
appropriately choosing the rotor magnet arc and using pole-shifting may result in low pulsating 
torque. 
4.4.4 Stator magnetic design 
4.4.4.1 Dummy Slots and Dummy Teeth[447f457 
This method is used for motors with low numbers of slots per pole per phase and skewing is not 
feasible. 
(:i j 
Figure 4. 10 Concept of dummy slots and dummy teeth for cogging torque minimization 
(a) Conventional configuration 
(b) Dummy slots 
(c) Dummy slots and teeth 
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4.4.4.2 Slot Opening [231 
Sloto~(mm) 
Figure 4. 11 Effects of slot opening on amplitude of cogging torque 
Reference [23] also shows the effects of slot opening on cogging torque for different 
slots/pole combinations for a surface mounted PM machine with the same parameters as 
the one in Figure 4.3. 
4.4.5 Summary on pulsating torgue minimization 
For sinusoidal PM machine drives, the traditional use of one slot pitch skewing of either the stator 
or the rotor magnetization and 150 degree magnet arcs will generally yield good results. For 
motors with low slot numbers, fractional slot pitch windings and dummy slots are alternatives 
which could be considered. Other techniques include selection of the magnet arc and pole arc 
shifting. 
For trapezoidal PM machines, full-pitched concentrated windings with magnet arcs as large as 
possible are recommended. Skewing can be used to reduce the cogging torque at the cost of an 
increase in the ripple torque. Techniques such as using high numbers of phases, dummy slots and 
magnet arc shifting could also be considered. 
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CHAPTERS 
THE ROLE OF IRON LOSSES IN MACHINE DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
The calculation of core losses forms an important part of machine design and is often dealt with 
too simply or not at all. This is especially true of persons new to machine design who do not have 
an appreciation of the effects of core losses. There are several techniques used to calculate core 
losses that are not practical during the design stages and may consume far too much 
computational time. Time stepped Finite Element Analysis is one such a technique and although 
this provides accurate information on the core losses, it assumes that the machine design is 
complete and is ready to be further evaluated. This is not always the case, especially during the 
initial stages of a machine design where a design suitable to the project specifications is being 
sought. Another technique for determining the core loss is to experimentally test the machine 
under different conditions. Once again this takes time and requires a costly prototype machine to 
be available. Often the machine designer requires an analytical method for calculating an 
approximate value for the core losses. This method should be appropriate for different machine 
topologies and provide suitable insight into the effects of certain geometrical parameters that the 
machine designer could influence. These analytical calculations should be "good enough" so as to 
be close to the actual core loss values, yet computationally simple so that they can be used at the 
initial design stages. Once a machine design has been selected, it can be further refmed and 
"tuned" with more accurate techniques in order to reach a final design. 
Consideration of core loss becomes important when designing permanent magnet machines that 
use rare earth magnets such as NdFeB because the temperature rise in the magnets must be 
limited in order to avoid the loss of flux density [ 1]. The calculation of core losses also allows for 
a more accurate prediction of the machine efficiency which is often one of the design 
specifications. It is also important to keep the application of the permanent magnet machine in 
mind because the core losses will be higher for designs with higher operating speeds. These core 
losses depend on several design and fabrication factors such as the grade and shape of the 
lamination material, the number of poles, operating conditions (e.g. type of supply converter), 
load, heat treatment, burrs, etc [ 4, 5]. 
The focus of this literature survey has been on surface mount permanent magnet machine and 
analytical models of the core losses for these machines will therefore be presented. Several 
technical papers were reviewed, but many of them deal with complex techniques that do not offer 
the ease of calculation required at the initial machine design stages. A smaller group of relevant 
papers was thus collected to provide useful information on defming and calculating the core 
losses in permanent magnet machines. 
5.2 Core Loss Terminology and Origin 
One of the keys to any predictive method of core losses is the concept of loss separation [2]. By 
this it is meant that the different components of core loss can be found individually and then 
added together to provide the total core loss. The fundamental equation that appears in most 
textbooks and is the starting point of many technical papers is 
p I ==-ph . + pdy . ==-ph . + (P, . I d'rl. , + p ) (5.1) core_ oss rysteres1s namzc rysteres1s c ass1ca _ e "'J' excess 
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The hysteresis loss is the area of the quasi-static hysteresis loop multiplied by the magnetizing 
frequency [2]. Physically the hysteresis loss is caused by the very localized irreversible changes 
during the magnetization process, which make it dependant only on the maximum induction [4]. 
The machine designer needs to make a decisi-on whether the induction waveform does or does not 
cause minor loops since there are different formulations for each of these cases (shown later). 
From the literature studied the general consensus is that the hysteresis loss is easier to calculate 
than the other loss components. 
The dynamic loss contribution is assumed to consist of the sum of a classical eddy current loss 
component and an excess loss component[2]. The classical eddy current loss can be predicted on 
the assumption of a homogeneous flux density distribution that is dependant on the material 
conductivity and the thickness of the laminations [ 4]. On the other hand the magnetic domain 
structure induces eddy current concentration around moving domain walls due to continuous 
arrangements of the domain configuration, causing the so-called excess losses [ 4, 7 and 11]. It is 
stated in [2] that in the limit of a perfectly homogeneous material (absence of magnetic domains) 
there are no excess losses and then the dynamic loss reduces to the rigorously calculable classical 
loss. Another commonly used term for the excess losses is anomalous losses. It is stated in [4] 
that in certain instances the excess losses may exceed the classical eddy current losses and it is 
thus vital that these losses be accounted for and not simply ignored. 
5.3 Core Losses Under Sinusoidal and Non-Sinusoidal Excitation 
When operating with a sinusoidal magnetic flux density waveform of varying magnitude and 
frequency the core losses are often expressed as follows [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14 and 16]: 
p 
core loss ==-P +P hysteresis eddy_ current 
==- K . mEn + K OJ 2 B2 [Wik 1 hysteresis eddy_ current g (5.2) 
for a frequency of OJ rad/s and peak flux density of Bin Tesla. The coefficients Khysteresis 
Keddy_current and n are constants of the core material. 
The authors of [7] modify the equation in order to separate the classical and excess components 
of the eddy current loss. The modified expression for a sinusoidal magnetic flux density 
waveform is given as 
~ore loss ==- ~ysteresis + ~/assical _eddy_ current + ~xcess 
==- K JB"' n + K / 2 B2 + K fu Bu (5 "') hysteresis classical_ eddy_ current excess ·-' 
The classical eddy current coefficient is given by 
K classical_ eddy_ current (5.4) 
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where a is the material conductivity in s. m-1 ' r fe is the mass density of the material in 
kg · m -J and d is the thickness of the material lamination in m . 
It is mentioned in [ 16] that several studies have shown that the hysteresis losses are essentially" 
independent of the magnetic field waveform shape and as such this component would remain 
unchanged for other magnetic field waveforms. On the other hand, the general expression for the 
eddy current loss is dependant on the magnetic field waveform shape and should be correctly 
adjusted. 
Thus when applying the above loss model to situations where the flux density is periodic but non-
sinusoidal, one possibility is to represent the flux density as a Fourier series and sum the losses 
due to the series of harmonic components [1]. The authors in [1] evaluated this option and found 
that the eddy current loss could be represented by 
( )
2 4 " 00 P ==K -B m sin2 ha 
eddy_ current eddy_ current Jr g t; ( ) (5.5) 
An interpretation of this formula by the authors in [1] indicates that this idealized model assumes 
an infinite rate of change of flux density with time in the stator as the magnet edges pass. It is 
suggested that a more accurate model should provide for flux fringing, which would give a finite 
rate of change of flux density as a function of angle. For this reason it is stated that this approach 
would be quite difficult and would be largely dependant on an accurate representation of the air 
gap flux density at the magnet edges [ 1]. 
The authors of [1] then offer an alternative approach using the time derivative of the magnetic 
flux density to account for general non-sinusoidal magnetic flux density waveforms and this 
approach is used in several other publications [2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 16]. In the example 
studied the author's show that the eddy current loss in the stator tooth could be as much as 7.3 
times higher than if the formulation for sinusoidal variation was used. 
The reasoning that the eddy current losses are proportional to the square of the RMS value of the 
derivative of the magnetic field makes sense because the voltage that generates the eddy currents 
is related to dB/dt through Faradays Law [16]. The square of the RMS value also makes sense 
because the eddy current losses are 12R losses, where I is the RMS value of the eddy currents. To 
understand how the expression for eddy current losses needs to be adjusted for non-sinusoidal 
magnetic fields , the flux density is expressed as a sinusoid 
B(t) == B sin(2Jr ft) 
and then the derivative ofthis expression is 
_dB_(_t) == 2Jr .rB cos(2Jr ft) 
dt 
for which the mean square value (or square of the RMS value) is 
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(5.8) 
Re-arranging this equation and substituting into the expression for the eddy-current losses yields 
p _ eddy_ current ~ K ((d )2 ) eddy _current - 27r2 dt (5.9) 
Thus the core losses can be summarized as follows: 
For sinusoidal excitation P = K . cof3n + K 2 B2 
core hysteresis eddy _ current OJ 
(5.1 0) 
For non-sinusoidal excitation p = K cof3n + eddy _ currenr ~ K ((d )2 ) 
core hysteresis 27r2 dt 
(5.11) 
The application of equation ( 5.11) for the estimation of core losses in electric machines is now 
quite simple [16]. If the magnetic field in a region is described by the Fourier series 
n=-oo 
where e is in electrical measure, then the peak value of the flux density is 
) 
B = max(B(B)) 
and then 
and the mean square value of dB/dt can be found as 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
The use of equation (5.13) and (5.15) in equation (5.11) would provide a good design estimate of 
the core loss density in W/kg or W/lb for the region whose flux density is given by equation (5.12) 
[16]. Several papers address the problem of core losses in two separate sections of the stator, viz, 
the stator teeth and the yoke (or backiron) [1 , 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 , 12] 
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5.4 Accounting for Minor Hysteresis Loops 
In order to account for the losses associated with any minor loops in the hysteresis curve, an 
empirical correction was developed by [17]. This factor is also mentioned in [4, 7 and 11] and is 
given by the following expression: 
C N 
Kch = 1 +~ LI1J3i 
B i=t 
(5.16) 
where B is the peak value of the flux density, f1Bi is the change in the flux variation around a 
minor loop; N is the number of variations or minor loops; and cis a constant between 0.6 and 0.7. 
5.5 ExtensionsNariations of this Work 
Core losses have also been calculated using variations of the techniques mentioned above. This 
section presents the expressions derived in several papers by extending the work mentioned in the 
previous sections. 
The authors in [1] assumed that as the magnet rotates, the flux density in the stator tooth at the 
leading edge of the magnet would rise rapidly from zero to a maximum value. The flux density 
would then essentially remain constant as the magnet passed. The authors calculate the time to 
reach this peak and derive an expression for the average eddy current loss in the stator teeth as 
_ 8K r ( " )2 p = eddy_ current OJ B 
ec teeth s t 
- 1l pwt 
(5.17) 
where r is the inner radius of the stator, p is the number of pole pairs and Wt is the tooth width. 
The authors also derive an expression for the average eddy current loss in the stator yoke as 
p = i Keddy _current (w B ) 
ec teeth s y 
- 1l a 
(5.18) 
where 2a is the magnet pole pitch. The authors perform a validation of their model through 
experimental testing and find good correlation between the results. 
The authors in [ 4] indicate that the classical eddy current loss (predicted on the assumption of a 
homogeneous flux density distribution), is given by 
p = ad2 _!_ J( dB )2 dt 
classical 12 T T dt 
(5.19) 
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In order to account for the magnetic domain structure which results in the excess loss, [ 4] uses an 
expression derived from statistical theory as follows 
K drD I.S 
_ __ ed--'(iy;....;_=-c_ur_r_en_t f _n_ dt 
pexcess T T dt 
(5.20) 
The authors of [5, 6 and 8] propose an approach for core loss evaluation that replaces the use of 
the magnetic flux distribution by the use of the back EMF-per-tooth waveform. The advantage of 
this approach is the back EMF is directly measurable. In [5] the authors start with the standard 
expression shown in equation (5.2) and indicate for a non-sinusoidal excitation waveform that the 
eddy current losses can be obtained as the sum of the partial losses produced by each one of the 
sinusoidal flux density harmonics. The eddy current coefficient (Keddy_current) is kept the same for 
all of the harmonics. The expression derived is as follows: 
(5.21) 
This expression is then multiplied and divided by A/, where Ar is the tooth section area. The 
result is: 
~ddy_ current ==Keddy_current(OJ12(4Bt)2 +m~(4B2)2 +m:(4B3 ) 2 + ... )1 A; 
==Keddy _ current ( m12 cp~ + m~cD~ + m;cD~ + ... )I A; 
= K ,dcy _currenl [ ( m,<D, )2 + ( m2<I>S + ( m3<DS + ... ]!A; (5.22) 
where <1> 1, <1>2 , ••• are the amplitudes of the sinusoidal harmonics in the time waveform of the 
magnetic flux per tooth. The assumption made by the authors at this point is that the magnetic 
flux density remains uniform through the stator tooth section at a very small distance from the 
stator surface due to the high permeability of the tooth ferromagnetic material. Equation (5.22) is 
further reduced by realizing that 
where Eb E2, . •• are the amplitudes of the harmonics in the back EMF-per-tooth waveform 
corresponding to the coil of one turn around one stator tooth. Thus the eddy current losses are 
~ddy _current (tooth)== K eddy _current (£12 + E~ + £ 32 + ... )I A; 
== 2Keddy_currentE(tooth)~ I A; (5.23) 
where E(tooth)RMs is the RMS value of the back EMF-per-tooth. The authors then proceed to 
develop an expression to determine the losses in the stator yoke by fmding a general relationship 
for the back EMF in the yoke as a function of the back EMF -per-tooth over several teeth. The 
authors validate their results through experimental testing and obtain relatively good agreement 
between their calculations and their measurements. 
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In [6] the authors provide a slightly different approach for using the back EMF and indicate that if 
the eddy current losses are proportional to the rate of change of the flux density as shown in 
equation (5.11 ), then the flux density waveform is obtained from 
and 
BA~) = ct>~~) . (5.24) 
dBT _ 
dt 
(5.25) 
Thus the RMS value of the er waveform can be directly used and is proportional to the RMS 
value of dB/dt. This equation provides an important link between the EMF calculation and the 
core-loss calculation. A similar relationship is derived for the stator yoke. 
In [8] the authors use the same method of representing the losses in terms of the induced voltage, 
but this time account for both no-load and loaded conditions. The expression derived is 
v(tooth) == e + V1oad (tooth) (5.26) 
If the motor is not loaded then v(tooth) is only the back EMF-per-tooth e, induced by the 
permanent magnets mounted on the rotor surface. Under load conditions v(tooth) also comprises 
voltage components induced by the motor stator currents. The authors derive an expression for 
the load magnetic flux in terms of the stator load currents Ciw ib and ic) and then develop an 
expression for Vwad(tooth) as: 
di di di 
V (tooth)== L * N * (2-a __ b __ c) 
load dt dt dt (5.27) 
where L is the magnetic inductance of a conductor placed in the slot and N is the number of turns 
per stator phase coils. 
The authors in [7 and 11] make use of the eddy current expressions shown in equation (5.2) and 
account for the effect of minor hysteresis loops using equation (5.16). They use equation (5.3) to 
represent the losses with sinusoidal excitation and rewrite the expression in terms of the rate of 
change of flux density. The authors then derive an expression for the eddy current losses based on 
the tooth flux density waveforms shown in Figure 5. 1: 
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For Figures 5.1(a) and (b) where au :::;; TC- jJm, 
K f2B2 
P,,a,ica/ tooth - 4 eddy _current 1m (5.28) 
rc au 
For Figure 5.l(c) where au > TC- jJm, 
4 K f2B2 
~/assical tooth - eddy- current tm (5.29) 
rc au 
where B,m is the maximum flux density in the teeth. 
The authors note that the above equations use the effective tooth arc au since the tooth flux 
density waveforms are not perfectly trapezoidal, but instead have rounded comers. Hence, au is 
determined by the following expression: 
(5.30) 
where b0 is the slot opening, s is the number of slots, p is the number of poles, D; is the stator 
inner diameter and k0 is the Carter coefficient. They express the excess loss in the teeth as follows: 
( 4 K J! p == _ excess /1.5 B 1.5 excess tooth tm 
- rc au 
(5.31) 
3 3 
~xcess tooth == (~ Kexcess J4 j' 5 B~5 X [2- (rc- j3nJ]4 
rc att au 
(5.32) 
Based on Figure 5.2 these authors derive an expression for the stator yoke losses as: 
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0 1~0 
Figure 5. 2 Yoke flux density waveforms [7, 11] 
(5.33) 
and 
( 
8 K J~ -p = ~ P:s  /1 .5 Bylm.5 
excess _ yoke /" 
(5.34) 
Thus the total iron losses in Watts derived by the authors in [7 and 11] are given by 
3 
{k jBa + ' ym + _ mm /1.5 BI.5}•W 8 K /
2 
B
2 
( 8 K J4 
h y m Jr fJ m Jr fJ m ym I (5.35) 
Skewing is accounted for in equation (5.35) by changing the angle au to au + (}'1 , where 
a, is the angle of skew. 
The authors of [12, 13 and 15] use a time stepped finite element analysis to predict the losses in 
electrical machines. With time stepped FEM, the eddy current losses and hysteresis losses of a 
PM machine are given by: 
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E N N p · 
eddy_ current == 4 pNK) f e f 2 I Aeasasasa[I ( Ber.n _ · Ber.n-1 ) 2 + I ( B ec.n - Bec.n-1 ) 2 J 
e=l n=l n=l 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
This time stepped method consumes much time and for a PM motor with rectangular edged 
magnets which results in the tooth and yoke flux density waveforms being approximately 
trapezoidal, and the following approximate expressions are used: 
12 ( 2 ~ddy rooth == - 2 qKqKcK e mEt) v; 
- 1r 
(5.38) 
P __ _!_~ K K m2B 2V eddy _ yoke 2 q e r s y y 
a;r 
(5.39) 
where a is the fractional magnet coverage, q is the number of slots, Kq is a correction factor for 
geometrical dimensions of the machine, Kc is a correction factor for the eddy current loss induced 
by the circumferential component of the tooth flux density, Kr is a correction factor for the eddy 
current loss induced by the radial component of the yoke flux density and Vt and Vy are the tooth 
and yoke volume, respectively. The authors also express the hysteresis loss in the tooth and yoke 
as follows: 
P . == ;rnp K BPV 
hystereszs _ tooth 6 O h t t 
(5.40) 
P . == ;rnp K BPV 
hystereszs _yoke 60 h y y 
(5.41) 
5.6 Conclusion 
Several analytical techniques concerning the iron losses in PM machines have been presented and 
discussed. Definitions and explanation of the different components of the iron losses have been 
shown and the expressions for non-sinusoidal magnetic flux density have been provided. In order 
to correctly estimate the iron losses and obtain reasonable results for machine design purposes, it 
is important to have a good representation of the magnetic flux density or the induced back EMF. 
With these waveforms and information on the geometry and the material constants, it is possible 
to determine the iron losses for a PM machine. Careful consideration should be given to any 
assumptions that authors have made in deriving their iron loss expressions since these may not 
apply to all machine designs. 
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CHAPTER6 
MATERIALS 
6.1 Introduction 
There are many factors that influence the decision as to which material to use for the different 
sections of an electrical machine, such as the stator laminations, permanent magnets, rotor back 
iron, rotor shaft and the machine windings. Advances in material science mean that designers 
should be on the constant look out for materials with improved properties. This can be especially 
important for specialized machine designs that have challenging performance requirements. 
6.2 Stator Material Selection 
The choice of stator material is subject to several factors and in many cases will depend on the 
desired application of the machine. These factors need to be determined in order to make a good 
choice of material and can be summarized as follows: 
• Saturation flux density level 
• Typical stacking factor 
• Core loss at operating frequency 
• Mass Density of the material 
• Maximum operating temperature 
• Mechanical strength 
• Processes involved in getting laminations made 
There are a number of materials available for use as electrical steels and the following types are 
compared and discussed in this report: 
• Non-oriented electrical steels 
• Amorphous metals 
• Soft magnetic cores 
• Iron Cobalt steels 
6.2.1 Non-Oriented Electrical Steel 
This material is probably one of the most popular laminated steels used for electrical steels due to 
its low cost and good magnetic characteristics [1]. Non-oriented steels are usually Fe-Si alloys 
where the magnetic properties are virtually the same in any direction of magnetization in the 
plane of the material [2]. This material is available as two product types, viz. fully processed and 
semi-processed. Fully processed steels are completely processed by the manufacturer and are 
ready for use without any further processing required to achieve the preferred magnetic quality [2, 
3]. Semi-processed steels are finished to final thickness and physical form but are not provided 
with the full annealing treatment from the steel manufacturer [2, 3]. Instead this material allows 
some flexibility to end users who would prefer to develop the final magnetic quality and to 
relieve any fabrication stresses in the laminations or assembled cores for small machines [3]. 
In order to reduce the effects of eddy current in the stator core the material used for the stator is 
usually laminated. Lamination of the core will however be ineffective in preventing excessive 
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eddy currents circulating within the entire core unless the surfaces of the laminations are 
adequately insulated [3]. Standard lamination thicknesses from AK Steel for example include No. 
24 gauge (0.64 mm), No. 26 gauge (0.47 mm) and No. 29 gauge (0.35 mm) [2] with the magnetic 
flux alternating at 50 or 60Hz [2]. However, it is stated in [3] that for frequencies exceeding the 
power frequency of 50 or 60Hz, non-oriented laminations thinner than 0.2 mm should be used. It 
is further stated in [1] that the lamination thickness of0.35 mm normally used for 50 Hz machine 
stator cores leads to excessive iron losses at operating frequencies higher than 400Hz. 
These laminations should be available on special request from AK Steel, but a second supplier 
has been found that advertises thinner laminations as a standard item. Cogent Power Ltd is a UK 
based company with a division in Connecticut, USA (see reference [4] for full details). The 
standard thickness of inorganic phosphate insulation is 1 f.!m (single side) and leads to a very high 
stacking factor of approximately 0.98 to 0.99. The typical chemical composition of non-oriented 
steel from Cogent Power Ltd is 3.0% Si, 0.4% Al and 96.6% Fe. The material has a maximum 
operating temperature in air of 230 °C, a hardness of 180 HV and a mass density of 7650 kg/m3. 
Estimated core loss tables are shown below for typical M19 No. 26 gauge, and M19 No. 29 gauge 
steel. 
Table 6.1 
Typical Specific core losses of non-oriented thin electrical steels manufactured by AK Steel 
Typical Specific Core Loss 
Magn. W/kg 
flux M19- 29 Gauge M19- 26 Gauge 
dens. 0.35 mm 0.47 mm 
50Hz 400Hz 600Hz 50Hz 400Hz 600Hz 
[T] 
0.10 0.0167 0.2467 0.4520 0.0175 0.3175 0.6240 
0.20 0.0692 0.9945 1.7905 0.0699 1.2150 2.3373 
0.40 0.2392 3.6052 6.5268 0.2406 4.3659 8.2247 
0.70 0.6020 9.8123 18.037 0.6108 12.172 23.153 
1.00 1.0893 18.941 35.721 1.1091 24.476 47.408 
1.20 1.5148 26.901 51.818 1.5413 35.721 71.000 
1.30 1.7905 31.752 61.299 1.8125 42.336 85.775 
1.40 2.1367 37.485 2.1565 50.274 
1.50 2.5600 44.321 2.5777 59.094 
1.55 2.7695 47.628 2.7937 63.945 
1.60 2.9591 2.9988 
1.65 3.1311 3.1708 
1.70 3.2899 3.3362 
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Table 6. 2 
Specific core losses and d. c. magnetization curve of non-oriented thin electrical steels manufactured 
by Cogent Power Ltd. 
Typical Specific Core Loss 
Magn. W/kg Magn. 
flux NO 12/NO 005 NO 18/NO 007 N020 field 
0.12 mm 0.18 mm 0.2mm stren. dens. 
50 400 2.5 50 400 2.5 50 400 2.5 kA/m [T] Hz Hz kHz Hz Hz kHz Hz Hz kHz 
0.10 0.02 0.16 1.65 0.02 0.18 2.18 0.02 0.17 2.79 0.025 
0.20 0.08 0.71 6.83 0.08 0.73 10.6 0.07 0.72 10.6 0.032 
0.30 0.16 1.55 15.2 0.16 1.50 19.1 0.14 1.49 24.4 0.039 
0.40 0.26 2.57 2.54 0.26 2.54 31.7 0.23 2.50 40.4 0.044 
0.50 0.37 3.75 37.7 0.36 3.86 45.9 0.32 3.8 58.4 0.051 
0.60 0.48 5.05 52.0 0.47 5.22 61.5 0.42 5.17 78.4 0.057 
0.70 0.62 6.49 66.1 0.61 6.77 81.1 0.54 6.70 103.0 0.064 
0.80 0.76 8.09 83.1 0.75 8.47 104.0 0.66 8.36 133.0 0.073 
0.90 0.32 9.84 103.0 0.90 10.4 161.0 0.80 10.3 205.0 0.084 
1.00 1.09 11.8 156 1.07 12.3 198.0 0.95 12.2 253.0 0.099 
1.10 1.31 14.1 1.28 14.9 1.14 14.8 0.124 
1.20 1.56 16.7 1.52 18.1 1.36 17.9 0.160 
1.30 1.89 19.9 1.84 21.6 1.65 21.4 0.248 
1.40 2.29 24.0 2.23 25.6 2.00 25.3 0.470 
1.50 2.74 28.5 2.67 30.0 2.40 29.7 1.290 
1.60 3.14 3.06 2.75 3.550 
1.70 3.49 3.40 3.06 7.070 
1.80 3.78 3.69 3.32 13 
From Table 6. 1 it can be seen that at 400 Hz the core loss for 0.4 7 mm steel is approximately 
50.274 W at a magnetic flux density of 1.4 T. Numbers for higher frequencies are not available at 
this flux density. As the laminations get thinner it is possible to reduce the core losses as is clear 
in Table 6. 2, where the core losses at 1.4 Tare 24 W and 25.6 W for 0.12 mm and 0.18 mm, 
respectively. 
6.2.2 Amorphous Ferromagnetic Alloys 
Amorphous metals, also known as metallic glass alloys are different from traditional metals in 
that they have a non-crystalline structure and possess unique physical and magnetic properties 
that combine strength and hardness with flexibility and toughness. Amorphous metal was used by 
Light Engineering in Indianapolis in the SmartTorq axial flux machine in order to allow for the 
frequency to be as high as I ,200 Hz, thus extending the operating power range with greater power 
efficiencies [ 5] 
Certain amorphous alloy ribbons that are based on alloys of iron, nickel and cobalt are produced 
by rapid solidification of molten metals at extremely fast cooling rates of 106 °C/s [3]. The rapid 
cooling allows for the alloys to solidify before the atoms have a chance to crystallize, thus 
becoming a non-crystalline frozen liquid [3]. In the frequency range of 0 to 2 kHz amorphous 
stator cores show the lowest hysteresis and eddy current losses resulting from the materials ' inner 
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structure and very thin lamination strips of around 25 Jlm [1]. In reference [1] it is stated that the 
large number of strips leads to a low stacking factor (given as 0.67 in [1]) and, together with the 
low saturation flux density, increases the machine dimensions. It was however found in [6] that 
the magnetic alloy 2605CO, an iron based material from MetGlass, has a saturation induction of 
1.8 T and a lamination stacking factor of> 0.75. The stacking factor is still low compared to the 
non-oriented steels (from 0.96 to 0.98). The typical core loss curves for this alloy are shown in a 
graphic format in Figure 6.1 below. 
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Figure 6. 1 Typical core loss curves for Metglas® alloy 2605CO [6] 
From the above figure it can be seen that for example at 1 T and at 400 Hz the core loss is only 6 
W/kg as compared to earlier values of 11.8 W/kg for 0.12 mm non-oriented electrical steel and 
24.48 W /kg for the currently used material (0.47 mm non-oriented electrical steel) in Table 6.1 
and 6.2. Further loss information at higher induction levels is not immediately clear from Figure 
6.1. 
The application of amorphous alloy ribbons to the mass production of electrical machines is 
limited by hardness, up to 1100 on the Vicker' s scale [3]. Standard cutting methods like a 
guillotine or blank die are not suitable as the mechanically stressed amorphous material cracks [3]. 
Other methods such as laser and electro-discharge machining (EDM) cutting methods melt the 
amorphous material and cause undesirable crystallization [3]. Further effects of these methods 
include making electrical contacts between laminations, which in tum increases the eddy-current 
and additional losses [3]. General Electric developed chemical methods in the 1980's but these 
methods were both very slow and expensive [3]. It is stated in [3] that the problem of cutting hard 
amorphous ribbons can be overcome by using a liquid jet, which allows materials to be cut at 
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ambient temperature without giving rise to cracking, melting, crystallization and electric contacts 
between ribbon. 
The largest problem with using amorphous materials is that it may be difficult to get the stator 
laminations in the form required to build a machine. The data sheet for 2605CO from Metglas® 
at [6] indicates that the laminations are 0.9 mils (0.02286 mm) thick and that the standard 
available widths range from a minimum of 0.10 inches (2.54 mm) to 2.0 inches (50.8 mm). The 
continuous service temperature is given as 125 °C and the lamination stacking factor is provided 
as >75%. The mass density of2605CO is 7560 kg/m3, which is approximately the same as that of 
the non-oriented steels. If the stacking factor can be brought to a reasonable level and the material 
processed to allow for manufacture of the laminations, the amorphous grade from Metglas® may 
have superior performance when compared to non-oriented electrical steels or any other materials 
available particularly at high temperatures. It is stated in [1] that the fast heat-treating and high 
Rockwell hardness require expensive manufacturing processes, thus justifying the use of 
amorphous materials only for very high efficiency machines at frequencies above 1 kHz. 
Another product available from MetGlas® is iron-based magnetic alloy 2605SA1. This product 
does not offer a saturation induction as high as the 1.8 T of 2605CO, yet it does reasonably well 
at 1.56 T. However this material holds the advantages of extremely low core losses (see Figure 
6.2) and a range of standard widths (from a minimum of5.08 mm up to 213.36 mm) that are more 
suitable to small machine designs. 
g~ !ti~ ~t~~ 
~Jr<; INOOC'fiON- P- TE$W 
Figure 6. 2 Typical core loss curves for Metglas® alloy 2605SA1 [8] 
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6.3 Soft Magnetic Powder Composites 
When it comes to complicated shapes powder metallurgy is used to create ferromagnetic cores of 
small electrical machines [3]. The various components of soft magnetic powder composites are 
iron powder, dielectric ·(epoxy resin) and filler (glass or carbon fibers) for adding mechanical 
strength [3]. Various types of materials are shown in [3], namely Accucore (from TCS 
International), and Somaloy™500 (from Hoganas, Sweden). Somaloy™500 has specifically been 
developed for 3D magnetic circuits of electrical machines, transformers, ignition systems and 
sensors [3]. All the materials only have moderately high magnetic flux densities and the core 
losses at 400Hz are large compared to other materials studied. Table 6.3 shows the core losses at 
1 T and 400 Hz. 
Table 6. 3 
Specific losses for soft powder composites 
Material Flux Density Core loss at 400Hz 
Accucore 1 T 44.49 W/kg 
Somaloy 1 T ;:::;60 W/kg 
6.3.1 Iron Cobalt Materials 
Yet another group of materials that has been utilized for rotor and stator cores is the iron-cobalt 
co-mposite known as the Hiperco® 50 alloy made by Carpenter Technology. Its primary 
applications have been in the manufacture of rotor and stator laminations in motors and 
generators for aircraft power applications [7]. The laminations are stamped from a cold rolled 
strip and must be finally annealed in a protective atmosphere or vacuum environment at a 
temperature that will allow for the optimum combination of mechanical and magnetic properties. 
The Hiperco® 50 alloy is an iron-cobalt-vanadium soft magnetic alloy which exhibits high 
magnetic saturation (2.4 T), high D.C. maximum permeability, low D.C. coercive force and low 
A.C. core loss [7]. This alloy is only produced in a strip form and contains a small amount of 
niobium for grain refinement during the mill processing and final heat treatment of the strip [7]. 
The core losses for 3 different thickness materials are shown Figure 6.3. Note that the units of the 
core loss are in W /lb in Figure 6.3 and as such should be multiplied by 2.205 to convert to W /kg 
as shown in Table 6.4 which shows data at the specific operating point of 1 T and 400 Hz. 
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Figure 6. 3 Core loss vs magnetic flux induction for Hiperco® 50 alloy (0.15 mm, 0.25 mm & 0.35 mm 
thickness) 
Table 6. 4 Core loss summary for Hiperco® at 1 T and 400 Hz 
Lamination Thickness Magnetic Flux Density Core loss at 400 Hz 
Hiperco® 50 - 0.15 mm 1 T or 10 kilogauss 17.64 W/kg 
Hiperco® 50 - 0.25 mm 1 T or 10 kilogauss 19.85 W/kg 
Hiperco® 50 - 0.35 mm 1 T or 10 kilogauss 22.05 W/kg 
The Hiperco® alloy can be used up to 2 T although the levels of specific core loss increase for 
this operation -the advantage of a higher flux density is that less material can be used hence 
reducing the mass of the system. Values for Hiperco® at 2 T and both 400 Hz and 800 Hz are 
shown in Table 6.5 
Table 6. 5 Core loss summary for Hiperco® at 2 T and 400 Hz and 800 Hz 
Lamination Thickness Magnetic Flux Density Core loss at 400 Core loss at 800Hz 
Hz 
Hiperco® 50 - 0.15 2 T or 20 kilogauss 61.74 W/kg 132.3 W/kg 
mm 
Hiperco® 50 - 0.25 2 T or 20 kilogauss 68.36 W/kg 176.4 W/kg 
mm 
Hiperco® 50 - 0.35 2 T or 20 kHogauss 77.18 W/kg 242.55 W/kg 
mm 
When the above values are compared to either non-oriented electrical steel or the amorphous 
metals the performance at 1 T and 400 Hz, the core losses for the Hiperco® 50 are about 50% 
larger than for the 0.12 mm non-oriented steels. The advantage of using the Hiperco® 50 material 
would be operation at a higher flux density and hence a smaller stator core. 
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Table 6. 6 Overall core loss comparison for various materials at 1 T and 400 Hz 
Material Magnetic Flux Density Core Loss at 400Hz 
M19- 26 Gauge (0.47 mm) 1 T or 1 0 kilogauss 24.48 W/kg 
NO 005 (0.12 mm) 1 T or 10 kilogauss 11.8 W/kg 
Metglas™ 2605CO (0.02286 1 T or 1 0 kilogauss 6.0 W/kg 
mm) 
Hiperco® 50 1 T or 10 kilogauss 17.64 W/kg 
6.4 Rotor Material Selection 
Once again there are several factors that need to taken into consideration when making a design 
decision as to which material to use for the rotor of a permanent magnet machine. A few of these 
decisions include 
• Magnet topology 
• Type of magnetic materials to use 
• Operating speed 
• Operating temperature 
• Airgap thickness 
• Shaft construction 
6.4.1 Factors Determining the Magnetic Materials 
The choice for magnetic materials is largely determined by the maximum operating temperature 
of the machine. If the temperature of the permanent magnet machine is too large, then the 
magnetic materials could demagnetize or operate at a much lower point of their second quadrant 
BH curve. Information on the intended application and operating environment is important to the 
machine designer in order to select the appropriate materials. 
Aside from temperature, the effects of the magnetic field produced by currents in the stator slots 
interacting with the permanent magnet field need to be considered. These effects are known as 
armature reaction and are considered in [9] for a SMPM motor. An illustration of the armature 
reaction field is shown below [9]. 
stator back i:ron 
Figure 6. 4 Magnetic field due to stator current [9] 
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In the ideal case the magnetic field distribution is the linear superposition of the permanent 
magnets and winding magnetic fields. However, due to the presence of saturating ferromagnetic 
material in the stator this interaction can become nonlinear [9]. When this situation is present the 
performance of the machine deviates from the ideal case. If, for example, the stator teeth are 
approaching saturation due to the permanent magnet field alone, then the addition of a significant 
armature reaction field will thoroughly saturate the stator teeth [9]. A further effect of the 
nonlinear effects of armature reaction is that it determines the movement of the magnetic 
operating point on the BH curve under dynamic operating conditions [9]. Since the air gap 
inductance of a SMPM configuration is relatively small, the armature reaction flux density is also 
relatively small [9]. Typically, this flux density is in the region of 10% ofthe magnet flux density 
crossing the air-gap. Figure 6.5 shows the dynamic magnet operation due to stator coil current [9, 
pg 90]. 
B 
Figure 6. 5 Dynamic magnet operation due to coil current 
When operating under normal conditions the motor would not reach either of the extreme 
positions (Bm + Ba) and (Bm - Ba) shown in Figure 6.5 since the phase winding is not usual1y 
energized at either extreme [9]. The problem occurs under fault conditions, where it is possible 
for the operating point to have a larger variation than that shown in Figure 6.5. Specifically if a 
fault causes the phase current to become unlimited, the armature reaction flux density will have a 
very large increase and the possibility of magnet damage exists [9]. Of the two extremes shown in 
Figure 6.5, the lower extreme is of great importance since irreversible demagnetization of the 
permanent magnets is possible if Ba is large or if the operating temperature is elevated so that the 
demagnetization characteristic has a knee in the second quadrant [9]. 
The magnitude of Ba also determines the hysteresis loss experience by the permanent magnets 
since the movement of the operating point is in actual fact a minor hysteresis loop. An illustration 
of this hysteresis loop is shown in Figure 6.6. The size of this hysteresis loop and the losses 
associated with it are directly proportional to the magnitude of the deviation in flux density that 
the permanent magnets experience [9]. Thus in order to avoid demagnetization and to minimize 
the effects of heating due to hysteresis loss, the magnitude of Ba should be kept as small as 
possible [9]. 
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Figure 6. 6 Minor hysteresis loop experienced by magnets due to armature reaction 
6.5 Magnetic Material Choices 
The choice of magnetic materials is an important one when optimizing the design of a permanent 
magnet machine and any advantages that can be gained by use of a different material should be 
evaluated. Two of the most common materials used for permanent magnet design are Samarium 
Cobalt and Neodymium Iron Born. The BH curve for a grade of Samarium Cobalt (S2869) from 
MCE magnets is given below. 
<~.1 o..a 1.0 1.6 2.0 .l:O !>.0 
-22 - 20 - 18 -l& -H -l2 - 10 - 8 -t; - 4 -2 
H (kOe) 
Figure 6. 7 Demagnetization characteristic for Samarium Cobalt S2869 [10] 
The curves used for machine design are the set of straight line curves. From the above curve it 
can be seen that this grade of Samarium Cobalt has a straight demagnetization curve with no knee 
present up to 300 °C temperature. Neodymium Iron Boron magnets offer higher energy products 
but do not operate well in high temperature environments. Two sources of magnetic material in 
the USA are Magnetic Component Engineering and Neomax America, Inc. Both manufacturers 
have a wide variety of NdFeB and SmCo materials. Typical demagnetization curves for NdFeB 
magnets from each of these suppliers are shown below. 
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Figure 6. 8 Demagnetization characteristic for Neodymium Iron Boron N3875 [11] 
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Figure 6. 9 Demagnetization characteristic for Neodymium Iron Boron Neomax- 42AH [12] 
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Figure 6. 10 Demagnetization characteristic for Neodymium Iron Boron Neomax- 44AH [12] 
Table 6.7 compares a few magnetic materials that could be used for permanent magnet machine 
design. 
Table 6. 7 Comparison of Magnetic Materials 
N3875 NdFe MCE 1.15 T NO 7475 
B 
Neomax NdFe Neomax 1.18 T Very ~ 140 °C 7500 
- 42AH B sr 
Neomax NdFe Neomax 1.21 T Yes ~ 140 °C 7500 
- 44AH B 
6.6 Windings Selection 
Another factor that should be taken into consideration is the type of winding material used for the 
machine. This is often determined by the type of application in which the machine is being used 
and can make a difference in output power rating of the machine. For most of the common 
machine design applications a standard round conductor can be used. In cases where fill factor is 
a concern it is possible to use a square conductor and in cases where high frequencies are 
expected it may be favorable to make use ofLitz Wire. 
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Several materials have been discussed for use in machine design. Tills area is changing at a rapid 
pace and it is important for a machine designer to be aware of the potential that new materials 
offer. Every machlne design has a different set of specifications and it is important to consider 
these when choosing which materials to use. 
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CHAPTER 7 
PERFORMANCE 
After the back EMF and armature reaction are obtained, the next step is to predict the steady-state 
and transient performance of the machine. The steady state performance is defined by the torque 
produced for a certain amount of current. For the transient performance prediction, the transient 
model, usually the d-q model is to be used and the transient performance is obtained by solving 
the differential equations in the d-q theory within the temperature constraints. 
Besides, the thermal model, another important part of the PM machine behavior is discussed. 
7.2 Steady State Performance Estimation 
The steady state performance refers to the calculation to electromagnetic torque when the motor 
speed variations are relatively low and the armature current is a steady periodic wave. The 
electromagnetic torque can be calculated from the interaction of rotor and stator MMF, which is a 
universal method for electrical machines. For sinusoidal PM machines, the conventional phasor 
diagram can also be used. As the average of the instantaneous torque is the steady torque, the 
techniques presented in this section are the ones that can only be used for steady state 
performance. 
7.2.1 Performance Estimation for sinusoidal PM machines 
7.2.1. 1 Prediction o(Performance by using Phasor Diagram 
The theory of phasor diagrams and its application in the analysis of synchronous PM machines is 
explained in many textbooks and will be omitted here. There are also technical papers on the 
steady state analysis with more detail [ 40]. 
7.2.1.2 Harmonic Decomposition Method U47 
While the phasor diagram method calculates only the torque produced by the fundamental emf 
and fundamental current, an analytical method was suggested by E. Favre, M. Jufer and R. Osseni 
[14] for the torque calculation including the harmonics, based on a double harmonic 
decomposition, temporal for the phase currents and spatial for the stator MMF. 
The negative feedback of the back EMF and the shape of the supply voltage lead to a poly-phased, 
periodical and generally non sinusoidal system of currents: 
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iJ(t) =it sin(ox+~).,. i3 sin(3UI:) 
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sin(SCot - 2t) + l.s + ··~ 3 (7.1) 
The MMF resulting from the v-th order waveform harmonic and the k-th order current harmonic 
is 
'6vt(x~t) = ~ sin fvX,f ± ktxt ·+ Cltvl 
(7.2) 
The airgap flux density waveform induced by the permanent magnet on the rotor in the stator 
reference is 
..... 
Bt(xJ) = Be sin (e 1!f + 4.\(t)] 
(7.3) 
The electromagnetical torque is a result of the interaction of the stator MMF and the rotor 
induction. It is calculated by adding the contributions of each stator MMF harmonic acting with 
the rotor induction harmonics. 
(7.4) 
Only the stator and rotor spatial harmonics which have the same harmonic order create an 
electromagnetical torque component. The total torque can finally be expressed as the following 
equations: 
T(t) a T= + T&o(t) + T,l&l{t) + Tuwa(t) + ... 
= T= + L TacoO) 
1 
7.3 Dynamic Performance Estimation 
(7.5) 
The methods to predict the instantaneous torque can be generally divided into two categories: one 
method is to calculate the torque directly from the interaction of currents and airgap flux, and the 
other one is to first build a dynamic model for the machine, and then derive the torque equation 
from the dynamic models. 
7.3.1 Direct calculation from design geometry [2) 
Assumptions: 
1) The permanent magnets are isotropic and have a linear demagnetization characteristic. 
2) The stator current sheets lie in the air gap along the stator surface and the stator windings 
are symmetrical. 
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3) Both the stator and rotor cores are smooth cylinders with iron of infinite permeability. 
4) End effects are ignored. Eddy currents are neglected. 
The magnetic field produced by the permanent magnet can be represented by an equivalent 
current, Km, where Km = M x n , as shown in Figure 7.1. 
Figure 7. 1 Equivalent current sheets for permanent magnets[2] 
(a) Magnetized in the parallel direction 
(b) Magnetized in the radial direction 
The flux produced by the stator current sheet is derived by solving Laplace's equation. The 
machine geometry for this computation is simplified as shown in Figure 7.2. Finally the 
electromagnetic torque exerted on the rotor current sheets is derived, in both the parallel and 
radial magnetization conditions. 
stal·or 
illf g.ft .~ 
ro tor 
·---·-·-,·- · ----------
Figure 7. 2 Machine development over one complete cycle [2] 
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Good accuracy is proven compared with the result of FEA for both cases shown by the author. If 
the assumptions are satisfied and the instantaneous values of currents are available, this model 
can also be used in the calculation of dynamic performance. 
7.3.2 Performance Estimation based on dg models 
The general system model derived by the traditional dq theory can be applied to PM machines 
and the steady-state as well as transient conditions can be described. When such a transformation 
is applied to the variables of a three-phase PM motor, the three phase symmetrical windings A, B 
and C can be replaced by equivalent two-phase symmetrical windings d and q as shown in figure 
7.3, in which the magnets are identified by i1 and any rotor winding is represented by equivalent 
shorted D, Q windings. 
Figure 7. 3 Model of a brushless PM synchronous motor [8] 
In order to understand the starting characteristics of a brushless PM synchronous motor fed from 
a fixed frequency line voltage source, two approaches can be used to explain the asynchronous 
performance during the run-up period. One is the quasi-dynamic analysis approach with pseudo-
constant speed characteristic. The other is a transient analysis approach. The former can lead to 
an identification of different current and torque components, presents a clear physical 
interpretation of the origin of each component, and allows convenient parameter sensitivity 
analysis on the overall system; while the latter will provide more detailed information such as 
possible demagnetizing effects on the magnets, maximum current requirement for the drive and 
the time of run-up to stable synchronization, as well as synchronization process. 
7. 3.2.1 Quasi-Dynamic Model [81 
The quasi-dynamic analysis model is based on the assumption that the motor operates under 
steady-state at each slip point during run-up assuming that the mechanical time constants are very 
large compared with the electrical time constants. Therefore, using the quasi-dynamic analysis 
model, no electromagnetic transient is taken into account. 
If magnetic materials are assumed to linear, the starting process can be treated as the 
superposition of two operating modes. One mode is the operation of an unsymmetrical 
asynchronous motor alone. The other one is the operating mode of a magnet-excited 
asynchronous generator with short-circuit stator windings. However, saturation phenomenon is 
unavoidable. This difficulty is overcome by adopting adjusted saturated parameters, where the 
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interaction · between the two modes has been appropriately considered. Consequently, the 
superposition scheme is assumed for the analysis. 
The detailed equations can be found in [8]. 
7.3.2.2 Dynamic Model [87 
If both the mechanical and electromagnetic transients are needed to be included in the analysis, a 
realistic dynamic model is necessary. The machine equations are 
p6 =w-w,. . 
P B 
pwr = JiTe:- TL)- JWr 
Pia= ~d (r1LDid + LqLnwriq- Lm,a.'f2~in 
+ L-m2Lvw,.iq - VJLn V cos 6) 
piq = -
1
-( - Ld.Lqw.,.id + r1LQiq- LmaLQw.,.in 
tl.q . . 
- Lm91·2qiQ- v'3LQV sino- LmaLQWriJ) 
pin = Al (-1·1 Lmdid- LmaLqwri~ + Ldr·uiD , 
d . . 
- LmaLmqWriQ + v'3L~d'y coso) 
piq = ~ (Ln1qLdw1.id- r1Lmqiq + LmaLmqWriD 
q . 
+ Lq'r2qiQ + /3L.-.u1 V sin 6 + LmaL•u.qWrit) 
.where ~d = L!""d- LaLv, l::l.q = L'!n.qLqLQ, fi = wt ·_,... 0.,.. 
In the Quasi-Dynamic and Dynamic model, the torque is 
Te = P{i}t[G){~} = P[(.Lq- L.d}idiq - LmaiqiD 
+ L-,n.qiaiQ - Lrndiqi J] 
7. 3.2. 3 Steady-State Synchronous Model [87 
The steady-state model can be solved as: 
and the torque is 
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n 3P [Eo V . . V2 ( .1 1 . ) . ] 1e= - .-sm{j+-.- -- - s1n 26 
w , xd 2 xd ,Xq . 
=Tetsin6 +l~2 sin26 
and P is pole pairs, Vis the per phase applied voltage. 
For surface-mounted machines, Xd= Xq, and for Inset Permanent Magnet (IPM) machines, Xd> Xq. 
7.3.2.4 Model Parameters Calculation [361 
In the dq models of PM machines, the parameters will change with loads due the effects of 
magnetic saturation and skin effect, so the saturated values of Xd and Xq should be calculated. 
For surface-mounted machines, Xd = Xq and do not change significantly with load. The analytical 
method to determine the parameters is introduced in reference [36] of Parameters Chapter. 
For IPM machines, the problem is that the saturated value of Xd is not unique, as shown in the 
Figure 7.4, where the dotted line construction produces the same value of airgap flux as the solid 
lines. Furthermore, in IPM machines, the back EMF Eo changes with the load and there is an 
interaction between the d-axis and the q-axis. The calculation of Xd is based on an arbitrary 
process of freezing the permeability. Methods for solving this problem are reported in this paper 
[4] are briefly discussed below. These methods can also be used for surface mounted machines. 
7.3.2.4.1 The flux-M!viF method [4] 
This method was introduced by T.J.E. Miller, M. Popescu, C. Cossar, M. McGlip and J.A. 
Walker [ 4 ], and needs finite element analysis. The apportionment of q-axis voltage (or d-axis 
flux-linkage) between E and Xctfd is actually unnecessary, not only for calculating the torque but 
even for solving the voltage equations of the circuit, which at the steady state are 
jbl 'J!f!; 
+ j@\fd. 
If Vd and Vq are known, these equations can be solved for Id and lq provided that the relationships 
between l d and lf/d and between l q and lf/q are known. The functions lf/d(ld) and lf/q(lq) , 
become lj/d (ld, lq) and lf/q (ld , l q) if cross-saturation is considered, and can be pre-computed by 
the finite-element method. The flux-MMF diagram can then be drawn and the torque can be 
computed: 
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The saturated values of Xd and Xq can also extracted from the flux-MMF diagram. 
,----------· 
I I 
I 
: jCDLclq 
PhiiOrl: 
~arne 
E 
d 
Figure 7. 4 Phasor diagram and flux-linkage vector diagram. On the left are the electrical quantities, 
i. e., voltages and currents. On the right are the corresponding magnetic flux-linkages. The dotted 
lines show the lack of uniqueness in the saturated values of Xu and E. For simplicity, resistance is 
neglected in this diagram, but normally it must be included. 
7.3.2.4.2 Loading Method [10] 
Rahman and Zhoti proposed another method to find the values of Xd and Xq in IPM machines in 
[1 0], and called it the loading method. First, the d-axis and q-axis fundamental flux is obtained 
from the field analysis at a certain operating point. The induced phase voltage E; and inner torque 
angle J; and computed. Further equating the voltage components in the d-axis and q-axis, yields 
Ei cos h,t = Eo + It eos /3Xma. 
Ei sin Di = Il_sinf3Xmq· (7.6) 
In order to evaluate the two unknown quantities Eo and Xmd, the authors apply a small 
displacement of the stator current M 1 from the operating point and then use the corresponding 
load field calculation to get the following equation, which represents the new operating point of 
the machine with the new induced phase voltage E; 1 and new stator current 11 1 : 
Ei c:.os 8~ = .Eo + I~ cos fJ' Xmd. (7.7) 
A simpler way proposed by the author is to first do the load field investigation that covers the 
whole range of operation, and then the three curves E; (/3), J; (/3), and 11 (/3) can be drawn by 
the curve fitting scheme. As a result, for any particular operating point, the required information 
for the above equations can be obtained from the three ready made curves. To make the three 
ready made curves, the FEA is usually needed for IPM machines. 
7.3.3 Performance Estimation Using the Voltage-Driven Flux-MMF Diagram [11][1211131 
The flux-magnetomotive force (flux-MMF) diagram, or "energy conversion loop," is a powerful 
tool for computing the parameters of saturated interior permanent-magnet brushless motors, 
especially when the assumptions underlying classical dq theory are not valid. A flux-MMF 
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diagram is obtained by rotating the rotor and keeping the terminal voltage sinusoidal (or a square 
wave, depending on the machine) under certain load conditions, and calculating the phase current 
and the flux through phase winding by finite element analysis. 
\11 
-
w 
i t 
(b) SquarewM 
Figure 7. 5 Flux-MMF diagram for (a) Sinewave Brushless DC machines (b)Squarewave Brushless 
DC machines 
h · h · · b T aw '(i, B) 1 d h T e Instantaneous torque per p ase IS gtven y = ae i=const an t e average 
electromagnetic torque per phase is TAv = mp * W' , where W' is proportional to the area in the 
2;r 
flux-MMF diagram. 
The flux-MMF diagram can be used to compute the average torque and inductances in a PM 
motor [11, 12]. 
The author in [13] shows that the computational burden can be saved in the application of the 
fmite-element method to the accurate calculation of the average electromagnetic torque with the 
flux-MMF diagram. Paper [12] develops an improved understanding of the extent to which 
classical axis analysis and phasors can be used in non-sinusoidal current operating conditions 
such as six-stepping. It also provides a means of testing the rigor of various common assumptions 
about the motor-for example, whether the synchronous inductances vary with rotor position, or 
whether the phasor diagram can be used when the current waveform is not sinusoidal. 
7.4 Power capability of PM machines [14) 
Figure 7. 6 Phasor diagram for salient pole permanent magnet motor at one per unit speed 
The output power of a salient pole PM machine is denoted as: 
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P - ·, [E~ T .. .. Xqs - Xas 12 .• • 2 ] out - npu · 9.1 s COS i' + · 2 . s S.lD ·;r • 
The maximum output power for a given Is occurs for a particular current angle and .at any speed it 
can be calculated from rated current and this optimal angle r • . 
Below base speed the terminal voltage is less than one per unit at the optimal current angle, so 
that peak output power, which is linearly related to speed, is obtained for a constant current angle 
of y • . Above base speed the voltage constraint causes peak output power to be obtained at one 
per unit voltage and current for y > y * as y increases toward 90° where Pout is zero. Peak output 
power still increases with speed above one per unit speed (but no longer linearly with speed) until 
around two per unit speed where the maximum output power at any speed is obtained. At this 
speed one per unit output power is obtained at unity power factor. 
The power capability curves for four designs of machines fed from current controlled inverters 
are shown below: 
Maxttnum output. 
power tput 
Ul 
o• 
0 .4 
02 
0 2 3 4 ' 
(a) 
0 
o~~~~--~~~ 
1 2 I 4 5 
Per Unit Speed 
(C.) 
2 ' 4 s 
(b) 
Torque (pu~ 
LD ·· 
I :2 3 4 5 
P4:r UnH Speed 
(d) 
Figure 7. 7 Operating characteristics at maximum output power for motor design with Xds=0.4, 
Xqs=l.l, and E 0=0.6 per unit and one per unit current 
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Figure 7. 8 Power capabilities for four motor designs with one per unit current 
7.5 Thermal modeling of PM machines 
Lumped parameter methods, which use T-equivalent circuits of the form shown below, to 
represent the relationship between the heat flow and the mean component temperature in the axial 
and radial directions, have been adopted for PM machines by Z J Liu, D Howe, PH Mellor, M K 
Jenkins [15]. 
~ A 
Ao. Jlht --+ R2& At. 
R.a 
R2J. 
Tm 
R.y Ty 
~.., : 
Ao, 
Figure 7. 9 T-equivalent circuit of thermal resistance 
The parameters in the T-equivalent circuit can be calculated by conformation transformation for 
the near trapezoidal and annular conductor bundles. 
The thermal resistances for the slot conductor bundles and the teeth form the equivalent circuit 
shown below: 
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Figure 7. 10 Thermal resistance for the slot conductor bundles and the teeth 
in which Rst represents the thermal resistance of a slot liner, and R1z, R2z, and Rmz represent the T-
equivalent circuit for the slot conductor bundles in the axial direction. 
The thermal network for the complete machine then becomes that in Figure 7.11: 
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Figure 7. 11 Lumped parameter thermal network for test machine 
in which the copper losses, iron losses in the stator back iron and iron losses in the stator tooth 
tips are included. 
7.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the techniques to predict the steady-state and transient performance of PM 
machines are presented. Tradition models used for synchronous and induction machines, such as 
phasor diagram and d-p models, are adopted in the calculation of PM machines, with the 
emphasis on issues of flux saturation. Both analytical and FEA methods for calculation in the 
saturation conditions are discussed in this chapter. Finally, a lumped parameter thermal model is 
introduced for thermal analysis and calculation, which is another important part for analyzing the 
PM machine operating conditions but few papers are published. 
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CHAPTER8 
MACHINE DESIGN 
8.1 Introduction 
In this section, the PM machine design techniques are presented and summarized. The analytical 
design is an important way to analyze the machine and find machine parameters to meet the 
design requirements, by solving formulas derived from the analytical model. Optimization 
corresponding to certain performance criteria can also be conducted by differentiating the design 
parameters corresponding to the performance formula. Usually, this design algorithm is 
conducted iteratively. 
For a PM machine, the shape and size of the permanent magnet greatly influences the 
performance of machine, and there are papers addressing this topic specifically. 
In modem machine design, CAD is a useful tool to improve the design efficiency. 
8.2 Analytical Design 
Reference [1] optimizes a set of motor design variables, without increasing the overall 
dimensions, which are typically imposed as design constraints. [2] presents the design 
methodology of a three-phase PM synchronous alternator. The design algorithm as well as an 
equivalent magnetic circuit model of the PM machine called the "reluctance model" is presented. 
[13] presents a quick automatic design method for surface-mounted preliminary design. 
8.2.1 Efficiency oriented design 
In [1], the geometrical relations, including back iron thickness, tooth height, tooth width, tooth 
length, slot area, total copper volume and volumes of the teeth and the back iron are expressed as 
a function of the magnetic quantities of the machine, i.e., the flux density in the airgap, in the 
teeth and in the back iron. 
The rms value of the surface current density can be expressed as 
(8.1) 
Then the losses can be expressed as follows: 
(8.2) 
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(8.3) 
c. = t ( D ) and cl · = t (Bb··). where ~t ~ ..ut · ~ 01 ~ t 
The above equations are then used to find the geometric configuration which minimizes the motor 
losses. The effect on the losses of the airgap diameter, the number of slots and, if the stator core is 
made of soft magnetic powder material, also of the tooth length, are analyzed separately. 
1) Optimum number of slots 
The iron losses do not depend on the number of slots Q for sinusoidal flux variation, but for 
trapezoidal flux machines, the eddy current losses in the teeth are proportional to the number of 
slots per pole per phase. 
L 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. 1 Reduction of tooth length with soft magnetic composites 
For copper losses, the value of Q which minimizes the losses is obtained by equating to zero the 
derivative of (L1+Lew)lk,}, where kw = kdkp is the winding factor, L1 is the tooth length, and L1 < L 
when laminations are used for the stator, as shown in Figure 8.1 , Lew is the end-winding length 
and can be approximated as 
' + 1f' p s· . . 'lilt Lew == ~ + p:kov(Yq - 1) 2 2 (8.4) 
where p~ is the slot pitch measured at the half height of the tooth, that is p~ = 1r(D + h1 ) I Q, Yq 
is the coil picth in number of slots. 
Figure 8. 2 gives an example of the variation of the copper losses with the number of slots for an 
8-pole surface mount PM machine. 
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Figure 8. 2 Losses versus number of slots 
2) Selection of the winding type 
In reference [I], analysis of the torque-to copper losses ratio for overlapping and non-
overlapping windings are carried at a fixed torque. 
The torque-to-copper loss ratio for non-overlapping winding, given as the same ratio for over-
lapping winding, is as follows: 
T (no) 
Pcu(no) 
and is further derived to be: 
T(no) 
Pcu(no) 
k2 L +Lew T 
·w(no) £ + L . -
· ew{no) Pcu 
T 
~ -- · 
Pcu 
where the subscript (no) denotes that the value is for non-overlapping windings. 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
The conclusion is that: with a small number of poles, the non-overlapping winding motor is 
preferred even with a stator length L appreciably higher than the inner diameter D. With a high 
number of poles, the non-overlapping winding motor is preferred only when the stator length L is 
smaller than the inner diameter D. In some cases, e.g., 2p!Q = 8/15 and 2p!Q = 10/18, there is no 
preference because of the very low LID ratio. 
3) Optimum stator inner diameter 
The optimum stator inner diameter value is also obtained by differentiating the above loss 
equation and setting it equal to zero. 
For copper losses, 
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For iron losses, 
2: (· 6 Bg,JrL + ~t Bff1r 2.L· +· C.· .• . L'· (.·. B g1r ) 2) . 2B.. "'* 2B B ~b11r · l) , ~B.. · ', . t ..r.p . . b i :t . ....p ... bi ' 
(8.8) 
Figure 8.2 shows the behavior of the motor losses versus the ratio between the stator inner-to-
outer diameters, for a given torque. 
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Figure 8. 3 Losses versus inner-to-outer diameter ratio 
4) Optimum tooth length 
Following the same method as 3), the value of tooth length that minimizes the copper losses 
results in 
E + v €2 + 8 ( ~tb + /3£) 
6 (8.9) 
The contribution of [ 1] is to give analytical relationships between the losses and the motor 
geometry. 
8.2.2 Iterative design 
In [2], the design is divided into the following steps: 
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1) The number of pole pairs p and the number of slots/pole/phase q are user-defined between 
minimum and maximum bounds. For each set of (p, q), the distribution, short-pitching, and 
skewing factors (kd, ksp' ks) are computed. 
2) The airgap_power is expressed by: 
. . 1 ·· . • ·( 1r ) f (A . . ) 2: 
.Pgap = 4kpX~ikw Si ll . a,n 2 . p ' . . B9 . . D L 
where am is the pole pitch coverage coefficient of magnet. 
The power and current waveform factor are given by: 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
The minimum volume is obtained when the product of the electric and magnetic loading ABg is 
maximized. The equations in [15], which is used to derive the maximum value of motor constant 
(pg. 206-207), is used to define the stator inner and outer radius that will produce a minimum-
volume machine for some length L. 
3) Equal slot and tooth width is calculated approximately. The value of am , the pole pitch 
coverage coefficient of the magnet is obtained by solving the following equation 
By- Cq, B 
1 + p ,.,.. k -c knt l r 
· PC (8.12) 
(8.13) 
(8.14) 
where Bg is airgap flux density and t, is tooth-width, C<l> is the flux concentration factor, PC is the 
permeance coefficient, Di is inner stator radius, Ns is the number of slots, Bsa/ is the iron 
saturation flux density and ks, is the lamination stacking factor. 
The first three steps will ensure that the machine stator is well dimensioned in terms of saturation 
and minimum resulting volume. 
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4) The magnet radial length lm, the dimensions of the stator yoke y , and rotor core Yr1 are found 
as follows: 
lm, =g · Or:~>. · PC (8.15) 
(8.16) 
Yt 
(8.17) 
1f (.D - 2 ~ lm.) · O!m. • B g 
4x;stP Bsat • 
(8.18) 
5) The flux density can be updated to take into account the mmf drops on the stator and rotor 
core as the magnetic circuit was formally established for considering steel cores to have 
infmite permeability. Then the flux density in the teeth, stator yoke, and rotor core of the 
machine are recomputed, and will be used to determine core losses. 
6) The power balance equation is used to determine the machine length L for some load with a 
power factor pf and an apparent powerS. 
P9ap =Pcoppe.r + Pcore + Pout 
.. - .e J\r J2k ·d· . ( L 2D). Pcoppe·t' -Pcol"s ·· sf sU's -- + -- : 
. · COSO' p 
Pcore ==Pironkst (Ns Vtrt + V~r1,) 
Pout =S ··pJ. 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
Increasing of N, the number of turns per coil, results in a high electric loading of the 
machine that requires a reduced length. N is iterated with equation (8. 1 0) and the power 
balance equation is solved each time to find the machine length. 
7) The thermal constraints are given by [14], 
L-,.no.gn.et =Ta.<tnlTient + (20 l"'oJ 30)°C 
Tmiruli·ng <110°C. 
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8.2.3 Quick automatic design method [13) 
Reference [13] describes the systematic arrangement of motor characteristic-governing 
parameters, theoretical analysis of correlation between each parameter and motor characteristic, 
an algorithm. for quickly determining the near-optimum motor with required characteristics, and a 
new motor design method using interactive software developed on the basis of the algorithm. The 
motor design algorithm is shown in Figure 8.5 
! 
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Figure 8. 4 Algorithm of motor design 
The PM machines have numerous parameters which can influence motor characteristics. These 
parameters are systematically shown in Figure 8. 5: 
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Figure 8. 5 Parameters of brushless DC motor 
Some of the requirements for optimizing a motor are summarizes as follows: 
( 1) Under a particular load condition, the torque constant K, increases with a decrease in motor 
mobility ,u, whic~ stands for the gradient of the T-S characteristic line in Figure 8.4 by 
(8.22) 
(2) Under a particular load condition, a maximum value for the torque constant K1 is 
determined uniquely by the motor mobility ,u . 
(3) If the motor size (outer diameter and length) is fixed, the permanent magnet thickness I coil 
ratio and the coil shape for minimizing mobility ,u are then determined. 
( 4) If the coil shape is fixed, then the motor mobility ,u is constant, independent of coil wire 
diameter. 
Further, the following rule serves as the fundamental basis of the algorithm for the design 
method in [13]. When the outside and inside diameters of the rotor permanent magnet are 
represented by D and d, respectively, and the residual flux density and the motor length by Br 
and Tm, respectively, the following equation holds: 
,u =a I Db, where a, b = f(T," d, B,) (8.23) 
Thus, a and bare functions of motor length Tm. In other words, mobility ,u, one of the basic 
characteristics of a motor, and permanent magnet outside diameter D are logarithmically 
related. 
( 5) When the mobility ,u required of a motor is determined, the motor size (outside diameter and 
length Tm) and the coil shape for realizing the mobility are automatically determined. 
The design procedure based on the above analysis is proposed by [13]: 
1) Flow chart of procedure 1 
Assuming the motor size (outer diameter and length) is fixed, and if the permanent magnet 
material used in the motor has been selected, the minimum motor mobiHty Jlmin is determined, 
and optimum thicknesses of the permanent magnets and coils are determined automatically. 
Motor power consumption and heat generated by the motor drives are then evaluated under 
particular load and power source conditions. Meanwhile, since moment of rotor inertia can be 
approximated by the inner and outer radius of the permanent magnet D and d, the motor speed 
control characteristics are also evaluated. 
If the motor design is judged feasible, detailed configurations of motor and coil specifications are 
determined, and each characteristic of the motor is obtained. Since some of the parameter settings 
can be changed at this stage, the automatic design method allows design modification as desired. 
2) Flow chart of procedure 2 
If a motor is required to meet several load conditions, motor power consumption and drives' heat 
generation are evaluated from a T-S curve in Figure 8.4 including all the load conditions, to 
obtain maximum permissible mobility Jl max· 
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Once the motor weight and rotating speed fluctuation are fixed, then the rotor configuration and 
external disturbance control characteristics are obtained using the FG sensor sampling frequency, 
a parameter in reading of the VCRs. When rotor specifications have been determined, permanent 
magnet specifications are determined. Optimum coil thickness and shape corresponding thereto 
are then obtained so that minimum allowable motor size and mobility ,u can be determined. 
If ,u max < Jl , the power supply rating and load conditions must be reviewed. The maximum 
permissible mobility Jt max may be changed, or rotor specifications, such as outside diameter 
and weight may be changed to alter the mobility ,u . 
If ,u max > ,u , the detailed motor configuration and coil specifications are defmed and every motor 
characteristic is obtained. 
8.3 Magnet Design 
8.3.1 Preliminary design [41 
Reference [ 4] provides formulas to give optimized magnet sizes and provide quick solutions for 
the preliminary designs. The formula is based on a set of assumptions and then modified based on 
practical design considerations. The assumptions include: 
i) magnetic pole salience can be neglected 
ii) the stator resistance is negligible 
iii) saturation can be neglected 
iiii) the airgap flux is sinusoidally distributed 
A new term, the magnet usage ratio~, is introduced and defined as follows: 
(8.24) 
where rPmo is the total residual flux per pole, Fmo is the total MMF per pole, rPm is the total flux 
per pole at no-load condition, and Fadm is the maximum direct axis reactant MMF of the motor. 
The definition of this magnet usage ratio is illustrated in Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8. 6 Illustration of magnet usage where A is the no-load operation point and 
B is the maximum reversal current point 
The magnet volume used in a PM synchronous motor can be expressed as 
. .pl 
= Ov JB H 
... t• . c 
(8.25) 
The length of a magnet along the shaft direction is chosen to be the same as the rotor axial length. 
The thickness of magnet along the magnetization direction is determined by the maximum 
armature current and operating temperature. Then the thickness of the magnet is 
(8.26) 
where KA is a safety ratio and can be chosen to be 1.1, and 
D _ 0~9nllrVKwKa.dsin 61 ..L:ad - .. 
p 
The width of arc-shaped magnets can be determined by 
This method can be used as a preliminary design in the optimization process. 
8.3.2 Magnetic shape design [12) 
Reference [12] presents and compares design results of surface-mounted PMSM with various 
magnet shapes. To increase the value of a low torque coefficient of a PMSM, many attempts have 
been carried out. For a surface magnet structure PMSM, adding higher order harmonic 
components in its phase currents is proved to be effective. In this way, such a magnet could be 
designed: it will produce a larger amplitude of fundamental wave in the induced phase voltage. In 
the meantime, only 3rd harmonic components are also allowed to be produced, because this part of 
components in three phase windings do not influence waveforms of induced line voltages. 
Following this, [12] calculates five designing plans and compares them with their magnet cross 
section area and amplitudes of basic and three time components in air-gap magnetic flux density, 
listed in Table I, corresponding to the same gap length in the same model. 
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Table 8. 1 Comparison of different magnet shapes 
Magnet 
Shape 
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The shapes of the five different magnet shapes are shown in Figure 8. 6. The parallel top 
sine wave shape is the optimum one in the five designs for PMSM, which enables the 
material usage ratio to increase by 20.6% and the induced line voltage to increase by 
14.9% when the gap length is kept constant in the motor. 
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(a) Tile-shaped magnet (b) Sine-wave designed magnet 
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(c) Parallel top sine wave magnet 
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Figure 8. 7 Five different magnet shapes and the respective calculated airgap flux density 
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8.4 Design CAD [8)[9)[101 
SPEED software is a leading software tool for electric motor design. Here some published papers 
on this software are Sll;mmarized, with emphasis on initial dimensioning of the motor to meet 
customer specifications. 
8.4.1 Design Fundamental 
The fundamental design equation for many types of machine is the so-called D2 L equation, which 
relates the gross output torque of a motor to the armature volume, specific magnetic loading (B), 
and specific electric loading (Q) 
(8.27) 
The specific magnetic loading B is the mean flux density in the airgap, and is equal to 
(8.28) 
where Bg is the airgap flux density beneath a magnet pole and 13m is the magnet arc in electrical 
degrees. 
The magnetic-circuit model shown in Figure 8. 8 is solved. 
Figure 8. 8 Magnet loop circuit(two-pole machine) 
The specific electric loading (Q) is the ampere-conductors per meter of armature periphery 
Q = ZI~ 
traDa 
The allowable specific electric loading can be calculated from an assessment of the 
achievable conductor current density, J, based on thermal considerations, and the total 
copper area 
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(8.29) 
8.4.2 Design Constraints 
Thermal Constraints: The specific torque is limited ultimately by the permitted temperature rise 
of the most temperature sensitive element within the motor which is usually determined by the 
winding insulation class. The major sources of heat are copper losses in the windings, eddy 
current and hysteresis losses in the stator steel, friction and windage losses, and brush contact 
losses. The subsequent temperature rise is determined by the thermal dissipation of the motor 
frame (KDP). In the Brushless DC machine design package of the SPEED software: Friction (PFR) 
and windage (Pw1) losses must be estimated on the basis of previous experience; iron loss (P Fd is 
calculated using specific loss curves for the lamination material (curves resident in the steel 
database) and component flux density levels output by the magnetic lump circuit model; brush 
loss calculated (PsR) from the brush current and brush voltage drop (taken from the brush 
database); and copper loss (Pcu) calculated from the rms value of armature current and winding 
resistance (R0 ). The total frame surface area available for dissipation (ADP) is calculated and the 
winding temperature rise (TR) estimated using the equation 
TR = (Pcu + PFE + Faa + PFR + .Pw1). 
K opAop 
PFR is calculated from the input value of TFR (friction loss torque). Pw1 is calculated from the input 
values of Wp0 , RPM0 , N wF and the speed at which the calculation is performed (RPM) according 
to the equation 
Demagnetization Constraints: The maximum level of armature current . (Jdm) is obtained by 
solving Ampere' s Law for the magnet circuit, 
Commutation constraints: In the case of brush type machines, the value of reactance voltage is 
the main parameter used to judge the ability of a motor to commutate satisfactorily. This is the 
voltage induced in a coil undergoing commutation, when the current is reversed, which opposes 
the change in current. The magnitude of the generated EMF is proportional to rate of change of 
current (speed and current magnitude dependent) and the inductance (dependent upon the number 
of turns and the magnetic circuit associated with a coil in a slot) of the coil undergoing 
commutation. A design rule is that this EMF should not be greater than 3 V for satisfactory 
commutation. The easiest solution that can be implemented to reduce the reactance voltage is to 
increase the commutator segments (subdivide the coil into sections). This can be achieved in PC-
DCM by increasing the number of coil sides per layer, but remembering to reduce the turns per 
coil proportionally. In addition to this transformer EMF, there may also be a rotational induced 
EMF due to the leakage flux on the neutral axis of the machine. The rotational EMF is minimized 
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by limiting the magnet arc to between 120 and 140 electrical degrees. The combined transformer 
and rotational EMF can cause poor commutation, and lead to arcing at the brush contacts and 
rapid brush wear, or in severe cases commutation failure. 
Mechanical Constraints: Mechanical limitations are imposed by manufacturing considerations, 
and application requirements. Typically, manufacturing limitations wi-ll set minimum and 
maximum magnet thicknesses, maximum armature length, minimum tooth thickness, etc. Typical 
application limitations are standard shaft heights, limits on the rotor inertia, and overall frame 
diameter/length constraints. 
8.4.3 Calculations performed by SPEED 
In calculating the performance of the motor and drive combination, the following general 
calculations are performed: 
1) Calculate Motor Dimensions: The important dimensional parameters such as airgap length 
and slot area are calculated. 
2) Calculate Airgap Extension: Carter's coefficient is used to calculate the effective airgap 
taking into account slotting. 
3) Solve Magnetic Circuit: The magnet working point is calculated, accounting for the nonlinear 
magnet circuit, end effects (magnet and frame overhang) and leakage. The flux-per-pole and 
component flux density levels are also calculated. 
4) Calculate Winding Parameters: The mean-length-per turn, armature resistance, armature 
inductance, and inductance of any commutating coils are calculated. 
5) Back-EMF Calculation: This is calculated from knowledge of the winding design, flux-per-
pole, and speed. 
6) Calculate Voltage and Current Waveforms: The supply voltage is dependent upon the 
selected drive type. The armature current is calculated, knowing the drive details, back-EMF 
waveform, armature resistance and inductance, and the speed of rotation. 
7) Calculate Copper Loss: This is calculated from the armature rms current and winding 
resistance. 
8) Calculate Component Weights: The iron, copper, and magnet weights are calculated. The 
individual weights of the armature teeth and core are also calculated and are used in the iron 
loss calculation. 
9) Calculate Iron Loss: This is calculated from a knowledge of the component weights, flux 
density levels and speed. The variation in watts/kilograms with flux density and frequency is 
modeled and the relevant coefficients for the selected steel type are held in the steel database 
files. 
1 0) Calculate Friction and Windage Loss: The friction loss torque is an input variable in the 
template editor. The windage loss is calculated using (9). 
11) Calculate the Performance: The torque, power, and efficiency are calculated at the defined 
speed (RPM). 
12) Calculate the Demagnetization Withstand: The maximum value of current that can be 
supplied to the armature before the onset of irreversible demagnetization is calculated using 
(10). 
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13) Predict the Temperature Rise: The temperature rise of the armature winding is estimated from 
a knowledge of the total loss, the frame surface area and a value of dissipation (KDP ) . 
Ultimately, the temperature rise limits the continuously rated output torque of the motor. 
14) Analyze the Commutation Performance if applicable: The commutation performance is 
analyzed by calculating the reactance voltage of the coil undergoing commutation. 
8.4.4 The sizing routine 
When starting a completely new design, the designer has the option of running a sizing 
routine. A sizing template editor is used to define the parameters required by the routine. 
These include: the required torque and speed, the frame diameter and length constraints, 
the allowable temperature rise, the frame dissipation, component flux density levels, 
frame and magnet overhang factors, expected full-load current form-factor, and 
demagnetization constraints. The appropriate magnet, steel, and brush materials must also 
be selected. The sizing algorithm is then run: it is a nested-loop iterative solver, with the 
outer loop setting current loading, itself dependent upon the allowable temperature rise, 
total losses, and the frame dissipation figure. Central to the operation of the routine is the 
D2L equation. In the first iteration, rough estimates of B and Q are made. Using (8.27) 
and a value of D/L, the first estimates of D, and L, are calculated. The magnetic circuit 
shown in Figure 8.7 determines the tooth to slot width ratio and the frame dimensions. 
The magnet thickness is determined by the demagnetization constraints. Once the motor 
dimensions have been set, the winding design and losses can be calculated. Knowing the 
total loss, an estimate of the temperature rise is then made. If this is larger than the 
specified requirement, Q is adjusted appropriately. In the second iteration, the calculated 
values of Band Q are fed into (8.27) with the new values of D and L (with account taken 
for the frame constraints). Within a few iterations, a stable solution should be obtained. 
8.5 Summary 
In this chapter, PM machine design techniques are reviewed and discussed. The basis of 
the design, the sizing equations, which build the relations between the geometry and 
performance of the machines, are presented. Different methods on how to implement 
those equations and optimize machine performances are also shown. The progress of the 
techniques on PM machine design CAD, which is the future of the PM machine design is 
also reported. 
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CHAPTER9 
APPLICATION SPECIFIC DESIGN 
9.1 Introduction 
There have recently been substantial advances in electric motor technology, particularly resulting 
from advances in power electronics and permanent magnet materials. PM machines, due to their 
high power density, high efficiency, less weight and better control performance, have been used 
in more and more applications, such as vehicle actuators, direct drive and high speed conditions. 
Various applications have various design challenges to meet the required performances. 
In high speed applications, the main challenges are the significant eddy current and steel magnet 
losses due to the high fundamental frequency. In electric vehicle applications, on the other hand, 
the challenge is to design a PM machine that has both high torque density and a large flux 
weakening range is a big issue. In direct drive applications, the PM machine has to produce large 
torque at low speed and have small torque ripples at the same time. 
This chapter considers some of these specific applications. 
9.2 Design of high speed machines: 
A high-speed brushless PMSM has the advantages of high efficiency (no excitation power loss in 
the rotor), high power density, small size, relatively light weight, simple mechanical construction, 
absence of moving contacts and being maintenance free ([1], [4] , [5]). 
The challenges in the high speed machine design are: the high iron and eddy current losses due to 
the high fundamental frequency, the lack of mechanical strength of PM materials at high 
rotational speeds and the influence of operating temperature on the basic parameters of PMs such 
as remnant flux density and coercive force [1]; and the influence ofthe winding inductances on 
the dynamic system performance. 
9.2.1 Elimination of losses 
9. 2. 1.1 Slot less structure 
A slotless structure is promising and ensures low harmonics of the airgap flux density at super 
high speeds. By using a slotless structure, the cogging torque due to slots is eliminated, and the 
eddy current loss in the rotor due to the airgap harmonics is also greatly reduced. A slotless 
structure can also reduce losses in the stator. However, the magnetic airgap will increase due to a 
slotless stator, which will reduce the airgap flux density and increase the leakage. The power 
density will be reduced as well. Slotless structures have been used in ([4], [7], [12]). 
The stray load loss is mainly caused by the high frequency flux pulsations because of non-
uniform current distribution and distortion of the magnetic flux by the stator current. In the 
slotless design, the stray load loss becomes negligibly small [ 4]. 
At high speeds, the tooth iron losses dominate the losses for a slotted machine. This is avoided in 
slotless machines; however, the airgap flux density is lower [7] . 
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9.2.1.2 Stator steel material selection 
9.2.1.2.1 Silicon-iron steel 
The high saturation cobalt-iron alloys have a high saturation flux density and a relatively low 
specific core loss. The eddy current loss almost increases linearly with the lamination thickness. 
For the reduction of eddy current loss in the stator iron, at high frequency, the lamination 
thickness should be low, however thin laminations lead to fabrication problems. A lamination 
thickness of 4 mils (0.1 mm) has been used ([1], [3]). 
9.2.1.2.2 Amorphous material 
In [2], an amorphous iron-based material is chosen for the stator backiron. This material has a 
lower saturation flux density but a higher resistivity, and potentially lower eddy current losses. In 
[12], it is claimed that amorphous iron (Metglas iron based alloy 2605SA1) has about one tenth of 
the stator core losses at rated speed (500 krpm) compared with those produced from the thinnest 
standard iron laminations (NOX20, silicon-iron, 0.168 mm laminations). 
9. 2.1. 3 Stator teeth shape and airgap 
For concentrated windings, there is concern about spatial harmonics caused by sparsely allocated 
stator teeth and slots. An eddy current loss possibly appears even on the rotor magnet as well as 
in the stator iron core. It is necessary to optimize the shape of the stator teeth and slots to reduce 
the spatial variation of the permeance [3]. 
To reduce the spatial harmonics of the three-slot machine, semi-closed slots were introduced to 
minimize the permeance variation in the direction of rotation. The most important dimensions 
that affect the eddy current loss are the airgap length and the slot openings. A wide airgap 
structure is employed ( 4 mm for the airgap length in [3]) to obtain a more sinusoidal mmf across 
the airgap. The wide airgap also allows the rotor to be reinforced by an alloy sleeve and/or a 
carbon-fiber tape against large centrifugal forces. The longer the tooth tip (the narrower the slot 
opening), the lower the eddy current loss in the rotor (3 mm for the stator tooth tip length in [3]). 
The dimensions of stator tooth tips in relation to the width of the slot openings also affect the 
back-emf waveform. When significant magnetic saturation exists, the emf waveform tends to a 
trapezoid, which is preferred for trapezoidal type machine. However, when the tooth tip height is 
increased, the emf waveform is resembles a sinusoid, which is ideal for sine wave type machines 
[5]. 
9.2. 1.4 Minimi=ation o(rotor eddy current losses 
For super high speed PMSM, the rotor loss generated by induced eddy currents in the titanium 
shaft and PMs may amount to a considerable part of the total loss. 
The eddy current losses in the rotor are mainly caused by stator slot harmonics and time 
harmonics associated with the non-sinusoidal power supply. Both these harmonics can be reduced 
by increasing the airgap. Removing friction losses from the airgap also requires a larger airgap. 
Therefore, a larger airgap is necessary to reduce rotor losses and allow efficient cooling. The 
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drawback related to the larger airgap is a relatively large amount of magnet material needed for 
the PM machine [8]. 
A feasible method to reduce eddy current losses in the rotor due to stator slot harmonics is to use 
·"closed" stator slots as in [2]. In addition, a slotless structure can eliminate no-load eddy current 
losses due to slotting effects. 
Another measure to reduce the rotor losses is to use short pitch windings. Chording reduces the 
low order spatial harmonics of the stator winding. It also slightly reduces the power obtained per 
magnet volume from the PM machine. However, the reduction of the eddy-current losses seems 
more significant. In addition, chording shortens the end winding and may reduce the resistive 
losses of the stator winding [8]. Low pass filters can be used to reduce the time harmonics of 
phase currents due to PWM [4]. 
9.2. 1.5 Minimization of winding current losses 
The copper losses in the stator winding are mainly due to de resistance. The eddy current loss 
comes from: 1) skin effect resulting from the same source conductors, and 2) proximity effect 
resulting from the rotation ofPMs. 
For ultra-high speed applications, the skin effect is even more important. With a slotless winding, 
the magnetic field penetrates through the copper and induces further eddy currents, which leads to 
additional losses. Eddy current losses of the winding may become significant for a slotless motor 
running at ultra high speed and at cryogenic temperatures. The eddy current loss of the winding 
due to the proximity effect will increase for cryogenic applications because it is proportional to 
the conductivity. The eddy current loss in the stator winding can be reduced greatly by using 
multi-strand Litz-wire ([4], [7], [12]). 
In [7], thin conductor wires are used (0.2 mm in diameter), and the eddy current loss in the 
windings is low. However, the thermal performance of the winding is much lower than for the 
copper material itself due to the extra insulation between the wires. 
The diameter of the stator conductors has to be relatively small to keep the eddy current losses of 
the stator winding under control. That means there are tens of parallel conductors in the stator 
winding. It is difficult to mix the positions of these wires perfectly so that the induced emfs can 
be identical. Circulating currents begin to flow between parallel conductors [8]. 
9.2.2 Enhancing the mechanical strength of PM materials 
9.2.2.1 Rotor Retaining Sleeve and PM Constructions 
The shaft of the machine is typically solid steel on which PMs are mounted. In order to retain 
PMs against high speed centrifugal forces, the conventional method is to use a carbon-fiber ring 
(retaining sleeve) to hold the permanent magnets against the shaft ([4], [5], [7], [8]). Thermally, 
the sleeve is an insulation layer. Special care has to be taken to minimize the eddy-current loss of 
the rotor PMs and maintain a low temperature for the magnets. 
On and between the PMs, there is an aluminum screen for reducing rotor eddy current losses to 
roughly 25% of that obtained without using an aluminum shield. The dimension of the PMs, 
aluminum screen and carbon fiber sleeve are chosen to keep the maximum stress in the sleeve 
below 800 MPa [8]. 
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In [12], the rotor consists of a titanium sleeve that includes the SmCo permanent magnet. The 
titanium sleeve, which also acts as shaft, is shrink-fitted onto the magnets in order to limit the 
stresses and guarantee the torque transfer without gluing the magnets to the shaft. 
In [2], a carbon-fiber epoxy ring is used to provide containment of the electromagnetic 
components at high speeds. It is suggested that the stresses in the rotor materials are constrained 
to be below 50% of their yield strength [2]. 
The constraining sleeve increases the magnetic airgap causing reduced airgap flux density and 
power density. In design [ 4 ], the PM is considered to be centrally located inside the shaft. 
In [7], a carbon fiber bandage is applied to the rotor surface to hold the magnets to the rotor. To 
smooth the point stress on the carbon fiber caused by the magnet edges, a layer of glass fiber is 
used. The rotor is constructed with "semi-inset" magnets: an inset topology is required to get a 
salience to enhance the control of the machine, but a fu11 inset leads to too much leakage of 
magnet flux. 
9.2.2.2 PM segmentation 
One way to increase the ability of the magnet pole to withstand high speed operation is to split the 
magnet into smaller segments [1]. 
From the electromagnetic point of view, segmenting the magnets can reduce eddy current losses 
in the rotor, an important consideration if the rotor is suspended by magnetic bearings in a 
vacuum. Further, a segmented magnet structure also reduces the stresses experienced by the 
magnets at high speeds [2]. In other words, the magnet region consists of small, electrically-
insulated magnet segments, where a single pole consists of more than one segment. 
9.3 Design consideration for flux weakening application 
As the PM brushless motor drives have distinct advantages of high efficiency, high-power density, 
and maintenance-free operation, they appear to have been identified as the most promising drive 
system for modern electric vehicles. However, the main problem with this drive system is its 
limited speed range for constant power operation. This is because the PM brushless motor 
generally suffers from difficulties in realizing flux-weakening control, which is otherwise easily 
achieved by properly reducing the field current in de motors. 
When PM motors operate above the base speed, the d- axis (aligned with the center of the PM 
pole) component of stator current is controlled to weaken the air-gap flux produced by the PM. 
Because the permeability of PM materia] is nearly equal to that of air, a high d-axis 
demagnetizing current is usually required to obtain the flux-weakening effect. This increases the 
stator copper losses and decreases the efficiency of these motor drives. In addition, an accidental 
excessive d-axis current has a risk of demagnetizing the PM material irreversibly [31]. 
Special types of interior permanent magnet synchronous motors suited for flux weakening 
applications can be designed. 
One way to tackle this problem starts from the dq equations: 
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l':: wj('l!mo + Lai C{)S ;3)2 + ({Ldisinj3)2 
T = ; p [ .P,..I sin/3- ~(~ -l)LoP sin2/3] 
f)T m . . · .·. · 
813 = 2P [wm<>I oos ,B- (~ ..... 1)Ldi
2 cos2!3] =·0 
where ~ is the saliency ratio, ~ =Lq I Ld. 
(8.30) 
The unique correlation between the motor parameter values required for a theoretically infinite 
flux weakening range is that the per-unit value of PM flux leakage equals the d-axis inductance. 
[32][33] 
Based on this assumption, a parametric study in the p.u. system is plotted [34]: 
~ g O.A 
~-~ ~- . 
0;2 ----------
.L --
0 2 . 4 a a i d 
sl'lliencyretio 
Figure 9. 1 Possible choices for PM flux linkage and saliency ratio (Lq/Ld) for ideal infinite speed 
PMSM motors [ 40] 
For the conventional IPM machines, ~ > 1. Nevertheless, constructions with ~ <1 are possible 
either by employing single or multiple q-axis flux barriers (IPMFB) [35] or by using a rotor with 
two axial parts: one salient (SPM or IPMFB) PM type, and the other of the synchronous 
reluctance type [36]. 
Four designs of PM machines of this kind for field-weakening application are reported: 
SPM, IPM, the interior PM rotor with q-axis flux barriers (IPMFB), and axial laminated 
synchronous reluctance with flexible sheets of PM, which are illustrated below: 
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Four-pole rotor topologies[34] 
a SPM, surface mounted PM 
b IPM, interior PM 
GRAINGER 
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c IPMFB, interior PM with q-axis flux barriers[35] 
d ALAPM, axially laminated synchronous reluctance with flexible sheets of PM[36] 
In another method [31], instead of applying Id to reduce the magnet flux, the current is used to 
alter the path of flux so that the flux from the permanent magnet linked by the armature winding 
is reduced while the total flux from the permanent magnets is preserved. This concept is realized 
by adding annular iron and flux barriers. 
A third method [37] is to design a five phase PM machine and the airgap flux of this machine is 
generated by both the PM excitation and the specially controlled stator currents (two particular 
phases). 
9.3.1 HYBPM [341 
The design considerations of a hybrid motor, denoted as HYBPM, with a saliency ratio ~ =0.5 
and (jl mo = Ld = 0.707 , which can be of the SPM or IPMFB type, is investigated by D.M. Ionel, 
J.F. Eastham, T.J.E. Miller and E. Demeter [34]. 
The authors first argue that the HYBPM machine, which has a saliency ~ <1, has advantages 
above conventional IPMs in terms of rated torque, power factor and torque ripple, by making the 
comparisons as shown below, in Figures 9.3 to 9.6: 
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Torque against torque angle for rated current 
(i) IPMFB (ii)ALAPM (iii) HYBPM 
speed, p.u. 
Figure 9. 5 
Power factor against speed for rated current 
(i) IPMFB (ii)ALAPM (iii) HYBPM 
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Torque against speed for rated current 
(i) IPMFB (ii)ALAPM (iii) HYBPM 
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Figure 9. 6 
Torque angle against speed for rated current 
(i) IPMFB (ii)ALAPM (iii) HYBPM 
The design of a HYBPM starts from the sizing equations. The sizing equations are derived from 
the following equations: 
Open circuit airgap flux density (square-wave): 
(8.31) 
The open circuit PM flux linkage: 
(8.32) 
The dq magnetizing inductances: 
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The airgap inductance 
The form factors: 
k L L aq u.q = . a. -k.. ' 
· ill' 
s.q 
k d Lad~ Lak.a 
sd 
L _ '11'1-J.to(kwt'Wl) 2Df.pe 
. a - 1ip2kc.Uo 
The ideal flux weakening condition 
The rated torque 
The coefficients are estimated value. 
The sizing equation is: 
Then use: 
to verify the rated value of the current loading is within the acceptable limit. 
The number of series turns per phase can be estimated with the formula: 
. . r ( ~ -:- '1r D -1~ 2f~m ,- .I~ g~!:l1t£) kv \' n p \ ka 2-pJq,hm kh!). ·m 
1f\/2 fn kwlkugaiB,.Di!pe 
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The next step is to choose the PM thickness gm, as proposed by the author. A numerical study is 
done and the results provide a solution of gm for the ideal flux weakening condition. The ratio of 
the rated torque per rotor diameter and length Tn I D I l Fe and the product between rated current 
loading and roto~ diameter An x D are calculated as functions of two variables (i.e. the PM 
thickness gm and the airgap length g0), and appear in Figure 9.7 and 9.8. 
PM thicknes3, mm 
Figure 9. 7 
Ratio T ,,D/lFe for range of ideal infinite speed 
SPMmotors 
Figure 9. 8 Ratio An x D for range of ideal 
infmite speed SPM motors 
Further discussions are made based the above figures , on the number of poles, airgap length and 
PM operating point. The results can be used as a basis for design recommendations. Also, the 
authors show that unconventional motor constructions with the d-axis inductance equal to, or 
bigger than, the q-axis inductance, can provide superior torque, power factor and control 
characteristics. 
9.3.2 ALAPM [361 
Dr. Lipo suggests that an axially-laminated interior PM (ALAPM) motor could be constructed by 
sandwiching bar magnets between the rotor laminations [32]. Wen L. Soong, D A. Staton and T 
J.E. Miller designed an ALAPM and analyzed the effect on the field-weakening performance of 
the number of poles, the pole-piece material, the rotor bolt holes, the airgap size, the rotor 
insulation ratio, and the magnet type, using the analytical and numerical methods. The cross 
section is shown below: 
Figure 9. 9 Cross section of the 7.5 kW synchronous reluctance and interior permanent magnet 
motor 
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The details for this synchronous reluctance and interior PM motor will not be elaborated here. · 
9.3.3 PM machine with annular iron and flux barrier 
The machine structure to realize the concept that Id can alter the flux path for airgap flux 
weakening operation is shown in the figure below: 
Figure 9. 10 Cross section of the PM machine 
The equivalent magnetic circuit in the d-axis of the new PM machine is drawn in Figure 9.11 , 
where P1m represents the alternative path created by the added annular iron. 
Figure 9. 11 Equivalent d-axis magnet circuit for the new PM machine 
The iron sections A-D provide an alternative path to the flux produced by the permanent magnets 
and by the d-axis current as well. Also, for the flux generated by the d-axis current, the path does 
not include the permanent magnets thus resulting in a substantial increase of Xd in the presence of 
the permanent magnets. Whenever the d-axis current is applied, the flux lines from the permanent 
magnets are forced into P1m. The airgap flux is, therefore, effectively reduced. 
The complicated geometry and high nonlinearity related to P1m makes it difficult to design this 
kind ofPM machine analytically. 
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9.3.4 Surface-Inset, PM. Brushless DC Motor [371 
J. Gan, K.T. Chau, C.C. Chan and J.Z. Jiang present a new five phase, PM brushless de motor 
drive with a unique feature of flux regulation. The key originality is that the airgap flux of this 
motor is generated by both the PM excitation and the speciaHy controlled stator currents (two 
particular phases) under the same PM pole. Another part is the electromagnetic torque produced 
by interaction between the magnetic field generated by the two-phase stator currents and the 
stator currents of other phases. 
Configuration of the system is as follows: 
Figure 9. 12 Five-phase 6-pole surface-inset PM brushless de motor 
The conductions forms of the five phase winding currents are: 
Figure 9. 13 Conduction forms of the phase windings 
Torque speed characteristics: 
- ffll i)QI(d lnOit l 
• • • C~u¥Cnti.On~l '!II>!<> ' 
IS 
0 
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Spred {rr111 ) 
Figure 9. 14 Torque-speed characteristics 
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This paper only illustrates the basic analysis of the machine, and no design details are given. 
9.4 Design of PM motor for direct drive 
PM motors are a good choice for direct drive systems. In such applications, there are several 
important requirements for the machine: small, high efficiency, high torque at low speeds and 
zero torque ripples, in which high torque at low speeds and zero torque ripples are the main 
design challenges. 
Several design methods have been exploited to achieve these specifications: 
One is to exploit the optimizations in the design for conventional PM machines. Wu, W. , 
Ramsden, V.S., Crawford, T. and Hill, G. proposed an optimization method for a low speed, high 
torque PM generator [38]. 
Multi-pole PM motors with similar slot and pole numbers and concentrated windings are 
proposed for high torque and high efficiency motors [39]. 
Azeddine Kaddouri and Hoang Le-Huy designed a slotless NdFeB PM synchronous motor of this 
kind to investigate the performance of a slotless PM synchronous motor having a large number of 
poles as compared to a slotted motor with the same rotor [ 40]. 
9.4.1 Optimization design methods of conventional machines [381 
The optimization method proposed by Wu, W., Ramsden, V.S., Crawford, T. and Hill, G. for a 
low speed, high torque, direct drive PM generator is to minimize the capital cost of the structure 
of the machine including materials, power loss, supporting structure and wind speed variations 
with the three constraints, temperature rise, output power, and starting torque. The calculation of 
the operating characteristics is based on a finite element analysis of the magnetic field and a 
lumped-parameter circuit ofthe thermal behavior. The design results are shown in Table 9.1: 
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Table 9. 1 
PRINCIPLES OF THE DESIGN DETAILS OF THE PROTOTYPE 
PluNaPAL DEsiGN Db"'lALS OFTH5 SB:x>No PRorot'YPs 
NomJna1 speed 
Nwnba" of poles 
Numbc'.rof~ 
()Iter diarneb' 
Oveld. a.'tiallooglh 
Air gap 
Lamination material 
Magnet mat.etial 
Magnet1hicknes.s 
Acti\-e mass 
Resistance per~ at20 ·oc 
Synchronous inchJttance per~ 
Syndu:oooos. reactance at 211 tpm 
-~pbaseemf 
Voltage at 20 kW outpUt 
Cummt Q£20 kW output 
EfticteD(..'Y at 20 kW·wtp;~t 
:Maximum power wtpul at 211 rpm 
9.4.2 Multi-pole PM motors 
9.4.2.1 Multi-pole PM motor schematic [401 
2okW 
211 !pill -
36 
3 
610mrn 
298nun 
1.6mm 
Ly-oom22 
N3SSH Nd-&.B 
3.S.mm 
'l12kg 
0.17640 
4,.48mH 
1.1830 
?DJV 
189V 
33.1 A 
91.6% 
28.lkW 
The multi-pole structure of a motor leads to a reduction in the length of end windings so that the 
utilization factor of copper wires increases and the copper loss decreases. This structure also leads 
to the shortening of the length of the magnetic circuit, thus reducing both the height of yoke and 
the volume of the motor. Moreover, the interaction between the square-wave current and the 
square-wave magnetic field may produce a larger torque than that produced by the interaction 
between a sinusoidal current and a sinusoidal magnetic field. 
The schematic configuration ofthe proposed motor is shown in the figure below, which is a five-
phase 22-pole square-wave PM motor. 
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Figure 9. 15 Five-phase 22-pole PM motor 
The back-emf and current waveforms are shown below: 
e1 
-i3----wt 
.:5 
oi ~ 1\~ wt i 
Figure 9. 16 Back EMF and current waveforms 
The design and optimization process is based on a FEA analysis. The steady state performance is 
shown and a small torque pulsation is observed. 
1r (Ntr) 
·'']~----~~~/ 
J 
Figure 9. 17 Steady state torque versus rotor position 
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9.4.2.2 Multi-pole PM motor design optimization [417 
Kano and Matsui proposed an approach for a simplified design and optimization based on non-
linear magnetic analyses and Genetic Algorithms for the design of multi-pole PM direct drive 
motors. 
The design restrictions and required motor performance is: 
Table 9. 2 
DESIGN RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIJ3.EMENTS 
:S330mm 
coil end) ::; 280 mm 
Dimensional 
&material 
constraints PM remanence 
Limitations on 
power circuit 
Requirements 
PM relative petmeability 
Coil-filling factor 
Moment of motor inertia 
2::100mm 
0.8 nnn 
35H230 
1.27 
L05 
0.494 
:S0.25kg·m 
233V 
:S500Arwts 
942Nm 
88.8kW 
s 1200 
S 1000 - -- - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - j-torquel-
~ 
800 
F 1 __ ~ ____ ~ _____ ~ _ _ -speed 1 
"" I I I I I It 600 ---~- ---i----~-----i ____ i ____ _ 
~ 400 ---·- ---r---- -; -----r-----;-----
"' I I I I I §" 200 ----~- ---r------j--- -- r------t-----
0 
-~L---~-----~~--~~----~~----~i~ __ _J 
Figure 9. 18 Required rotor performance during a typical operating cycle 
The aim of the optimum design is to maximize the torque density, while keeping the efficiency at 
a certain level. 
The construction of the motor used in the design is: 
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(a) cross section of motoc 
u v w 
Figure 9. 19 Construction of test motor 
The flow chart of the design is: 
(l) 
(2) (5) Genrtic operations 
(3) 
(4) 
Figure 9. 20 Flow chart of the design methodology of PM motors 
The design parameters and the motor equivalent magnetic circuit are: 
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Figure 9. 22 Equivalent magnet circuit of 
IPMSM 
The author also compares the result from an analytical calculation to an FEA result and shows a 
significant reduction of calculation time, but the accuracy is not satisfied. 
9.4.3 Slotless PM motors [401 
In this design, the parameters of the motor are first selected by using the design curve obtained by 
analytical calculations. The motor characteristics are then computed more precisely using field 
computation by finite elements. 
The analytical model for both the slotted motor and the slotless motor is built, with the 
assumption that saturation of the magnetic circuit, leakage, armature reaction due to the stator 
mmf. 
a) Slotted motor 
where 
1r 2 2 X= -[r. -r- ] 
2 I 2 
J: current density 
L: core length 
Br: magnet remanent flux density 
Ns: Number of slots 
a P : pole/arc/pole pitch ratio 
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Kj. filling factor 
Btmax: maximum flux density in the teeth 
Rav= r1+g/2 
Airgap flux density: Bg = BJm l(rav ln(r3 I !j)) 
b) Slotless rotor: 
Maximum torque: Tmax = 0.707 JLBJma /wkflj I ln(13 I~) 
where lw is the winding height 
Airgap flux density: Bg = BJm l(rb In('} I !j)) 
where rb = ~ + 0.5(g + lw) 
Then, a series of design curves are drawn for selections of parameters. 
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Figure 9. 23 Calculated airgap flux density 
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Figure 9. 24 Calculated torque characteristics 
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Figure 9. 25 Calculated efficiency of the motors 
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Figure 9. 26 Torque/weight characteristics 
Construction considerations of the slotless motor are also discussed in [32]. The construction of a 
slotless PM motor is expected to be simpler than that of a conventional slotted PM motor because 
of the elimination of the stator slots. 
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In order to maximize the filling factor of the stator windings, conductors with rectangular section 
must be used. Large section conductors should be used to ensure the winding mechanical rigidity. 
The number of conductors will be then reduced. A single-layer winding is desirable to simplify 
the winding, but a sinusoidal distribution of the conductors will not be possible. A basket winding 
or ring winding can· be used to reduce the dimensions of end turns. The stator conductors have to 
be fixed to the stator core surface by some means, such as epoxy resin reinforced by carbon 
filaments. 
The cooling of the stator is a particular problem of slotless PM motors because of the high current 
density in the conductors and also because of the high thermal resistance between the surface 
conductor and the stator laminations. A diagram illustrating the thermal paths in the stator and a 
simplified thermal model is shown below: 
(a} 
(b) 
Figure 9. 27 Cooling of the stator 
a) Thermal path b)Simplified of the thermal model 
The power dissipated in the stator conductors will follow two paths: transmitted by conduction to 
the stator core and transmitted toward the rotor by radiation and by conduction through the airgap. 
In order to reduce the thermal resistance between the conductors and the stator core, thermal 
epoxy can be used to bond the conductors and to fill the empty space. The use of rectangular 
section conductors will also improve the thermal contact between the conductors and the stator 
core. The core losses will dissipate inside the stator. A large portion of this power will be 
conducted by the stator to the outside. The remainder will go toward the rotor by radiation and by 
conduction through the airgap. 
9.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the design techniques and examples for certain specific applications are presented. 
In the design of high speed PM machines, the main issues is to reduce the high iron and eddy 
current losses due to the high fundamental frequency. In the applications where flux weakening 
operating area is required, there comes a special issue with the PM machine: how to decrease the 
airgap while keeps the direct axis current in a low level. In direct drive applications, many efforts 
have been made to increase the torque at low speed and reduce the torque ripples. Methods to 
meet these demands are presented and discussed. 
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CHAPTER 10 
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES USED FOR MACHINE DESIGN 
10.1 Introduction 
The complexity of the electric machine structure makes an optimal design a difficult and 
challenging task. In many instances the specifications of the machine design are in conflict with 
one another, for example high power density and low magnet volume [19]. The nonlinearities in 
materials and the complex relationships between many of the geometrical parameters truly make 
optimal machine design a multi-objective optimization. This renders most classic optimization 
algorithms ineffective [19] and the optimization problem needs to be formulated as a nonlinear, 
non-gradient, constrained minimization problem [1] using techniques that are suited for this type 
of problem. 
In general the optimization problem can be stated as follows [1, 3, 8, 15, 19]: 
Starting from the initial design parameter vector 
(1 0.1) 
find the final design parameter vector 
(10.2) 
which satisfies the objective function set 
(10.3) 
and which is subject to the design constraints 
(10.4) 
where the boundaries of the design parameters are defined as 
(L) < < (U) c: • 1 2 D X . _ X . _ X . tOT } == , , ... , 
1 1 1 
(1 0.5) 
One of the difficult aspects of this optimization problem is determining which machine model 
should be used and which objective functions should be chosen. Several optimization techniques 
have been used in the area of machine design and although the details of these are not included in 
this report, they are introduced and results reported by others are evaluated. The literature review 
was limited to permanent magnet machines as this forms the main topic area of this investigation. 
Techniques found in this area include the Sequential Unconstrained Minimization Technique 
(SUMT), Genetic/Evolutionary Algorithms, the Experimental Design Method, Speed CAD 
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Software, the VEKOPT Algorithm, Pro@design software using the PASCOMA algorithm, 
Particle Swarm Optimization and a Combined Numerical and Analytical method. 
10.2 Optimization Technique 1 -Sequential Unconstrained Minimization 
Technique 
10.2.1 Nady Boules (1990) lll 
Boules developed a mathematical model to express the quality of the design to be optimized such 
as weight, volume, or efficiency as a function of the design variables. His work focused on a 
permanent magnet DC motor topology (see figure below), which is slightly different to the 
surface mount rotating permanent magnet topology, but the concepts would still be applicable. 
Figure 10.1 Section of Four-Pole PM DC Motor [1] 
The model developed by Boules makes use of a 2D magnetic field analysis to obtain an accurate 
closed-form solution of the magnetic circuit. The solution of this model provides an expression 
for the maximum value of the no-load flux density at the armature surface as a function of the 
machine design parameters. He derives several machine design equations in his paper [1]. 
The optimization technique used by Boules converts the original constrained problem into an 
unconstrained one, which can be solved using a direct search method requiring only values of the 
objective function and not the derivatives [1]. The main idea of SUMT is to add a term to the 
constrained objective function J (X) , which depends on the degree the constraints are violated 
and vanishes if the constraints are satisfied. This added term is called a "penalty function" and is 
sequentially modified in such a way that the optimum solution of successive unconstrained 
problems approaches the optimum solution of the constrained problem [1]. The author makes use 
of a so-called "exterior penalty function" and the converted unconstrained problem is described 
mathematically as follows: 
Starting from X 0 , find the design X m such that 
¢(Xm,r) ~minimum 
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where 
¢(X m, r) == penalized_ uncontrained _objective_ function 
== f(Xm) + rf(gi(Xm))2 (10.6) 
i=} 
with 
r ==penalty _factor _(positive _parameter) 
Boules examines the effectiveness of the method by comparing a motor design optimized with the 
method described above to an existing motor subject to the same space and thermal constraints. 
Efficiency was set as the objective function and the optimized motor showed an improvement of 
26% in the efficiency with a 13.8% increase in the motor active weight and the same volume [1]. 
10.3 Optimization Technique 2- Genetic Algorithms 
Severa] authors had completed some research in permanent magnet machine design with the use 
of Genetic/Evolutionary algorithms. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a search procedure which 
emulates the mechanics of natural selection and genetics. The algorithms explore the motor 
parameter space using mechanisms of reproduction, crossover and mutation, with the aim of 
optimizing the machine design. It is stated in [3] that one ofthe advantages of using GAs is that 
the optimization can evolve from a poor initial design. One of the most challenging aspects of this 
technique is defining an objective function to evaluate the merit of the motor design. 
10.3.1 N. Bianchi and S. Bolognani (1997) [3) 
The authors used a genetic algorithm based optimization in order to design a surface mount PM 
brushless DC motor. The structure of the machine topology in the research is shown below. 
Figure 10. 2 Section of Four-Pole PM DC Motor [3] 
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The authors indicate that a steady state analysis of a brushless motor was used to support the 
design and provide expressions of the main electrical, magnetic, mechanical and thermal 
quantities as functions of the machine dimensions and operating conditions. The authors choose 
motor material cost as the objective function and specify 8 independent variables with implicit 
constraints and 3 explicit constraints. 
Objective Function f (X) = Cost Fe + Costcu +Cost PM (10.7) 
Independent Variables : Geometric 
Explicit constraints 
XI= hs lws 
x2 = w, IPs 
x3 =LID 
Operational 
x4 =B, 
xs = Bb 
x6 = Bri 
General 
2 ~ h I w ~ 6.5 (ws =slot width) 
s s 
0.3 ~ W
1 
IPs ~ 0.7 (ps =slot pitch) 
0.25 ~LID~ 4 (L =stack length) 
I~ B, :s; 2.2[T] (B, =tooth flux density) 
I ~ Bb ~ 2[T] (Bb =back iron flux density) 
1 ~ Bri ~ 2[T] (Br; =rotor iron flux density) 
X7 = q = (Q I 6 p) I ~ q ~ 4 
Xg = p I~ p ~ 4 
(q =slots per pole per phase) 
(p = pole pairs) 
.9w ~ 80[° C] 
great~ 0.2mm 
1] ~ 90% 
( .9 = winding temperature) 
w 
(great= airgap length) 
( 1] =efficiency) 
The authors use a direct search method (Hooke and Jeeves) to provide a comparison to the results 
they could obtain with a genetic algorithm. Their results indicate that the GA performs better than 
the direct search method in optimizing the machine. They conducted their GA simulation with 
several crossover and mutation constants and varying population sizes. The best design was 
achieved with a population of N = 100 and crossover constant Pc = 0.5 and mutation constant Pm = 
0.01. 
10.3.2 T. K. Chung, S.K. Kim and S.Y. Hahn (1997) 141 
The authors of this paper describe a design procedure to reduce the cogging torque on a brushless 
DC motor. The reduction in cogging torque is achieved by placing two rectangular slots/notches 
in the pole surface of the stator. The optimal design is achieved by calculating the size of the slots 
with an Evolutionary Algorithm. The process begins with an initial parent generation and at each 
iteration the parent parameters are modified to produce a child generation. This child generation 
is then mutated by adding to it a multidimensional vector that has a random direction and step 
length. Once the mutation is completed, the objective function is evaluated for all the children 
and the best of these are chosen as the new parent generation. 
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The authors calculate a two-dimensional field using standard finite elements. Linear shape 
functions over triangular elements are applied to approximate the vector potential. The machine 
torque is then obtained by the surface integration of a surface stress (P) over the air gap which 
encloses the rotor body and is given below: 
(10.8) 
s 
where r is the rotor radius and the exact expression for the Maxwell stress is given by 
- 1 " - - 1 2" P==-(n ·B)B--B n 
Jlo 2J1o 
(10.9) 
where n, Jlo and B are the unit normal's to the integration path, the permeability of air and 
the magnetic flux, respectively. 
The design objective which is then minimized in this research is 
w == :t 1~- ~ 12 c1o.1o) 
i=l 
where n is the total number of positions at which torque is calculated, Ti is the cogging torque at 
each position and To is the reference torque. The authors are able to successfully reduce the 
cogging torque and validate their results by measuring a reduction in the mechanical vibration 
and noise of the motor. 
10.3.3 D.H. Cho, H.K. Jung and D.J. Sim (1998) [81 
The authors provide details on the optimal design of an Interior PM Synchronous motor using 
motor efficiency and weight as the objective functions. They propose a modified genetic 
algorithm to determine the optimal design for both the non-inferior solution set and the best 
compromise solution. They derive a core loss formula in order to accurately predict the motor 
performance by taking into consideration the flux variation due to the stator currents as well as 
the permanent magnets. 
The algorithm used for searching the non-inferior solution set has the same flow as the 
conventional GA, with the exception of the following changes: 
(a) Fitness values are high and the same for all the points satisfying the non-inferiority 
condition, and low ones otherwise; 
(b) Convergence criterion is to be satisfied if no further update of the non-inferior solution 
set is done during the predetermined number of iterations 
The authors provide several design equations in order to derive the core loss, stator winding loss 
and a constant value is assumed for the mechanical loss. The overall motor losses are then used as 
the first objective function (full details of Psw, Pc1 and Pmt available in paper) 
(10.11) 
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The objective function for the active material motor weight takes into account the stator, rotor, 
magnet and winding weights and is given by 
fweight == p.l (1rr d · + 1r d (r + d )) + p.l (1rr 2 -I (4 w + 21 )) + 4p w l l tr s s y s s tr s m m m m mmr 
+pw;r JA(r, + d,{f, + ku l;,) {10.12) 
where lm : magnet thickness 
Wm : magnet width 
p; : density of the steel core 
Pm : density of the magnet 
Pw : density of the wire 
The results of the optimized design are compared with a prototype motor in order to show the 
effectiveness of the optimization algorithm. 
10.3.4 Y.D. Chun, S. Wakao, T.H. Kim. K.B. Jang and J.Lee (2004) [151 
The authors of this paper propose a 3D equivalent magnetic circuit network (EMCN) method in 
order to solve a 3D optimization. This method extends the magnetic equivalent circuit concept 
using permeance as a distributive magnetic circuit parameter. The authors state that using this 
method enables a reduction in the computational burden due to the scarcity in the system matrix. 
The 3D analysis is used to find the exact magnetic field analysis and is then used for the objective 
functions. The objective functions aim to reduce the cogging torque and increase the torque of the 
machine. A genetic algorithm is used for optimization with a population N = 16, crossover 
constantpc = 0.38 and mutation constant ofpm = 0.03. 
The results are compared to an initial model and show a decrease in the average torque of only 
2.6%, but with a drastic reduction of 73.35% in the value of the peak cogging torque. An 
experimental validation is also conducted and good correlation is achieved. 
10.3.5 R. Wrobel and P.H. Mellor (2004) [171 
These authors employ genetic algorithm optimization in order to determine the optimum shape 
and magnetization of a set of discrete anisotropic magnet blocks or arcs. The objective function is 
to maximize the torque output of a brushless DC motor for a given permanent magnet volume. 
The rotor in this study is assumed to be constructed from discrete blocks of permanent magnet 
mounted on the surface of a soft iron hub. Two basic magnet shape forms are evaluated in this 
research (a) an arc section and (b) a faceted section where the internal edge of the magnet is a 
straight line with its orientation calculated by the genetic algorithm. The direction of 
magnetization of the individual magnet blocks is free and determined by the GA. Figure 10.3 
below shows outlines of the magnet arrangements considered. The optimization procedure 
maximizes the average value of the EMF over a 120° electrical commutation period of the 
brushless DC operation. The authors use a parametric finite element model (FEM) to solve the 
magnetic field distribution. 
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· al) bl) 
a2) b2) 
a3) 
Figure 10.3 Outlines ofthe magnet arrangements considered [17] 
al) two arc PM segments per pole pair bl) two faceted PM segments per pole pair 
a2) three arc PM segments per pole pair b2) three faceted PM segments per pole pair 
a3) four arc PM segments per pole pair b3) four faceted PM segments per pole pair 
For arc shaped magnets the objective function is given by 
( E1E(X)J f (X) == Te~IJ (10.13) 
where E J (X) is the average value of the back EMF over 120° electrical for a single set of 
design parameters and E is the average value of the back EMF over 120° electrical of the base 
motor used for comparison. 
For faceted shaped magnets the objective function is given by 
f(X) ==min 
X e Rn 
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(10.14) 
where S i (X) is the volume of the permanent magnets for a single set of design parameters 
X in the optimization procedure; S is the constrained permanent magnet volume and ~ (X) is 
a penalty function. 
In order to evaluate the benefit of GA the authors also applied a gradient descent optimization to 
the problem. Their results show that the two optimization techniques converge to the same 
solution with slightly better results for the GA. 
10.3.6 W. Ouyang, D. Zarko and T.A. Lipo (2006) [19) 
This work describes the design process of two interior permanent magnet (IPM) machine 
structures. The design process is directly coupled with finite element analysis and the machine 
design guidelines are embedded into the optimization process. The first structure evaluated 
consists of a modular structure which splits a conventional machine stator into segments in order 
to automate the labor intensive winding process. The second structure consists of a conventional 
stator structure. 
The authors make use of two optimization techniques and compare the results obtained from both 
these techniques. The first technique is a Monte Carlo optimization and the second is a 
Differential algorithm (similar to a genetic algorithm). The authors state that it is necessary to 
properly define the problem in order for the optimizations to exhibit effective solutions. In order 
to achieve this, the authors define the stator module and rotor side geometries of the modular 
design by 6 and 5 main parameters, respectively. These are shown in the figure below. The 
machine performance is primarily determined by its geometric parameters and with full 
knowledge of the material properties. With many design parameters the task of design 
optimization is often an arduous one for almost any technique. 
Results are compared of both the Monte Carlo method and the Differential Evolution with 
different optimization objective functions. They evaluate results with the maximum Torque set as 
the objective function, then a minimum harmonic distortion in the back EMF and then with both 
maximum torque and minimum THD as the objective functions. When multiple objectives are 
required the Differential Algorithm provides better overall results than the Monte Carlo method. 
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(b) 
Figure 10. 4 Section of Four-Pole PM DC Motor [1] 
A conventional stator IPM machine is also evaluated and the structure used is shown below. The 
authors make use of a set of explicit constraints, set limits for the various design parameters and 
keep certain design parameters constant. The results of the DE optimization process are chosen in 
order to build the prototype machine. 
Figure 10.5 Section of Four-Pole PM DC Motor [1] 
The authors built two prototypes, one based on modular stator design and the other based 
conventional stator design, and validated their simulated results with experimental results. 
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10.4 Optimization Technique 3- Experimental Design Method 
Several papers have been found that describe the use of the experimental design method in order 
to optimize the design of a brushless permanent magnet motor. Three of these papers are from the 
same authors and offer similar details on the techniques used. None of these papers provide clear 
explanations of the methods used; however, experience with these statistical and variance 
techniques could assist in better understanding this optimization technique. This section will 
provide an overview of the technique the objective functions used and any results that the 
researchers obtained. 
10.4.1 F. Gillon and P. Brochet (1998, 1999) [5, 6, 71 
In [5] the authors use a magnetostatic finite element package (Tosca) in order to analyze the 
machine and quantify any 3D effects. They studied a brushless PM motor used in an industrial 
fan. Due to the large winding overhang this machine topology has a rotor that is longer than the 
stator. The authors indicate that this topology produces beneficial 3D effects [5]. The 
experimental design method is chosen as the optimization technique for this work because 
(a) it immediately defines the lowest number of simulations needed to obtain a maximal 
precision on the associated model; 
(b) when a linear model, i.e. a 2-level factorial design, is used, the coefficients are easily 
interpreted because they have a physical meaning as the gradient of the response. 
The objective function for this optimization is chosen such that it increases the mean value of the 
back emf during a rotor rotation of 120° (electrical), as indicated in equation (10.15), where T/3 
denotes the 120° (electrical). The authors change the EMF in this paper by modifying the 
magnetization field direction of the permanent magnets. The objective function to be minimized 
and which is studied in the Experimental design is 
1 t0 +T /3 
f(X)=- T/3 l emf(t)·dt (10.15) 
where emf( f) is the change of the back EMF as the rotor rotates in constant speed and T is the 
cycle of the rotation. 
A 22 factorial design is used on the domain on order to define the simulations needed. With this 
linear design, the optimum becomes obvious and is one of the simulation points. The principle of 
this method is that by starting from the domain of largest likelihood, an experimental design can 
be achieved that locates a maximum. The authors show an improvement of 10% in the back emf 
as compared to the initial design point. 
In [6, 7] the authors define the armature geometry by 9 parameters and again try to maximize the 
mean EMF generated. The figure and table below show the initial design of the motor and the 
initial geometrical parameters used in the optimization process. 
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(a) 
Para Dtscriptlon Urdt hrldal Value. 
1 You Yoke thickness mm 7.77 
2 d2 Half tooth rnm l..9 
3 ha~ot SIQtheight min llA3 
4 dh Thickness of the tooth head nun 0.~ 
5 Tlelotft Open an:gullll tooUl 2 
6 • aitpp mm 1 7 hm Magnet tbickne$$ nun 8.7 
8 Shaft .Radius shaft mm 7.52 
9 t1 Open angular mapct 44.5 
(b) 
Figure 10.6 (a) Initial design and parameters (b) Description of Parameters [7] 
With only 2 possible values for each of the design parameters it would be necessary to conduct 
512 simulations. This grows drastically if there were 3 possible values for each of these 9 
parameters with 19683 simulations required. This is a really difficult optimization task and does 
not even include the complexity of interpreting the results. The experimental design method is 
thus proposed to deal with the complexity of finding the best possible value for each of the 
controlled parameters. The method has been derived by statisticians and experimenters from 
variance analysis with 2 primary goals: 
(a) reduce the number of experiments or simulations required by the investigation process; 
and 
(b) to minimize the influence of the experimental or simulation error. 
The designer can use this method in two ways: Screening or Response Surface Methodology 
(RSM). 
In Screening, the designer determines which factors significantly affect the studied response in 
order to reduce the problem size. By applying variance analysis (AN OVA), the designer is able to 
select the most significant parameters and keep the others constant. In [7] the authors choose 2 
responses in order to represent the performance of the machine (EMF and torque ripple). Two 
screening techniques are discussed in [7]. The first being the Taguchi Design method which is a 
factorial design method. Using the standard L12 TAGUCHI table the number of simulations is 
reduced from 512 to 12. It is stated that this type of experimental design can evaluate up to 11 
different factors simultaneously. The second screening method is that of variance analysis which 
is used if the number of simulations is greater than the number of degrees of freedom associated 
with the model [7]. Using these screening techniques the authors are able to reduce the problem 
to three parameters to use in the optimization process. The magnet thickness, stator yoke 
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thickness and slot height are chosen as the dominant parameters to optimize. The electric power 
for this machine is proportional to the product of the EMF and the current. Furthermore, if the 
Joule losses are to remain constant, the area of the slot must be proportional to the square of the 
current. The slot area is proportional to the slot height and thus the objective function used in this 
research is given by 
J(X) == -(; J
2 
(:slot ) 
. 0 s/ot0 
(10.17) 
where E is the mean value of the EMF during the 120° (electrical) of the rotor rotation and £ 0 is 
its initial value. The final design achieved by the authors increases the output power by 5% as 
compared to the initial design. A closer comparison shows that the stator iron area increased by 
13%, the slot area increased by 12% and the magnet area decreased by 13%. 
10.4.2 S. Vivier, F. Gillon and P. Brochet (2001) [13) 
This paper is the most difficult to follow of the papers reviewed in this section. The magnetic 
performance of the machine is modeled by finite element software and the most significant 
parameters are chosen using a screening experimental design. The stator yoke and magnet 
thickness are chosen as the optimization parameters with an increase in the mean back EMF 
chosen as the objective function. 
The authors use several optimization techniques in their research including a full factorial design 
(2 and 3 level), D-optimal design (2"d and 3rd order model) and an iterative method for both full 
factorial 2-levels design and D-optimal design. Thus seven different designs are evaluated in this 
work. The full factorial designs implicitly impose the number of experiments/simulations to be 
conducted. For 2 parameters, 2-level designs are fully defined with 22 = 4 simulations, while 3-
level designs require 32 = 9 simulations etc. A higher the number of levels increases accuracy of 
the experimental design. The authors achieved a 5. 7% increase in the mean EMF with respect to 
the initial design using full factorial design. 
Further details on this research can be found in the full paper [13]. 
10.5 Optimization Technique 4- SPEED CAD Software 
10.5.1 T.J.E. Miller, M. McGiip and A. Wearing (1999) 191 
The title of paper [9] "Motor Design Optimization using SPEED CAD Software" may be 
somewhat misleading. The software provides a platform on which to analyze the performance of 
several electrical machine topologies. It is defined in the paper as " ... a specialized calculating 
tool to assist the design engineer with initial sizing and preliminary design ... ". No specific 
optimization algorithm or structure is discussed in the paper, yet it does provide insight into the 
complexity of machine design and how the problem has been addressed with this software. The 
software features include 
• Definition of the motor geometry with the use of parameterized models to allow for quick 
data entry and modification, and for quick simulation 
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• Simulations that are based upon classical theory and equivalent circuit models 
• Ideal, time-stepping, dynamic (including load characteristics and fault conditions), thermal 
and line-start conditions 
• Simulation of both the motor drive and the electromagnetic aspects 
• A:h. output in the form of textual design sheets which list the calculated parameters and a 
graphical display of waveforms such as current, voltage, torque, back emf and flux-linkage 
• A materials' database 
• Links to finite-element and system simulation programs 
It is stated that the SPEED software can get a design to within 5% of a final solution, but that it is 
in this last 5% where companies can develop their competitive edge. The software allows for the 
machine designer to vary the value of one or more parameters and then evaluate the effect of 
these parameters on certain outputs. Thus a parametric optimization can be manually conducted 
by the machine designer. 
It appears that the SPEED CAD software could form one of the best foundations on which to base 
any optimization technique. The analytical expressions are described in terms of geometrical 
parameters and if certain objective functions could be developed based on these expressions, then 
a powerful optimization technique would be available. At this stage no literature has been found 
to specify the exact analytical expressions used in the SPEED software. The main objective of 
this literature review is to collect as much knowledge as possible on the current best practice in 
the field of machine design and then creatively sort through this knowledge and establish links 
between various sections. This has the potential of creating a knowledge base that is more current 
than that used by the SPEED software and which incorporates some of the newer results, 
materials and findings. 
10.6 Optimization Technique 6- VEKOPT Algorithm 
10.6.1 Ch. Schatzer and A. Binder (2000) [11, 121 
A four-pole permanent magnet synchronous machine is optimized for a rotational speed of 
24000rpm. This research makes use of a vector optimization algorithm which is able to solve a 
restricted parameter vector optimization problem without any scalar transformation. A vector 
optimization problem consists of several objectives which need to be maximized or minimized at 
the same time. One method of solving these problems is to transform the multi-objective problem 
into a scalar problem using weighting methods or restriction formulations. The main problem in 
using this approach is the choice of a suitable transformation method and the fact that the 
influence of the parameters of the transformation method on the solution can often not be 
determined and could lead to inaccurate results. 
The vector optimization algorithm (VEKOPT) used in this research is a method which finds an 
approximation of the whole PARETO-set which is defined by (I 0.18). The optimality condition 
for vector optimization was first introduced by the Italian scientist V. PARETO (1848 - 1923) 
and is based on a condition for several objectives. The so-called PARETO-optimal solution 
occurs if the improvement of one objective function simultaneously decreases at least one of the 
-* 
other objective functions. A parameter vector X is called PARETO-optimal, if no other vector 
X exists which holds both conditions 
~- ( x) ~ ~ ( x* ) for all jE{l, ... ,m} 
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~ ( x) < ~ ( x* ) for at least one JE{l, ... ,m} (10.17) 
The method proposed by the authors yields a relative improvement of the new calculation points 
with respect to the results of the former steps, but no new classification of the new step. All points 
fulfilling the conditions in (10.17), are PARETO points with regards to all former evaluated 
points. Thus all these points form an approximation of the PARETO set of the vector 
optimization problem. A steady improvement of the approximation is achieved if the only points 
that are varied are from the PARETO set. 
A flow chart of the VEKOPT optimization algorithm is shown below. Further details on this 
method can be found in [12]. 
I INPUTS! 
I Choose k, as the number of variation cycles fot each point xi I 
J I Choose rns startpoints xI 
I I INITIALIZATION I 
l I Dist.ribute start points standard-distributed in design space I 
'I I Calculate first PARETO-set approximation I 
'I 
I ITERATION I 
I 
Varv each point of _the. current PARETO-set, k·.times 
"' by adding a GAUSSIAN diostrih~lted number 
:1 
Test n · w point for PARETO-optimality 
and replace it 1 if condition is fulfilled 
I 
Adapt standard deviation CJ 
according to the ratio of fail steps vs. successful steps 
I 
I Test convergence crit rion j 
I 
I Start new iteration cycle, using current PARETO-set approximation I 
Figure 10. 7 Flow Chart of the Vector Optimization Algorithm [12] 
In [1 0] the authors applied this technique to a 4-pole synchronous machine and they defined the 
optimization problem with the following detail: 
Objective functions 
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• rnaxP r,rnin V ou m 
Parameter Constraints 
• 2mm~h ~8mm m 
• 
• 30mm ~ rr ~ 43mm 
Mechanical and Thermal Conditions 
• pres > 0 - residual pressure of bandage over magnets (ensures bandage keeps magnets in 
place) 
• CY max < 600N I mm2 -maximum strength ofbandage (ensures bandage does not burst) 
• IH m I< 1120kA I m2 -to avoid demagnetization of permanent magnets 
When compared with a previously built machine the solution provided by the optimization 
method results in a design with 16% less magnet volume. Further details on the objective 
functions, mechanical and thermal conditions and the vector optimization algorithm, are available 
in [11 , 12]. 
10.7 Optimization Technique 7- Optimization Software Based on Analytical 
Models 
Basic knowledge of an electrical machine is used to develop a set of analytical equations. The 
design with constraints problem is then reformulated as a constrained optimization problem. An 
analysis program is automatically generated through the use of symbolic computations and then 
solves this problem by linking the output performances of the device to its input parameters. 
10.7.1 F. Wurtz and J. Bigeon (1996)- [2] 
The authors introduce a methodology for the computer aided constrained design of electrical 
devices. The method is based on the use of analytical design equations and symbolic calculation 
is used to generate an analysis and sensitivity program. These programs are then linked with an 
optimization algorithm that accounts for any constraints. The methodology developed comprises 
8 steps, which are summarized below: 
Step 1: Describe ofthe design equations ofthe device: 
The equations that allow the output parameters Ci to be linked to the input parameters Pi must be 
known. For each parameter Ci, these equations must be given in the following general form 
ci == f(~,cb) (10.18) 
with i == 1, ... , n; j == 1, ... , m; b == 1, ... , n and b =P i 
Step 2: Search for the input parameters Pi in the design equations of the device: 
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A set of parameters Pi has to be found so that Ci can be symbolically written as a function of the 
pi 
Step 3: Symbolic and automatic generation of output parameters C as a function of the input 
parameters Pi. This is done by taking the equation in which the constraint C ·is the left member, 
as in the form of (1 0.18). The symbolic computation can be automatically completed with the 
symbolic computation software Macsyma. 
Step 4: Program the symbolic expressions of the output parameters C; in a programming 
language - software Macsyma translates those symbolic expressions into computer program 
language automatically, such as FORTRAN. 
Step 5: Symbolic and automatic generation of the derivatives of the output parameters C; with 
respect to the input parameters Pi with Macsyma - dC;IdP; are symbolically computed by taking 
the expressions in step 3 to find the expressions of the sensitivity of the output C;to input P;. 
Step 6: Automatically formulate the computer program of the symbolic expressions of the 
derivatives with the software Macsyma - which is essentially repeating step 4 but with the 
symbolic expressions of the derivatives. 
Step 7: Link the analysis and sensitivity program with an optimization algorithm - this step 
allows the authors to solve the constrained CAD problem in the form of a constrained 
optimization problem 
Step 8: Automatically configure a user friendly interface to allow the user to specify all the 
constraints of inputs and outputs, start a design, visualize the results and make analysis. This step 
is done by software called P ASCOSMA (Program for Analysis, Design and Optimization of 
Analytically Modeled Devices), which is developed by the author's research group. 
The authors do not provide details on the type of optimization method that was used, but this 
paper still provides insight into the methodology that should be used to approach the overall 
problem of Knowledge Based Machine Design. Thus an accurate analytical model needs to be 
developed, the links between the input and output parameters need to be established and then a 
multi-objective optimization method needs to be implemented. 
10.7.2 C. Espanet, A. Miraoui, J.M. Kauffmann (2003)- [14) 
The researchers develop a complex, multi-physic and efficient analytical model for a synchronous 
permanent magnet motor, which contains structure equations, equations of physical 
characteristics, magnet equations, electrical equations and thermal equations. This model is then 
used as an input to the software Pro@Design in order to automatically generate a program which 
is able to realize the optimal design of the system. 
The Pro@Design software is an industrial form of the methodology PASCOSMA where the 
inputs are the equations of the analytical model written in a text file using a specific format 
similar to MatJab. The equations contained in this model link theN input parameters P e; to theM 
output parameters P sk and must adhere to the general form as shown below (same as (1 0.19)): 
P == f .(P ,P ) with k E [l,M] and k -:1: j 
s; J e; sk (10.19) 
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The remaining steps are the same as described in section 10.7.1 above. The key point is that all 
these steps are automated so that the optimal design software is obtained without doing any 
computation or writing any line of programming code. Thus the designer is able to overcome a 
classical difficulty in the area of machine optimization: the determination of the correct symbolic 
· expressions of the partial derivatives even in the presence of complex and non-linear models. 
In order to achieve the optimal design all of the equality or inequality constraints on the P e; and 
the Ok must be specified. The authors were able to obtain a solution in less than 20 seconds on a 
computer with a 1 GHz CPU and 128MB ofRAM. The magnetic results of the analytical model 
are compared with finite elements simulations using the FLUX2D software package. A good 
correlation is obtained between these two models. A prototype machine was constructed and the 
results compared quite well with those calculated by the analytical model and the finite element 
model. 
10.8 Optimization Technique 8- Combined Numerical and Analytical Method 
10.8.1 C. Schlensok, M.H. Gracia and K. Hameyer (2006) [18) 
The purpose of this paper is to compare numerical and analytical techniques used to minimize the 
cogging torque of a permanent magnet motor. The chosen approach for the reduction of the 
cogging torque is the insertion of additional notches in the stator teeth. These notches produce a 
supplementary cogging torque which is phase shifted as a result of the notch location. When all of 
the cogging torque contributions are added together the result is very low total cogging torque. 
The authors first develop an analytical based model and derive the following expression for the 
cogging torque: 
/Jr 2 2 Leo • T (B)==-m-(R -R )· (n·N ·a ·b ·s1n(n·N ·B)) 
cog 4 s r CT n·CT n·CT CT JLo n=O 
(10.20) 
where lm is the machine length, Rs is the stator radius, Rr is the rotor radius, Ncr is the least 
common multiple of the number of stator slots Ns and rotor poles NP, an and bn is the Fourier 
coefficients of the square of the relative airgap permeance function and magnetization function, 
respectively. 
Making the assumption that the relative air gap permeance function is a square function, the 
authors develop the following expression for the air gap permeance. 
(1 0.21) 
N 
where ao == _s 3 OJt for n == 0 
Jr 
anN. = :n(sin(nNs i)-sin(nNs(i -mJ)+sin(nNs(3;' +mJ) 
when n 21 
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To test the cogging torque behavior of the design, a static 2D finite element model is applied and 
compares the notched and basic machine (without notches) model. The authors find that for their 
configuration the values of the cogging torque are about three times the value of the basic 
machine and will thus not be suitable in this application. 
They then develop a step-by-step numerical model with the width of the notch, OJ , and the 
n 
height of the notch set as parameters. The results from the FEM simulation are then used to plot 
the maximal peak-to-peak torque and determine the optimum point. They find that the cogging 
torque does not strongly depend on the height of the notch. For the minimization of load-torque 
loss the smallest notch width should be selected and with optimally selected notches that the 
peak-to-peak torque can be reduced to 10.2% of its value prior to the use of notches. 
Although the results of the numerical solution are quite good, the authors state that the 
calculations are time-consuming. For this reason they developed a combined numerical and an 
analytic method. The combined model consists of two FE models using a static 2D simulation 
and the expression derived for the relative air-gap permeance. The first FE model is used to 
extract the magnetization function of the permanent magnets from the air-gap flux density. The 
second model is used in order to obtain a good approximation of the relative air-gap permeance 
function. Thus using the two functions extracted from the models and the expression derived for 
the air-gap permeance, the fundamental component of the Fourier expansion of the cogging 
torque waveform is calculated for various different notch widths. The FE simulations are stated to 
be quite fast, around 5 min each and the overall approach is touted as being faster than the 
numerical solution alone. This combined approach is intended to be used as a fast estimate ofthe 
optimal region, after which the exact value can be found using only FEM simulations. 
10.9 Optimization Technique 9- Particle Swarm Optimization 
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a relatively new algorithm in the field of machine design 
and there are very few papers in this area. PSO has been shown to be effective in optimizing 
difficult multidimensional problems in a variety of fields [16] and may be suitable for permanent 
magnet machine design. PSO is an evolutionary computation technique that was developed in 
199 5 by Kennedy and Eberhart [ 16] and is based on the behavioral patterns of swarms of bees in 
a field trying to locate the area with the highest density of flowers. 
10.9.1 J. Robinson andY. Rahmat-Samii (2004) [16) 
A good description of the algorithm and its associated terminology can be found in [16]. The 
authors have put together useful papers and apply the PSO technique to optimize the profile of a 
corrugated hom antenna. 
The authors describe a so-called UCLA-PSO algorithm that is stated to have the functionality and 
interface needed to solve a variety of engineering problems. The algorithm can be as summarized 
as follows: 
• Define the solution space: select the parameters that need to be optimized and give them a 
reasonable range 
• Define a fitness function: this provides the link between the optimization algorithm and the 
real world. This is a function that should accurately represent, in a single number, the 
goodness ofthe solution 
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• Initialize Random Swarm Location and Velocities: in order to start searching for the optimal 
position in the solution space, each particle begins at its own random location with a velocity 
that is random in both direction and magnitude 
• Systematically "fly" the particles through the solution space: the algorithm acts on each 
particle one by one, moving it by a small amount .and cycling through the entire swarm. The 
following steps are performed on each particle individually: 
o Evaluate particles fitness: compare to global best (gbes1) and personal best (pbest) 
o Update the particles' velocity: this is the core element of the entire optimization. 
The velocity of the particle is changed according to the relative locations of Pbest 
and gbest · It is then accelerated in the direction of these locations according to the 
following expression 
(10.22) 
o Move the particle: once the velocity has been determined it is simple to move the 
particle to its next location. The velocity is applied for a given time-step Lit, 
usually chosen to be 1 unit time and a new co-ordinate Xn is computed for each of 
the N dimensions according to the following expression 
X ==X + ~~ * V n n n (10.23) 
• Repeat: the process is repeated starting at step 4. In this way the particle moves for discrete 
time intervals before being evaluated. It is as though a snapshot of the swarm is taken every 
second. Repetition of the process is continued until the termination criteria are met. This 
could be maximum iteration number or a target fitness termination condition. 
The authors successfully use this algorithm to optimize a corrugated hom antenna and further 
details can be found in the full paper [16]. It is stated that one advantage ofPSO over a GA is its 
algorithmic simplicity. Another difference is the ability ofPSO to control the convergence ofthe 
solution. 
10.9.2 R. Wrobel and P.H. Mellor (2006) [201 
The authors of this paper have made use of PSO in combination with 2D finite element analysis 
in order to optimize the arrangement of a discrete multi-polar PM array with regard to size and 
direction of magnetization of the individual arc segments making up the array. The objective 
function used in the optimization procedure maximizes the phase flux linkage for a given volume 
of PM. 
The authors make use of their FEM analysis to solve for the magnetostatic field taking into 
account material non-linearity. In order to combine FEM and PSO the motor models are 
parameterized such that a set of parameters contain the angular lengths of the segments and the 
directions of magnetization for each discrete segment. 
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Figure 10. 8 Outline of rotor pole to show parameterization [20] 
The optimization function is formulated with the following objective functions: 
f(x) = n;!x(Ai(x)/ Ar) 
f (x) = max(A.(x)/ A) 
U XE~ I U 
f,(x) = max(Ai(x)/ Ah) 
XE~ 
(10.24) 
(10.25) 
(10.26) 
where Ai ( x) is the average magnetic flux linkage of one of the winding phases for a single set 
of parameters X, and Ar , Au and Ah are the equivalent flux linkages for a conventional radial, 
uniform rotor magnetizations and a discrete sinusoidal Halbach magnetization respectively. The 
results are compared for two motor configurations (A and B). For motor A the optimization 
results in improvements equal to 14%, 6% and 5% for radial, uniform and discrete magnetization 
respectively. In the case of motor B, the increase in the performance is found to be equal to 20%, 
5% and 3% for radial, uniform and discrete magnetization respectively. A general statement is 
also made that increasing the number of PM array segments per pole improves the motors' output. 
The tradeoff is the added complexity of constructing the array from a high number of PM 
segments. 
10.10 Conclusion 
In this chapter, several optimization techniques have been reviewed in the area of permanent 
magnet machine design and the results indicate that with a suitable algorithm and objective 
function an optimum machine design can be attained. More research is needed to develop further 
insight into the relationships between the different machine parameters and establish objective 
functions that correctly incorporate current knowledge and best practice on machine design. 
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSION 
The literature survey covered in this report has been conducted by two graduate students and has 
covered many topics directly related to the topic of machine design. This work could form the 
foundation (Phase 1) of the work on a Knowledge Based Machine Design concept. It is 
anticipated that additional sections relevant to machine design may be added as this work matures 
and develops. Phase 2 of this work could deal with creating valuable and insightful links between 
the various sections using a certain set of geometrical and operational variables. This will allow 
the performance of a machine under evaluation to be determined based on the knowledge gained 
from Phase 1. Phase 3 could then use an optimization technique that would rely on the links 
established in Phase 2 in order to determine the best machine design for the required application. 
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